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H. WHITAKER G3SJ
10 YORKSHIRE STREET, BURNLEY Phone 4924

VALVES. 6Sg7, 6SS7, 6SK7, 6K7, 6AB7, 7/6. VMS4 7 pin 4/-,
6D6 8/-, 12SH7 5/-, VP4B 10/-, EFBO 17/6. Z77, UF42, UAF42
17/6, 6AC7 8/-, 7Q7 6/-, 6SA7, 6L7, 8/-, ECH3 15/-, X150
10/-, UCH42 16/-, X24 7/6, IRS, IT4, 354, 3V4 8/6, 6J5 5/-,
6C8 7/6, 12C8 5/-, L63, H63 7/6, TDD13c 8/-, D63 8/-, 9004
4/-, 6H6 3 /-, 6N7 8 /-, 6F7 7/6, 6B8 6/6, 1215 3 /-, 12SL7, I 2SR7,
I2AH7 5/6, 6A L7 9 /-, 6Q7gt I0/-, 7193 2/-, 866 20 /-, 836 17/6,
VU29 30/-, IW4-350 8/-, 6X5, 5Z4, 25Z4, 35Z4. 80, 5Y3, 5U4
10/-. VUI II 2/6, 24/- doz. RK72 3/-, CV235, CVI87 8/-,
VR105 10/-, 813 90/-, T200 60/-, 6AK5, 8/6, 832, 30/-.
OSCILLOSCOPES. By well-known manufacturer. In black
crackle cases, 12 x 8 x 6in., AC mains 200/250v. Tube size 3in.
Hard valve time base continuously variable from 5-250,000 cps.
P.P. X deflection circuit with TB waveform brought out to sepa-
rate terminal for wobulator work. Push-pull Y deflection cir-
cuit, all the usual controls, and provision for using a D.C. volt-
meter to measure amplitude of A.G. waveforms. Brand new
with instruction manual, EI9 10s. Od. G.E.C. Miniscopes,
complete with wobulator, a few only at C14. Wobulator is
not available as a separate item. Sylvania, a laboratory job with
Sin. tube. Full details on request, E60.
METERS, ETC. Met-Vik and Weston. 3in. round flush 100
mills, 200 mills, 15/-, Modulation Indicators type 2. In cast
aluminium cases, 11} x 64 x 7fin. Freq. coverage 2.4mc to 6.25
mc. continuous in 2 switched bands. Modulation percentage
in direct reading on 0/500 3in. microampmeter calibrated 0-100%.
All have individual calibration charts and complete with Tx
coupling coil. To clear, 70/- each, carr. paid. Wavemeter
W1252, 230v. A.G. mains. 22mc. to 30mc., Precision Muirhead
dial, Individual calibration charts. In copper lined cases, 12 x
9 x 8in. Air Ministry ref. 101759. Made by Marconi. To clear,
14 each, carr. paid. J.V. Television pattern generators, A.G.
200/250v., covers all TV channels. 40/70 mc. 7 valves. Sound
modulation. One horizontal bar, optional number of vertical
bars. List E14, to clear, E9, carr. paid. Ditto Television Sig.
generators, 200/250v. AC mains. All T.V. Freq. Also can be
used as grid dip Oscillator. List £6 19s. 6d. To clear, E4 10s.

COLLARO. A.C. 37 Gram motor complete with turntable.
Variable speed through 33 to 100 revs. per minute. 110/230v.
A.C. mains. Exceptional offer at 50/- each. Plessey 3 -speed
auto record changers. Dual sapphire switched stylus. Mixes
10 and I2in. at 78, and also at 331 and 45. List 123 I3s. Od.
Last remaining few to clear at E10, carr. paid.
MUIRHEAD Heavy Brass Wavemeter dials, 3tin. diameter,
calibrated 0/100 degrees, Fast/slow release button. 50 complete
revolutions for full 100 degrees. A precision dial for V.F.O.,
etc. Brand new and boxed at 8/6 each. H.R.O. type T1087,
with full counter mechanism 0/600, less gear boxes, 6/- each.
National velvet vernier T.U. unit type. Complete with ceramic
coupler for fin. shafts, 8/6.
CRYSTALS. 1,000 kc. Valpey, Bliley or Somerset, standard fin.
pin spacing, 20/-. B.C.22I Octal based 1,000 Kc. G.E.C. Bliley etc.
30/-. Full range of Western I.F. freqs. 450, 465 kc, etc., 12/6 each.
Amateur and Commercial bands. G3 Si Xtals are precision lapped,
and acid etched to final freq. Are available in either Ft 243
holders, tin. British, }in. U.S.A. or tin. P.5 holders. Your own
choice of frequency 2 Mc to 10 Mc inclusive. We will despatch to
within I Kc of your chosen frequency at 15/- each, accurately
calibrated with freq. clearly marked. Slight extra charges for
decimal point freqs. We also undertake the calibration or
re -grinding of your own crystals at extremely reasonable and
nominal charges. New light craft frequencies available from
stock. Your existing frequencies can be re -ground at approx-
imately 7/6 each.
WAVEMETER CLASS C NRL. CRYSTAL UNIT Z.A. 2959.
Each unit contains 1000 Kc crystal in 10x holder, with a guaranteed
accuracy of .005%. Offered at the bargain price of 18/- post free.
T.U. UNITS. 7, 8, 9, 26, complete with outer cases in perfect
condition, 25/-.
VALVEHOLDERS. Ceramic octal spring loading or flanged,
1 10/- doz. 807 ceramic, 1/3, 12/- doz. British 5 pin cera-
mic, 5/- doz. 7 pin ceramic, 4/- doz. BG7, 6/- doz., BG7
screened, with locking spring, 2/-, BG8, 6/- doz.
CONDENSERS. Miniature metal can Electrolytic, Brand new
and guaranteed, 8mf 450v wkg 2/, 8 8 450v wkg 2/8, 16 + 16

450v wkg 3/6, 32 - 32 450v wkg 5/6. TCC normal size 8mf
350v wkg 2/6. Smoothing, 6mf 1000v wkg 4/-, 4mf 2000v wkg
5 x 44 x 2tin. 6/-, I Omf 1000v wkg 5 x 4 x 4fin. 7/6, 8mf 2000v
wkg 6 x 44 x 3in. 10/-, 4 + 2mf 2000v wkg 9 x 5 x 3i.n. 10/-.
TCC I mf 2500v wkg 6 x 3 x 24in. 5/-, 15mf 1000v wkg 7 x 4 x
3in. 8/-. Micromold I mf 1500 wkg 3/-. 4mf 3000v wkg 6 x 6
x 6in. 17/6. Silver mica and mica 350/1000v wkg 100 assorted
9pf/5000pf brand new 16/- per 100. Mica Aerovox and Sangamo
.005 3Kv wkg 3/-, .002 24Kv wkg 2/6, Muirhead .002 4Kv wkg
4/-. .001 2700v wkg 2/6. Variables : RX U.S.A. 15 pf. 25 pf.
1/6, 12/- per doz. 75 pf. preset I /-, 9/- doz. ; 2 gang 30 + 30
with geared drive Radio Cond. Corps, 4/-. 3 gang BC453 com-
plete with all gearing new and boxed 5/6. Radio Condenser
Corps. 3 gang .0005 with osc. section (465 kc. IF) ceramic insula-
tion 5/-. Eddystone TX type 26 pf. 1,000v. 60 pf. 1,000v. can be
ganged, 2/6, 24/- per doz. 50 pf. 1,000v. with 3in. spindles,
3/-. Cyldon ceramic insulation 250 pf., 5/-. Radio Condenser
Corp. 3 gang 30 pf. with geared drive Micalex insulation 1,000v.
TX type, 7/6. Hammerlund TX type I,000v. 30 pf. 60 pf. 100
pf. 120 pf., 7/6. 50 + 50 pf. split stator, 8/-.

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES. Immediate delivery
from stock at Pre -increase prices of Woden ; UMI 54/-, UM2
72/6, UM3 (sold out, new stock at 110/-), UM4 215/-. Mains
DTMII 39 /-, DTMI2 48/6, RMSII 30 /-, RMS12 40 /-, DTMI5 75 /-,
DTMI7 109/6, Drivers DTI (sold out new stock at 40/-), DT2
39/6, DT3 34/-, Filament DTF12 21v. 10a. 38/6, DTF 14 5v 4a.
31/6, DTFI7 71v 5a. 37/6, DTFI8 5v 3a, 6.3v 4a. 38/6, DTF20
10v 10a. 59/6, Chokes ; DCSI4 12hy 350 mills 102/-, DCS20
20hy 350 mills 140/-, DCS 17 20hy 60 mills 28/8, DCS18 20hy
150 mills 41/6, PCS135/25hy 350/50 mills 58/6. The following are
by Parmeko or Gresham Transformer Co. All are post war
production not Ex -Gov., they represent the highest standard
of British production, and are brand new and unused, offered at
a fraction of original cost. Primaries all 200/250v 50cy. Plate
2000/0/2000 at 200 mills 94 x 94 x 8 weight 701b. at 75/-. 2000/0/
2000 at 500 mills 13 x 10 x 71 weight 100lb. at Ed. 5800v at 800
mills tapped 2000/3000/3500/4000 161 x 13 x 12 weight 1801b.
at E6. L.T. Chokes for the above lOhy at 800 Mills 81 x 6 x 7
weight 501b. 70/-, 15hy at 400 mills D.C. res. 90 ohms 6 x 7 x 9
weight 401b. 35/-. 3.5hy at 500 mills weight 451b. 30/-. Swinging
13/23hy at 180/500 mills weight 451b. at 40/-. Plate 19500/0/
19500 at 6.1 KVa. Oil filled, built in rollers, 6in. stand-offs, weight
6 cwt. For collection only E12. Plate 5850v at 445 mills 13 x
101 x 71 tapped 4450/3560/2660v. weight 851b. at £5. Thermador
2000/0/2000 at 800 mills E7/I0/-. Swing choke suitable for the
above 23/lOhy at 100/800 mills weight 50Ib. at 70/-. Auto,
230/1I5v 350 watts 35/-, 500 watts 50/-, SKVa E6. 61.1(Va at
L.T. Filament and L.T. heavy duty. 2.1v at 10 amp for 866s at
20/-, 10v c.t. at 10amp at 20/-. 22v c.t. at 30 amp 7 x 7 x 7 weight
351b. at E2. 22v. c.t. at 15 amp 30/-. 2lv at 17 amp 30/-. I Iv
15 amp twice 30/-, 50v tapped at 5v at 36 amp size 10 x 10 x 10
weight 501b. at E3. 4v at 141 amp 4 times .13 Kv test, 101 x 11 x 84
70/-. 4v 4fa. 4v 111a. 4v 29a. II x 11 x 131 weight 35lb at /3.

VOLUME CONTROLS. Mostly U.S.A. All brand new;
short spindle, 6/- doz., well assorted. Normal spindles ; 100K
21in. spindles, 1/6 ; 5K 2 watt, I /-, I0/- doz. ; 50K plus 500
ohms, 2/- ; 10K + 10K, 10 watt, 2/6 ; 25K, I /3 ; RCA 21K plus
21K, I /6 ; RCA 15K plus 250K with switch, I /6. U.S.A. G.E.C.
5K with knob, 1/3. 12 assorted long spindle, I2/-.
LABORATORY POTENTIOMETERS BY LEEDS &
NORTHRUP, U.S.A. Overall size 10in. x Bin. x 8in. from
zero to 32,000 ohms, the scale occupies 2,000 divisions which are
easily divisable visually into four, giving 4 ohm steps. Linear
Law, Linearity guaranteed better than .015 per cent. An abso-
lute bargain at ES, carriage paid.
BLEEDERS. 2K 3,500 ohm, 100 + 480 + 280 ohms, 20 watt,
35K, 40K, 40 watt 350 ohm. 5K, 75K I meg, 25 meg 50 watt,
12K -I. 2K, 49K + 51K, 20K 60 watt, I K, 50K, 30K, 75 watt,
7K, 8K, 20K, 25K, 50K 100 watt, 24/- per doz. assorted.
CONNOISSEUR Standard Light weight Pickups. Complete
with input transformer, Brand new and boxed, List /4/10/5,
inc. tax. Post free LI /6/10. Available in quantity for export
less tax.

JONES PLUGS. 4 way, 6 way, 8 way Female at 2/- doz.
6 way male, 2/6 doz.
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This plastic backed, strong and reliable tape
offers high fidelity reproduction over a wide
range of playing speeds and recording
conditions.
Medium coercivity gives a high signal
output with an extended high frequency
response, while retaining ease of erasure.

'Scotch Boy'

is now available in

6
reel sizes

300 ft. 600 ft. 1200 ft.

TO FIT ALL MAKES OF TAPE RECORDER

Signal/noise ratio is high ; transfer and
distortion negligible.
`Scotch Boy' is used by the B.B.C. and
most other big recording and broadcasting
corporations.

2250 ft. 2400 ft.

Write for further particulars:
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. Ltd, 167 Strand, London W.C.2 TEMple Bar 6363

3000 ft.

ANOTHERG) PRODUCT

257

tow -toss TRANSMISSION LINES

K.24.B 150 -ohms nominal im-
pedance, figure -8 section

twin; capacitance 10.6 mmf/ft; Atten-
uation at 50 Mc/s, 2.1 db/100 ft;
power rating at 100 Mc/s, 300 watts.

K.25.B 300 -ohms nominal im-
pedance, flat ribbon -

type twin ; capacitance 4.6 mmfift ;
attenuation at 50 Mc/s,1.0db/100ft;
power rating at 100 Mc/s 500 watts.

K.35.13 300 -ohm tubular twin
feeder with,,stable char-

acteristics in varying Weather con-
ditions. Capacitance 4.0 mmfift ;
attenuation at 50 Mc/s 0.92 db/100 ft;
power rating at 100 Mc/s,
550 watts. British
Patent No.
668206

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO LTD
Head Office: 22, Old Broad Street, London. E.C.2 Telephone : LONdon Wall 7104
Enquiries to: Telcon Works, Greenwich, S.E.I0 Telephone: GREenwich 3291
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The LATEST and
IMPROVED TAPE
For all popular tape recording machines

*TWIN

Note these
outstanding features

TRACK RECORDING WITH
UNIFORM RESPONSE.

*HIGH PLAY -BACK LEVEL AND LOW
NOISE COMPONENT.

*LIGHT WEIGHT PRECISION BAL-
ANCED SPOOL.

*FERROVOICE SPOOLS KEEP WEAR,
TEAR AND ROTATION NOISE TO A

MINIMUM.
(I\

Trade
enquiries invited

Specially wound on trans-
parent perfectly balanced
plastic spools, which fit
all popular types of tape
recorders.
FERROVOICE im-
proves the performance
of all recorders. Provides
twin -track recording of
the highest standards of
quality and faithfulness.
Tape wear and rotation
noises are reduced to the
minimum.
Ferrovoice gives the
highest standards of re-
cording & reproduction.
Technical features : Tape
width 0.247in. ± 0.001in.
Medium coercivity-ease
of erasure-frequency re-
sponse 50cfs to 10 Kcls at
7-lin. per second. Length of
tape 1,200ft. Spool 7in. dm'

vogcm PEGO

PRICE

RETAIL

af,e/z/ff-a&-ey
Tape You wde

MAGNETIC ,COATINGS LTD 38 GROSVENOR GDNS LONDON SW1
Phone SLOane 9129

PULLIN SERIES 100

MULTI - RANGE TEST SET
The universal testing set
for Service Engineers.
Sensitivity -10,000 ohms
per volt. Strong metal
case with carrying
handle, complete with
leads having detachable
bulldog clips and test
prods. Size 9 x 54 x
4ins.

RANGES

AC /DC Volts : 10, 25,'-_
100, 250, 500, 1,000
D.C. Milliamps : 2.5,
10, 25, 100, 500.
AC /DC Microamps:
100 Microamps 100.
range.
Resistance ranges.
0/1 Meg (13,500 ohms
mid -scale). 0/10,000 ohms
(135 ohms mid -scale)

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
Electrin Works, Winchester Street, London, W.3

Tel.: ACOrn 4651/3 & 4995.

McELROY - ADAMS Manufacturing Group Ltd.
(Sole concessionaires U.K. for Hallicrafter Communication Equipment)

H.R.O. Receivers complete with tubes but less coils
Rack and table models available ... £19 each.
H.R.O. Power Packs 110/230 Volts A.C. 65/- each.
H.R.O. Power Packs Battery Models ... 45/- each.
H.R.O. Coils, Limited quantity available ... 50/- each.
Moving Coil Microphone T50 Electro Voice Model 600C
for B.C. 614E amplifier. New and Boxed ... 80/- each.
Speech Amplifier B.C.6 I 4E for B.C.610 Transmitter
New and in original cases ... £27 each.
Hallicrafter B.C.610 P.A. Coils with swinging link
Set of seven coils. New and boxed ... f7 per set.

Individual Coils available ... 21/- each.
Hallicrafter B.C.610 Tuning Drawers TU47 to TU60.

30/- each.
B.C. 375 E Tuning Units TU5 to TU 26 ... 35/- each.
Panoramic Adaptor B.C.I 032 B £30 each.
Ferranti Microameters 0-500 Flush Mounting. New

45/- each.
Sparton (Canada) Milliameter 0-300 Ma. Flush Mtg
New ... 20/-each

Condenser .05 X .05 mfd 2000 Volt Wkg 5/- each.
Mica Heavy Duty .01 mfd 3500 Volt Wkg ... 8/6 each.
Mica Heavy Duty .0011 mfd P or M 5% 28Kv 6A at
300 Kcs ' 17/6 each.
Aerovox 30 x 10 x 10 mfd 450 Volts and 20 mfds at
25/Volts ... 10/6 each.
Sprague 8 x 8 mfds 475 Volts DC ... ... 7/6 each.
Sprague 25 mfds at 50 Volts DC ... ... 3/6 each.
Mallory 25 mfds at 300 Volts D.C. ... ... 3/6 each.
Morse Keys Type .147. ... 6/6 each.
Remote Switch Navy Type N.A.F. 1118-2 Carbon
by Struthers, Dunn, Inc. Type CX1535AA 17/6 each.
Also available from stock Hallicrafter B.C.610
transmitters complete, R.C.A. ET. 4336 transmitters
complete. Please send for details.

WANTED
Wilcox Gay V.F.O. or any component parts for R.C.A.
transmitters E.T. 4336. Also National H.R.O. Spare
parts:

46 GREYHOUND ROAD, LONDON, W.6.
Cables : Hallicraft, London. Phone : Fulham 1138/9.
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EM I INSTITUTES

EXPERIMENTAL KIT

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
A specially prepared set of radio parts from which we
teach you, in your own home, the working of funda-
mental electronic circuits and bring you easily to the
point when you can construct and service a radio set.
Whether you are a student for an examination, starting
a new hobby, intent upon a career in industry, or
running your own business-this Course is intended for
YOU-and may be yours at a very moderate cost.
Available on Easy Terms.
WE TEACH YOU : Basic Electronic Circuits (Amplifiers,
Oscillators, Power Units, etc.) Complete Radio
Receiver Testing & Servicing.

POST IMMEDIATELY FOR FREE DETAILS

TO: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 14X
Grove Park Rd., Chiswick, London, W.4

Name

Address

* Experimental Kits
form part of the
following courses :
Draughtsmanship,
Carpentry,Chemis-
try, Photography,
Commercial Art,
Etc.

259

INSTITUTES

I.C.12

Associated with

COLUMBIA &
MARCONIPIIONE m v

(His Master's Voice)

62AK This Month's
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS :-

Bargains G2AK

832/829 CERAMIC HOLDERS (Ex Equipment) Limited -
Quantity Price 5/- each, P. & P. 9d.
TWIN FEEDER, Special Offer 300 Ohm flat twin 150 watt
rating (Minimum 20 yds.) 6d. yd., post free.
Standard tin. T.V. Coaxial Cable I Id. yd. or 9/6 per doz. yds.
or 9d. in 100 yds. coils P. & P. 1/6.
GERMANIUM DIODES. B.T.H. 2/-, G.E.C. 2/6 each.
SILVER PLATED V.H.F. COILS on Ceramic Base, Set of 3
(2-3 Turn and 1-4 Turn), 2/-.
A.R. 88 VALVE KIT. 14 valves, a 10s. Od.
A.R. 88 ESCUTCHIO NS, 22/6. " D " TYPE I.F.S., 12/6. ea.
POTENTIOMETERS, Carbon, 50 k., 25 k., and 2 meg.,
1/6 each. 500 ohm M.D. torodial, 3/6 each. 50 K.W.W. Pre -Set
Type 2/- each. 20K.W.W. Pre -Set, I /- each.
R.F. CHOKES. Pie wound. 1.25 mH., 100 mA., receiver type,
9d. each, or 7/6 per doz. ; 250 mA., transmitter type, I /- each,
10 /- per doz.

KNOB AND DIAL with engraved scale, En. dia. New and
boxed, black finished, 1/9 ea. ; complete with index.
LOG BOOKS, 100 pages with heavy bound cover, 10/6 ea.
Postage and packing 1/- ea.

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER. Kit of 4 midget 1.4 v. valves
I each IS5. IRS, 114 and 1S4, 30/- or 8/6 each, separately.

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER. 832 35/-, 8012 12/6 ea., CV52
I0/- 6L6G 10/6 each, 813 70/-, 829 80/-, 866a 17/6, 807
12/6, each, or 22/6 a pair.

Please include small amount for orders under LI.
Name & Address.

ALL CALLERS TO

110 Dale End, Birmingham Central 1635
MAIL ORDERS TO 102 Holloway Head, Birmingham Midland 3254

STREAMLINED BUG KEYS by famous manufr. Listed
over L4. OUR PRICE 45/- only.
CERAMIC FORMERS 21 -in. x Ilin. Ideal for VFO or
Turretts 1/9 each or 17/6 per Doz.
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE INSERTS. Type DAL
By Rothermel, 12/6 each.
GENUINE R.C.A. AR88 MATCHING SPEAKERS,
fitted with louvered back, rubber feet and lead. Worth L5.
Our price 65/-.
SPECIAL TRANSFORMER OFFER. Fri. 115, 210,
240v. Sec. 260/260v. 100 m.A. 6.3v. 3A. 6.3v. IA (for 6 x 5
rectifier) Universal mounting. Limited quantity. 17/6 each.
Post free.

METERS. 0-9A. Hot
0-100mA., En. Flush
2+in. Flush 0-2A Thermo

4,800v. MULTIPLIERS

TAPE RECORDING
Tamsa, Lane and Qualtape.
Tape and Reels always

MORSE PRACTICE
put for phones, excellent
As new, 7/6, postage

Carriage

CHAS. N.

Wire 5/-. 21in. Flush Mounting M.C.
0-4A Thermo 51-, 0-350mA..Thermo 7/6,

7/6, 2in. Flush 20-0-20 Amps 5/-.

for Model 40 AVO 5/-.

EQUIPMENT. Decks by Bradmatic,
Ex. stock. Heads, Oscillator Coils,

available.

SETS, with double -action buzzer, out-
key, requires only 4+ v. battery.

and packing 1/-.

paid on all orders over LI except where stated.
Please Print Your

YOUNG, 62111(
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CRYSTAL FREQUENCY CONTROL

Type 'G'
Frequency ranges 100
KO to 500 Kc/s : 3 Mc/s
to 20 Mc/s. Evacuated
glass envelope having
87G valve base, with
crystal connected across
pins Nos. 3 and 7. Fre-
quency tolerance 0.005%
of nominal at 20° C, or
better for special appli-
cation.

Be SURE

with

BROOKES

Because we specialise in

the exclusive production
of Crystals, all our skill
and resources are devoted
to ensuring precise
accuracy and conformity
to specification.

We ore suppliers to
Ministry of Supply, Home Office, etc.

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
10 STOCKWELL ST., GREENWICH. LONDON, S.E.I0

Phone : Greenwich 1828

Grams : Xtals Green, London. - Cables : Xtals, London.

CLYDESDALE
Bargains in Ex -Service Radio and Electronic Equipment

RECEIVER UNIT TYPE 25
Ref. 10P/IL part of the TRI196 equipment.

Frequency range, 4.3-6,7 Mcs.
Valves 2/VR53 (EF39), 2/VR56 (EF36). VR55 (EBC33), VR57 (EK32), 2 IFT
460 kcs, plus various microdensers, mic. and output transformers, pots,
condensers, resistors etc., connections brought to 10 pin Jones type chassis
plug. Circuits are provided in the unit, which is totally enclosed in case,
8fin. x x 6+in. Would make the basis of an All Wave Receiver, required
tuning pack and power supply.

39/6 POST
No. SM/H299 PAIDASK FOR

(Conversion Data (" R. Con." Reprint), 1/6)
5-440-8 V.H.F. TRANSMITTER CHASSIS
Partly stripped by the M.O.S., less valves, tuning coils and crystal, but
otherwise fairly intact. A fine basis for V.H.F. Tx or 144 Pits rig. Original
frequencies 85-98 Mcs. valve types 3/RK34, 2/6N7, 6V6. Housed in louvred
case, finished grey crackle. Dia. 14 x 8 x 7ins.

No. SM/H5I 7 I 5 D/- POST
PAIASK FOR

THE P40 V.H.F. RECEIVER UNIT
Adm. Ref. W. 7945.A

A Crystal controlled 9 valve (3/EF54, EC52, 2/E939, EB34, 635, 6V6) Receiver
Unit. Range 85-95 mcs., I.F. 2.9 mcs., with valves less crystal in louvred metal
case 1 x 56 x 41ins. Finish Grey. (HT.175 v. D.C. 60 mA L.T. 12.5 v.
2.5 A).
Power requirements, EXTERNAL.
ASK FOR No. L4.19.6. Ect,

POST
SM/H357 PAID

DRIVER TRANSFORMER for ET -4336 TRANSMITTER
Ref. No. 110K/117. Part XT -3202.

Centre tapped primary, Inductance 3.4 henries. Two Secondaries, Inductance
14 henries each. Ratio whole pri- to one sec. 1-2 approx. Dim. Ht. 44in. x

3fin. x 3+in. Wgt. 641b. 4 -hole fixing.
ASK FOR
No. SM/E562 18/6 Each

R 1155 RECEIVER UNIT
Reconditioned and Tested

As New Good
f9/1916 L8/1916

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

POST
PAID

Rough
L5119/6

Carr. 7/6

Order direct from: Tel.: South 2706/9

CLYDESDALE CO..M.
2 BRIDGE STREET, GLASGOW, C.5

Branches in Scotland, England and North Ireland

of

ell-EDGWARIEROAID

Can supply the parts for
ALL

Short Wave Magazine
Constructional designs

SEND LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED -WE WILL BE
PLEASED TO FORWARD A QUOTATION

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
287/9 Edgware Road, London, W.2.

Tel. Paddington 5891. Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday I o'clock).
Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo

MAINS, TRANSFORMERS, SCREENED, FULLY
INTERLEAVED AND IMPREGNATED

Half Shrouded -
H.S.63. Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a., 6.3v.

3 amps, 5v. 2 amps ... 16/6
1-1.5.40. Windings as above, 4v. 4 amps, 4v. 2 amps
H.S.2. Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 m/a .. 19 /-
H.S.30. Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 80 m/a 191-
H.S.3. Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 80 m/a . . 19 /-
H.S.2X. Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 100 m/a .. 21/-
H.5.30X. Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 100 m/a 21 /-
Fully Shrouded -
F.S.2. Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 m/a . 21 /-
F.S.30. Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 80 m/a . 21 /-
F.S.3. Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. BO m/a . 21 /-
F.S.2X. Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 100 m/a 23/-
F.5.30X. Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 100 m/a ... 23 /-
F.S.3X. Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 100 m/a ... 23/ -

All above have 6.3-4-0v at 4 amps. 5-4-0v at 2 amps.
F.S.43. Input 200/250v. Output 425/0/425v. 200 m/a, 6.3v.

4 amps C.T. 6.3v. 4 amps C.T. 5v. 3 amps 47/6
H.5.6. Input 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 m/a, 6.3v.

6 amps C.T. 5v. 3 amps. Half -shrouded ... 26/6
For Receiver R1355.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

All 200/250v. Input
F4. 4v. at 2 amps, 9/-. F6. 6.3v. at 2 amps, 7/6. F6X. 6.3v. at 0.3
amp, 6/-. FI2X. 12v. at I amp, 8/-. FU6. 0-2-4.5-6.3v. at 2 amps, II F.

'F12. I2.6v. tapped 6.3v. at 3 amps, 18/6. F24. 24v. tapped I2v. at
3 amps, 26/-. F29. 0-2.4-5-6.3v. at 4 amps, 20/9. FUI2. 0-4-6.3v. at
3 amps, 19/6. FU24. 0-12-24v. at I amp, 19/6. F5. 6.3v. at 10 amps
or 5v. at 10 amps or 12.6v. at 5 amps or 10v. at 5 amps, 37/9. F6/4.
Four windings at 6.3v. tapped 5v. at 5 amps each, giving by suitable
series and parallel connections up to 6.3v. at 20 amps, 57/-. F30.
30v. at 4 amps, 40/-. F31. 0-4-6.3v. at 4 amps, 23/6. F25. 25v. at
4 amps, 40/-. F26. Two windings, 6.3v. at I amp, I I /-. F27. Two
windings, 12v. at 1.5 amp, 26 /-. F28. Two windings, 5v. at 3 amps, 25 /-.
F32. 10v. at 5 amps, 30/-. F33. 0-10-30-60-100v. at 1 amp, 45/-.
F34. 0-4-9-15-24v. at 3 amps, 31/6. F35. 6.3v. at 6 amps, 25/-. F36.
0-9-30v. at 3 amps, 30/-. F37. 0-9-15v. at 3 amps, 26/-. F38. 0-9-15v.
at 1.5 amps, 24/-. F39. 0-9-15v. at 6 amps, 32/6. F40. 0 -12 -I8 -24v.
at 4 amps, 42/6. F4I. 6.3v. at 1.5 amps, 8/6.

H. ASHWORTH (Dept. S.W.)
676 Great Horton Road Bradford Yorks
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CASH istAITING
FOR YOU

TURN YOUR REDUNDANT AND SURPLUS
TEST EQUIPMENT INTO MONEY

We require certain types of English and
American equipment in new or secondhand

condition and in any quantity.

SIGNAL GENERATORS Type 101. Ref. No. 1056/6016.
SIGNAL GENERATORS Type 54. Ref. No. 105B/215.
RECEIVERS Type S.27, R.1359 and R.1294.

RECEIVERS Type APR.4 and TUNING UNITS.
KLYSTRONS Type 723 A/B.
TEST SETS Type TSX/4SE or TS. 148.

AMERICAN TEST SETS Type TS.I3/AP, TS.I2/AP, TS.69/AP.

Send for big list of our requirements showing hundreds of items.
one of which you may have lying around and which can be turned
into money.

Please write, call or phone, giving PRICE
condition, etc.

ELM ELECTRIC CO.
175, UXBRIDGE RD., LONDON, W.7

EALing 0779 & 9857

Southern Radio's Wireless Bargains
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVERS (Walkie-Talkie) Type 38 Mark II
Complete with 5 Valves. Microphone, Headphones and Aerial. Less
Batteries. Guaranteed fully and ready for use, 14115/-, post paid.
Extra Junction Boxes for above, 2/6.
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVERS No. 18 Mark 111. Complete with all
Valves but less Batteries and attachments. Guaranteed Ready for Use,
E7/17/6, Carriage Paid. No. 18 Mark III BRAND NEW complete in
original packing cases with ALL attachments and full set of Spares
including duplicate Set of Valves (less batteries), EIS.
TELESONIC 4 -Valve Battery Portable. Complete with 4 Hivac
valves. Contained in Metal Carrying Case. Easily convertible to
Personal Portable. Brand New, £2 including conversion sheet and post.
RECEIVERS R 109 COMPLETE WITH 8 VALVES. Vibrator pack
for 6 -volts. Contained in metal ease with built-in speaker. 1.9 to
8.5 megs, GUARANTEED, E7, Carriage Paid.
MINISCOPES G.E.C. M86IB BRAND NEW COMPLETE IN

CARRYING CASE WITH PLUGS E12/10/ -
RESISTANCES 100 Assorted useful values wire -end 12/6
CONDENSERS 100 Assorted Mica and Tubular 15 /-
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS Adjustable 1" to 34-". For use on

wood, metal, Plastic, etc. 5/9
THROAT MICROPHONES. Brand New Magnetic with long lead

and plug 4/6 American Type 4/6
PLASTIC MAP CASES 14 by 101 inches 5/6
STAR IDENTIFIERS Type I. A -N. Covers both Hemispheres,

complete in case 5/6
WESTECTORS Wx6 and WII2 I/- each
MARCONI AERIAL FILTER UNITS. (P.O. Spec) 4/6
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. 2 -impulses per sec. Complete

in sound -proof case. Therm control 11/6
REMOTE CONTACTOR for use with above 7/6
SPECIAL OFFER TO EXPERIMENTERS. TWELVE METERS
and AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. Only needs adjustments or cases
broken. TWELVE INSTRUMENTS (including 3 Brand New Aircraft
instruments). 35/-.

Full list of Radio Books 2id.

HUNDREDS OF FURTHER LINES FOR CALLERS

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.,
II, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON. W.C.2.

GERrard 6653.

*.(6.18rown.444\

TYPE
EARPHONES

ADJUSTABLE STEELREED

coffs'N6

RADIO
METAL
POL
PIECES

ERN ALUMINIUM DAPHRAGEE

The first choice of

RADIO OPERATORS

throughout the world
These headphones feature a
High Permeability Reed tuned
to 1,000 c/s. and coupled to a
conical aluminium diaphragm.
Earpieces individually adjustable
while in use for sensitivity and
power -handling characteristic.
D.C. Resistance : 4,000 ohms.
Impedance : 16,000 ohms at
1,000 c/s.
The S. G. Brown range of head-
phones covers types for many
specific requirements. Details of
the full range are available in
the illustrated Brochure "S."
-sent on request.

LYONS RADIO
LIMITED

3, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds Bush, London W.12
Dept. MS. Telephone: SHEPHERDS BUSH 1729

RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSORS. Comprise a double
choke and condenser filter unit for a total loading of 15 amps. Assembled
in cast ali. cases, approx. size, 17 x 9 x 4ins. Made by Belling & Lee for
industrial users. As new and unused. PRICE 52/6, post free.

STEEL AERIAL MASTS. Consisting of 9 tubular sections, each
tin. dia., and a mast head pulley section to give a total height of 33ft.
Lashings, etc., are not supplied, but three pickets for securing these are
included. PRICE 75/, carriage 9/6.
METAL MINE DETECTORS. This detector gives warning of the
presence of metal objects in the water, timber, underground, etc.,
and there are probably many applications for which this equipment
can be used in addition to its original one. We supply them complete
in strong, wood transit case, the principal items being an A.F. amplifier
employing 3 valves, type ARPI2(VP23), mounted with battery space
in metal case, 11 x II x 4iins., search coils, control box pole, front and
rear sections, high resistance headphones, carrying satchels, etc.
Power requirements are 60-90v. H.T., and 4-I.5v. S ' type cells for
L.T. (not supplied). Condition is as new and unused with instruction
data included. PRICE L3 /12 /6, carriage 10/6.

AMPLIFIERS, TYPE A.1368. These are two stage, two valve amplifiers,
and can be used for intercom. purposes or as a microphone pro -amp.
With slight mod. (details supplied) as a gramophone amplifier. Operates
from 2v. L.T., 90-120v. H.T. and 9v. G.B. Housed in neat metal cases.
7 x 5 x 4ins., and fitted with 2 valves (VR21 and VR35). In good condition.
A REAL SNIP AT ONLY 10/6, post 2/..
INVERTERS. Known as Rotary converter, type 3. Input 24v., D.C.
Output 115v., A.C., 1,200 cycles at 4.35A. Output power at unity
power factor, 0.6 KVA. PRICE E3 /10/0, carriage 6/6.
VALVE BARGAINS. (This month only)

TYPE EACH 2 FOR

6V6
VU1 I I

VR136 (EF54)
VR137 (EC52)
VR99A (6K8) 8/6 ...
CV66 (RI -37

..1625 (807, 12v. Her. 7 pin UX base) 7 /6 ...
All removed from new, unused equipment, retested and boxed.

...

... 15/9
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Pointers for Designers
n CONSTRUCTORS

The new OSRAM Z729 is a low hum, low microphony voltage
amplifying pentode of all -glass construction on the B9A
base. The heater is rated at 6.3V, 0.2A and a variable
hum -balancing resistor is not required if the heater
winding has an earthed centre -tap.

The Z729 is of small physical size, rigid construction with effective in-
ternal screening and has been designed for use in conditions where the
hum and microphony introduced by the valve must be kept to the minimum.
Typical applications include amplifiers,
particularly where bass boost circuits are used, such as low level tape
and disc pre -amplifiers, in sound reinforcement systems and microphone
head amplifiers.
Using the circuit shown, a gain of 110 can be obtained whilst the hum
voltage referred to the control grid will not exceed 1.5µV. This figure
represents an improvement of at least 17db over a valve of normal construc-
tion with good low hum characteristics used with a hum balancing circuit.
The Z729 is a preferred type for use in
the early stages of all low level input
audio equipment, while its very high
input grid resistance renders it

suitable for use in the instrument
field, in applications where this
characteristic is required but the
use of an electrometer valve is not
justified.

CHARACTERISTICS
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/THEGENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2
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From take -off to touch -down, the safety of the aircraft is
dependent on trouble -free radio contact being maintained.
The components used in the radio equipment must be the
best obtainable.

For reliable communications under all conditions, use
G.E.C. Quartz Crystal Units.
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HouR EFFICIENCYwATT/

and savings up to four -fifths of the size and five -sixths of the
weight in comparison with other storage batteries of similar
capacities.
The Venner silver -zinc accumulator is ideal when exceptionally
high rates of discharge are a necessary requirement.

Write for. Brochure VA/QR

VENNER ACCUMULATORS LTD.
Kingston By -Pass New Malden Surrey Telephone : MALden 2442

C in1141%14144444001*

111.44$44441t wick

Sae
QUARTZ CRYSTAL

UNITS

Write today for list Q.C. 5012(R)

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
A Subsidiary of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND
PEEL WORKS SILK STREET- SALFORD 3 LANCS.



FOR THE EXPERIMENTER AND THE RADIO ENGINEER

ei

SHORT WAVE

EDITOR IAL
The remarks in this space in May have brought an interestingHarmonies correspondence showing that in some parts of the country

the advent of TV is causing some extraordinary-not to say ridiculous-local interference
difficulties.

In the Brighton area, for instance, where the BBC has established a TV booster station
(Truleigh Hill) to improve reception, receivers tuned to this new station interfere with
older sets already working on Alexandra Palace direct ! The reason is, of course,
radiation from the local oscillators of the Truleigh Hill receivers. Interference from
this cause has been proved at distances up to 400 yards-so one can imagine the chances
of getting, in the Brighton area, vision signals from A.P. on an old receiver when a
new set for T.H. is installed next door !

It is astonishing that such a situation should have been allowed, officially, to develop ;
apparently, the possibility, if not the certainty, of mutual interference of this kind was
never .foreseen when the Truleigh Hill project was conceived. The only remedy officially
offered to afflicted A.P. viewers is that they buy themselves a T.H. converter at a cost
of eleven guineas.

As the interim and long-term programme of the BBC for increasing TV coverage
develops, so difficulties due to interference of this sort will arise in other parts of the
country-to say nothing of the complications to be expected if commercial TV ever
becomes a reality. The first move in any such interference problem will be to round
on the local amateurs, who will themselves be plagued (on the VHF bands) by harmonic
squeaks and chirps from the unshielded and .free -running oscillators of near -by TV
receivers.

The fact is that these complicated harmonic relationships, which now demand a high.
standard of TVI-proofing in TV receivers themselves, so widen the possibilities of mutual
interference that the degree and extent of the TVI caused by amateur transmitters
has already become insignificant and relatively unimportant.
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Simplified Communications Receiver
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION FOR GENERAL COVERAGE

AND FOUR BANDS, INCORPORATING ALL ESSENTIAL
REFINEMENTS

W. N. STEVENS (G3AKA)

The receiver fully described in this article shows how, by using a commercially available switched
coil pack, a gooa general-purpose design in the communications category can easily be constructed.
Such a receiver is capable of giving a performance comparable with many commercial and
ex -Service types now in regular operation. The design as discussed here is not claimed to be
" communications" in the strict sense, but it does incorporate all those refinements normally
considered desirable, as well as a few not found on several commercial receivers. Our contributor
has used throughout parts that are readily available and the model, as described and illustrated,

has performed very well on test under practical operating conditions.-Editor.

TAKING advantage of the poor , general
I conditions, it was decided to proceed with

several of the constructional jobs which had
been in the pending tray for some time. One
of . the most important of these was the con-
struction of a good stand-by receiver ; one
which would be available in case of breakdown
and which would not disgrace itself when
pressed into service.

The job was further given priority as a result
of discussions on the subject of home -built
communications receivers. Two of the objec-
tions voiced against the practice of " rolling
your own " were (a) Time, and (b) Cost. Both
cases have, in the writer's opinion, been if not
demolished at least sadly mauled. The actual
time spent on the receiver (discounting some
last minute modifications) was around 40 hours.
That is to say, anyone wishing to construct
the receiver from the finished circuit should
be able to do so in that time, which is not
excessive. As to cost, the only luxury is the
coil pack all other parts are standard com-
ponents of the type most amateurs can lay
their hands on in the spares cupboard or can
purchase cheaply. Valves are all common
octal types, and the IFT's are standard.

There were criticisms, naturally, but the
writer contends that he achieved what was in-
tended the inexpensive and quick construction
of a communications receiver to suit particular
needs. These included : (1) Good sensitivity,
(2) Good selectivity, (3) Coverage down to 21
mc and of the full medium wave broadcast
band, and (4) The obvious requirements such
as stability, CW reception and so on.

As the receiver was intended as a construc-
tional design for the newcomer, a switched

coil pack was considered desirable for obvious
reasons. The one chosen is the Osmor unit
which gives the following coverage in three
ranges: 570-1580 kc, 3-8.8 mc, 7.8-21 mc. One
disadvantage is that Top Band is not available
which, while not in the least concerning the
writer, may be inconvenient for many prospec-
tive builders. The answer is, of course, to use
an alternative coil pack which does cover the
band. A converter is to be added to cover
the 28 mc band ; this will also include 21 mc
as performance is not of the highest order and
an additional range for 1.8 mc will be provided.
All this, however, is to fit in with personal
requirements and the actual tuning coverage is
best left to individual preference.

The main object of this article is to show
that an effective superheterodyne receiver can
be built quite easily and cheaply. No extrava-
gant claims are put forward in respect of per-
formance, but the finished job has been
compared to two well-known communications
receivers in the  medium price bracket, one
American and one British. In both instances
it showed itself to be superior. Obviously, it
will not out -perform receivers in the AR88
class, but nobody in his senses would expect
it to ! On the other hand, it will put up a
very creditable performance and would be an
improvement on many main station receivers
now in use.

The Circuit
At least one RF stage was, of course, neces-

sary, to improve signal; noise ratio and selec-
tivity. To simplify tuning arrangements, only
one stage was provided. In this position. the
best valve on hand was the 6AC7 (V1 in the
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Front view of the simplified general-purpose communications receiver, showing panel layout - see Fig. 3. The short wave coverage
is 3.0 to 21 me in two switched bands, and the receiver has such useful refinements as send -receive switching, RF trimming, noise

limiter, S -meter and separate AF, IF and RF gain controls.

circuit) which gives considerable stage gain
even on the HF bands. The circuit is conven-
tional and a manual RF gain control is fitted
in the cathode circuit (VR1). The tuned circuit
arrangements may be of interest to prospective
users of the Osmor unit. On the medium wave
range, bottom -end coupling is used whereby
the input signal develops voltages across the
impedance of Ca and as this is also in the grid
circuit coupling is achieved by this common
impedance. On the short wave ranges, con-
ventional HF transformer coupling is used-
the impedance being so small on the higher
frequencies that no coupling takes' place via
the " bottom end."

Although by no means ideal, the frequency
changer is a 6K8 triode-hexode. But pursuing
the object of simplicity, a separate oscillator
was not chosen ; in actual fact, the triode-
hexode is not that undesirable if care in circuit
details is taken. The oscillator anode supply
should be extremely well regulated for best
results and the hexode screen voltage is quite
critical for maximum conversion. For the
6K8, both these voltages are 100v. These
have been fed, through their appropriate drop-
ping resistors, to a stabilised supply of 120
volts. For further stability, the anode circuit
of the mixer has its own decoupling corn-

ponents as do the following IF amplifiers. This
is a great help in achieving freedom from inter -
stage couplings via the supply line.

It will be noted that AVC is fed to the mixer
stage only on the medium wave range. Also,
the standard padder condensers provide
bottom -end coupling on the medium wave
range, transformer coupling being used on the
short wave ranges. The components Ca, Cb,
Cc, Cd, Ce, Ct are all fitted to the coil pack.
Connections to the Osmor unit are shown
clearly (being identical to those on the maker's
data sheet) so that alternative arrangements
can be easily made if required.

The IF Amplifiers
Although double conversion is desirable in

the ideal receiver this was ruled out for
reasons already mentioned. However, by using
two IF amplifiers at the standard 465 kc
frequency, a great improvement in selectivity
(not to mention a useful increase in gain) can
be achieved and was felt to be worth -while as
the only extra parts required were a pentode
valve and one IF transformer, plus a few
resistors and condensers.

Further to assist in the aim of improved
selectivity, the first IF amplifier (V3, 6AC7)
was made regenerative. This is achieved by
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Fig. 1. Circuit complete of the receiver designed and described by G3AKA in the accompanying article.  An Osmor switched coil
pack gives convenient coverage of the amateur bands 3.5 to 21 mc, and band -spread tuning is fitted for close searching over these
ranges. The circuit is quite conventional, but there are a number of added refinements to make the receiver suitable for amateur

band working. See facing page for continuation.

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Circuit of the

Resistors
RI = 68,000 ohms. R15, 17, 21,

R2, 9, 18, 22
23, 48 330 ohms.

R3, 8, 16,
24. 46 4,700 ohms. I

watt.
R4 6,800 ohms.

R5, 13, 14,
20, 33 .-. 270,000 ohms,

watt.
R6, 47, 50 = 1 Megohm,

watt.
R7 = 3,300 ohms.

47,000 ohms, 1

watt.
R19, 26, 31 = 68,000 ohms, 1

watt.
R25, 27 = 470 ohms.

R28. 34, 44 = 27,000 ohms, 1

watt.
R29 = 33,000 ohms.

R30, 35 = 100,000 ohms.
R36 = 150,000 ohms.
R37 = 220,000 ohms.

R38, 39, 42 = 470,000 ohms.
R40, 41 = 2,200 ohms.

R 10, 32. 45 = 47,000 ohms. R43 = 240 ohms, 1 watt.
RI I = 33 ohms, i watt. R31 = 2.2 Meghoms,
R12 - 4,700 ohms. watt.

(All resistors half -watt unles.s otherwise stated)
Condensers
Cl, 4, 6, 8.
12, 13, 16,

36 = 0.1 p.F, paper.
C2, 5, 10,
11, 14, 15.
17, 20, 22. C25,
27, 29, 32,

33 = 0.01 aF mica.
C3 = 500 p,gF, mica.

C7, 18, 19,
30 - 100 gµF, mica.

Variable Condensers
Vc1, Vc2, Ctl. Ct2 = Compression

Vc3 - Three. gang vari- type trimmers.
able, 450 pp.F Cx = Approximately 2
swing. µµF (see text).

C9, 25 = 150 apF, mica
C21 = 0.5 µF, paper.
C23 = 8 electrolytic,

350 V wkg.
26, 28 = 52AF electrolytic,

25 V wkg.
C31 20 apF, ceramic.
C34 270 npF, mica.
C35 0.001 AF, mica.

Simplified Communications Receiver

Vc4, Vc5 = Two gang vari-
able, 20 AgF
per section.

Vc6 = Midget air -
spaced vari-
able, 50 ppF.

Variable Resistors
VRI = 10,000 ohms.

wirewound.
VR2 = 10,000 ohms,

wirewound.
VR3 = 1,000 ohms, wire -

wound.

Valves
VI
V2
V3

V4

6AC7 (or 6AG7).
6K8.
6AC7 (or 6AG7,

or 6SG7).
6K7.

Switches
SI Range switch supplied

with coil pack.
S2 SPST toggle switch.

Miscellaneous
IFT I , 2, 3,

4 = 465 kc IF trans-
formers, pre-
ferably perme-
ability tuned.

Vc7 = Midget air -
spaced vari-
able, 120 gpF,

Vc8 = Midget air -
spaced vari-
able, 10 µµF.

VR4 = 10,000 ohms,
wirewound.

VR5 = 200,000 ohms,
carbon.

VR6 = 10,000 ohms.
wirewound.

V5
V6
V7
V8
V9

6SN7.
6SL7.
6V6.
635.
6SN7.

S3 SPST toggle switch.
S4 SPST toggle switch.
S5 DP C/O toggle switch.

M = 0-1 mA moving
coil meter.

Ca-Cf = Padding con-
densers already
assembled on
coil pack.

introducing a small amount of feedback be-
tween anode and grid, manual control being
adjustable by VR2, part of a potential divider
across the cathode. With the control set just
below the point of oscillation the selectivity
(and gain) is at its highest, and with careful

adjustment some would say that it can be made
comparable to that obtained with a simple
crystal filter.

The second IF amplifier is a conventional
arrangement with a forward -reading S -meter
in the cathode circuit.
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R29

C/8 T/9

HT*

Second Detector and Noise Limiter

The second detector is in the infinite im-
pedance circuit, the advantages of which are
well known. It is more linear than the typical
diode detector and moreover has the important
advantage of imposing negligible damping on
the preceding tuned circuit, IFT3. The con-
sequence is a great improvement in selectivity
at this point and less attenuation of high fre-
quencies. The anode is by-passed for RF and
AF by means of the filter R28/C21. The load
resistor R30, being common to grid and anode
circuits, provides negative feedback at AF.
C18, C19 and R29 form an RF filter, the re-
maining audio voltages being fed to the follow-
ing stage via C20.

Since a triode is used for the second detec-
tor, it was convenient to have a 6SN7 in this
position, using the second triode as a series -type
noise limiter. Domestic and car ignition inter-
ference is not a pressing problem at the writer's
QTH and the simple type of noise limiter
shown was found adequate. It uses the well-
known system of a diode with adjustable
positive cathode bias. Cut-off point, i.e., when
the cathode is swung positive in regard to the
anode, is determined by the setting of VR4
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which is brought out as a manually operated
panel control. It provides good limiting action
for high amplitude noise pulses, without giving
spectacular suppression.

The Audio Stages
The audio output from V5 feeds into a

6SL7, the first half of which is the 1st AF
amplifier. The second half of the valve is
arranged as a simple AF filter, a device greatly
to be desired under certain CW reception con-
ditions. The circuit (which is due to G6DH)
operates in the following manner :

In the " off " position S2 grounds the
cathode and grid returns of V6a and it func-
tions as a normal audio amplifier. In the
" on " position, the cathode and grid returns
are switched in series with, the second triode
V6b and appreciable regeneration takes place.
If part of the R/C network between the grid
of V6b and the anode of V6a is made variable,
the time constants can be adjusted so that
attenuation affects all frequencies except those
within a small band at 1,000 cycles. In practice
the two trimmers Ctl and Ct2 are pre-set to
give the desired effect, which is to give im-
proved selectivity for CW reception and
attenuation of extraneous noise.
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The output stage is a conventional tetrode
arrangement using a 6V6. Loudspeaker out-
put is off the 6V6 and high -impedance head-
phone output is off the first AF stage.

AGC and the BFO
An electron -coupled oscillator of normal

design is used for the BFO (V8). Injection
to the second detector is taken from the oscilla-
tor grid, the anode being by-passed to ground.
The supply voltage is taken from a stabilised
source.

The provision of AGC was made difficult by
the use of an infinite impedance detector.
Taking the AGC feed from the grid of the
detector in a normal diode arrangement would
have imposed considerable damping and thus
cancelled the advantages gained by the use
of a high resistance detector. There was also
the question of AGC application for CW
reception. Eventually it was decided that the
added complication of amplified AGC would
be advantageous from many points of view.

Another 6SN7 was pressed into service, one
half acting as a triode IF amplifier and the
second as a diode AGC rectifier. The diode
has a potential divider network in the cathode
circuit, one arm of which (VR6) is variable.
The setting of this potentiometer determines
the delay voltage and it can be preset according
to the amount of control required. With com-
plete screening of the BFO unit, good AGC
action is possible on both phone and CW.
Power Supplies

Power requirements of the receiver are 250
volts at 120 mA, 6.3 v. at 4 A, plus a stabilised
supply of 120 volts. The original receiver is
powered by a supply incorporating several
stabilised outputs. Alternative arrangements
can easily be made by fitting a regulator tube
on the receiver chassis to take care of the
stabilised voltage required for the mixer and
BFO stages.

Construction
Details of construction can be seen from the

photographs and layout diagrams. The receiver
is built comfortably into a chassis measuring
16 ins. x 10 ins. x 24 ins., with a panel of
17 ins. x 9 ins.

With the tuning gang mounted in a central
position, the valve line-up can follow round it
in a more or less logical sequence, as can be
seen from Fig. 2. Although not necessarily
adding to the actual efficiency, a balanced
layout is a pleasing feature providing nothing
is sacrificed in the performance.

With the coil pack used in the original model

a standard 450 ,o.p.F swing tuning gang is
required and bandspread of some sort becomes
necessary when tuning the amateur bands. A
normal parallel arrangement is used, the two -

gang bandspread variable being mounted on
a bracket and fitted with an Eddystone slow
motion drive assembly. The main tuning
drive used is a two -speed affair marketed by
Jackson Bros. (" Caliband "). Readers who use
this drive on this or any other piece of equip-
ment may be interested to hear how the control
action can be vastly improved. The original
unit is fitted with a small knob for the upper
(or low reduction) spindle and a larger knob
for the lower (or high reduction) drive. In
practice it is extremely difficult to rotate the
low reduction knob by virtue of its small
physical size and the position of it above the
larger knob. To get from one end of the
tuning range to the other is hard work !

This has been completely overcome by a
simple expedient. Remove both knobs and
store the smaller one in the spares box-we
don't need it. Then replace the larger knob,
but fit it to the upper spindle. Next, mount
a solid spindle coupler and short length of
quarter -inch rod on the lower spindle and fit
any sort of large knob to suit. By doing all
this, the two knobs are clear of each other
(one in front of, and below, the other) and
we have a nice easy action instead of a rather
cramped affair.

Between the tuning gang and bandspread
unit can be seen the inter -stage section of the
coil pack, which is supplied separate from the
main assembly. It is, of course, wired to the
main range switch. The three trimmers asso-
ciated with this section (also supplied
separately) are not used ; instead, a small air -
spaced variable is mounted as a panel control
which enables the mixer stage to be peaked
for optimum whenever necessary. This is
quite a useful arrangement and can help a
great deal to bring up those weak signals.

The remaining components to be seen above -
chassis are the Send/Receive switch (to the
left), the S -meter and associated components,
and the noise limiter control. The send -
receive switch is simply wired in series with
the HT positive line as this met the needs of
the writer ; other arrangements can be made
where direct monitoring on the receiver is
required.

Metal valves were used where possible (in
the receiver shown they are V1, V3, V4 and
V7), but only glass -type valves were available
for the frequency changer (V2) and BFO (V8)
and so screening cans were needed. Good
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Rear -chassis view of the receiver designed and constructed by G3AKA, showing general layout - and see Fig. 2. Octal valves and
easily obtainable parts are used throughout. The switchable coil pack is an Osmor unit.

screening of V1, 2, 3. 4 and 8 is highly desir-
able. Screened wire is used for above -chassis
grid circuit leads.

Below Chassis
Under -chassis wiring should not present any

major problems, but. a certain amount of care
is necessary. The disposition of the main
components is shown in Fig. 2. To keep
wiring short and direct, much of the connec-
tions can be made direct to valveholder pins
and soldering tags fitted to the valveholder
bolts. It was found that five tag strips placed
strategically provided most of the remaining
anchoring positions required.

Along the front inner face of the under -
chassis are disposed most of the controls, but
the IF gain control is mounted on a bracket
close to the V3 valveholder and fitted with an
extension rod, being taken through the chassis
and front panel via a bushing.

The BFO section is completely screened as it
is extremely important that direct or harmonic

radiation from the oscillator does not leak
into the IF amplifier. An aluminium box,
mounted directly over the valveholder encloses
all the BFO components including the anode
by-pass condenser, and the pitch control is
mounted on one of the walls of the box. The
pre-set control is mounted to enable screw-
driver adjustment to be made initially.

The AGC amplifier and associated com-
ponents are fitted in the back corner of the
chassis, with the transformer mounted to the
side face of the chassis-adjustment of the
trimmers being effected from the " outside " of
the chassis. Permeability -tuned transformers
are used for the main IF stages and they are
more efficient. However, the only spare IFT
available for the AGC amplifier was a standard
condenser -tuned type and this was used in this
position. Along the rear inner face of the
chassis are two power plugs of the 5 -pin
variety. They are wired in parallel so that
power can be plugged into one and, if neces-
sary, taken out of the other. This is useful
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Fig. 2. Chassis layout drawing, showing general arrangement of main components. If a shell this size is used it will be found con-
venient to follow the layout given.

where the possibility of converters, preampli-
fiers and so forth is envisaged. The five -pin
plug -and -socket arrangement used at the
writer's QTH follows a standard coding. In
this way power may be supplied to various
units from .the same (or similar) power packs
providing that the input sockets are wired
according to the predetermined coding. The
advantages of this system are obvious - no
more puzzling about how to lay on power for
a certain piece of equipment, no more haywire
connections " just for the time being " . . .

To the side of the input power socket is
the AGC delay control, the tags of which in
conjunction with the IFT4 tags anchor all the
components for this stage not accommodated
on the valveholder itself. And down the side
are the two jack sockets for phones or speaker
output.

Screened wiring has been kept to a mini-
mum for obvious reasons. Screening does its
job, but excessive screened leads results in
too much by-passing to chassis in the RF
sections. All IF grid leads must be screened,
as also must AF grid leads. Decoupling con-

densers must be wired in with very short leads
and common earthing points established for
each stage. Particular care must be taken in
wiring the first IF amplifier V3. Here we are
going to introduce deliberate feedback-and
easy, stable, control action will not be possible
if the amplifier is liable to " take off " without
a deliberate feedback path.

Leads which pass through the chassis from
the V1 and V2 stages to the tuning gang above
deck should not be screened. The best method
is to drill large clearance holes (say in.
diameter) and make the necessary connections
in heavy gauge wire, which should also be
used for all anode and grid wiring in the
oscillator section to reduce lead inductance.

Final Adjustments
A cynic once remarked that when the last

solder joint had been made and the last bolt
tightened up, you were all set to start work
on your superhet. While there is, of course,
a grain of truth in this statement, the troubles
are largely exaggerated. However, it is cer-
tainly true that one cannot expect to get the
best out of a superhet without adequate
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auxiliary equipment-mainly a reliable signal
generator. The cores of commercial coil packs
are generally pre -aligned, but need final adjust-
ments in any particular receiver owing to
differing circuit capacities and other factors. If
a signal generator is not available it is strongly
recommended that the cores be left strictly
alone. If a generator is to hand (or can be
borrowed) the makers supply full instructions
for alignment procedure.

The IF transformers are also pre -aligned but
will require final adjustment-sometimes slight,
sometimes considerable. No amount of twid-
dling the cores and relying on your ears can
peak up the transformers to the degree possible
-with a generator. However, the S -meter can
be used for IF alignment and is very useful in
this respect.

The AGC amplifier can be peaked by feed-
ing in a signal from the signal generator and
.measuring the output across the rectifier load
resistor, or noting the effect on the S -meter.
An external strong signal can be used success-
fully in the same way. Once the transformer
is peaked the delay control can be adjusted to
the level at which AGC action is desired to
start. With the very small coupling capacity
between the second IF amplifier and the AGC
amplifier there should be little detuning effect,
but it is well to re -trim IFT3 after the AGC
amplifier has been adjusted.

The regeneration action of V3 requires some

adjustment. In brief, one aims to introduce
sufficient coupling between anode and grid so
that the valve oscillates when the potentiometer
is about three-quarters in. The capacity
required to introduce feedback is very small
and can be effected by running a very short
length of wire from the grid pin to the vicinity
of the anode pin. Half -an -hour of trial and
error adjustment can make quite a difference
to the performance. If the adjustments have
.been made correctly it should be possible,
practically to eliminate one sideband on phone
signals with a pronounced peak on the other
sideband.

The BFO circuit needs little adjustment. The
trimmer is set to give the required beat note
and further pitch control effected from the
panel condenser. Coupling to the second
detector is made in the usual way by a small
concentric trimmer, or by twisting two insulated
leads together.

The audio filter is adjusted by setting the
two trimmers to values which give the desired
pass -band. With the correct capacities, a CW
signal will remain at constant strength with
the filter on or off, but it will have a " cleaner "
sound as the extraneous noises are attenuated.

The S -meter may need slight modifications
to obtain satisfactory action. If the sensitivity
is too high or too low it can be varied by
altering the value of R33. To obtain proper
zero settings consistent with sensitivity it may
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Fig. 3. Details for panel drilling, to match up the chassis layout shown in Fig. 2.
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Layout under -chassis of the G3AKA receiver. All necessary constructional details are given in the article and it can be said that
a receiver built to this specification will be an adequate performer on four amateur bands.

also be necessary to experiment with various
values for R24 and R25. When using the
S -meter it should be realised that readings will
vary according to the setting of the IF and RF
gain controls. Therefore, normal zero adjust-
ment should be made at predetermined setting
of the gain controls under average reception
conditions to enable comparisons to be made
day by day.

It will be noticed that no tone control is

fitted. Two reasons dictated this : (1) The
receiver will be used mainly for CW reception
and plenty of " top " is required ; and (2) No
room could be found on the panel for the
control ! There is no reason why a standard
top -cut control should not be installed by those
who find it desirable. If the slight incon-
venience can be tolerated, the control could
be fitted on the side of the chassis next to the
output jack sockets.

Final Comments
Although stress has been laid on the fact

that the receiver had economy in cost as one
of its objects, one should not be cheeseparing
in regard to components. That is to say, in a
high -gain receiver of this type small defects,
can have alarming consequences. As an
instance : On test it was found that the AGC
action was not satisfactory. The trouble was
found to be due to defective AGC filter con-
densers. These were " surplus " components,
but were brand new and unused and looked in
the same pristine state as any proprietary
condensers " straight off the shelf." On test,
however, they showed a heavy leakage. Their
companions, still unused, were submitted to the
leakage tester and showed the same defect.
Luckily, all other decoupling condensers in the
receiver were above reproach, but if they too
had been of the same type one shudders to
think of the consequences !

Use economy by all means, but take care
it does not turn out to be double edged.

There is really little more to say, but as the-
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receiver is one intended for the newcomer
perhaps it is well to mention that the final
results of any home -constructed receiver
depends largely on the merit of the mechanical
details. A neat wiring layout is certainly
pleasing to the eye, but it does not necessarily
indicate electrical efficiency. The components
should be wired with due appreciation of the
circuit details and what they imply. Another
point is that no two receivers built from the
same design will give an identical performance.
One reason has already been stated (the
engineering of the receiver), but component
tolerances must be taken into account. If one
wishes to get the utmost from such a receiver
it may be necessary to experiment with various
resistors and so forth, until the optimum is
reached.

There is no short cut to efficiency. One
must be prepared to take time to get every-
thing " on the beam." As already briefly
mentioned, the prototype has proved to be up
to the writer's requirements. It might be
mentioned that tests have also been made in
comparison with other receivers in the district

Panda PR-i 20-V
Transmitter

with the home -built job running off a short
indoor wire and the commercial receivers from,
respectively, a 14 me dipole and a 66 ft. end
fed-both high and clear outside wires. Results
in both cases show a performance quite as
good.

A simple Pi -coupler is used as an aerial
tuning device on the HF bands and this is
certainly a great asset, bringing up signals a
good couple of S -points. The receiver should
be operated, whenever possible, with the RF
gain at maximum as this improves the signal/
noise ratio. The IF gain control (which also
affects selectivity) should be set to a level
depending on reception conditions and the type
of signal being received. The IF and RF
controls should also be well advanced when
AGC is in use as this ensures maximum control
action.

There is another aspect to be touched upon.
Whether a home -built receiver is worse, the
same, or better than its commercial counter-
part there is no doubt that there is a great
satisfaction in the knowledge that its " all my
own work."

SELF-CONTAINED ALL -BAND
TABLE TOPPER

STAFF TEST REPORT

TT is now well over a year since the first
'Panda Table -Top Transmitter was placed
on sale, and we have recently had the oppor-
tunity of making an extensive " on -the -air "
trial of the newest model, which has sundry
advantages over its predecessors.

The latest PR -120-V is indeed an improve-
ment on the early productions, chiefly in
matters of detail-but important detail, such
as VFO stability and keying characteristics.

More and more amateurs are turning to the
self-contained table -topper style of design,
largely because it is far easier to make such
a transmitter really TVI-proof ; and this style
has practically everything in its favour. The
only disadvantage that springs to mind, in fact,
is that it is probably more difficult to service
than an open rack -and -panel arrangement.

Against this must be set the advantages of
compactness, tidiness, dust -proofing, appear-
ance, and, most of all, the complete screening
in one unit of everything, including power
supply.

Thus it was logical that the Panda trans-
mitter, based on a well-known TVI-proof
design, should be all built " under one roof "
-and a very successful policy it has proved.
Layout

Inside a steel cabinet of generous size (21
ins. wide, 18i ins. deep and 13-i ins. high) are
two separate chassis-the power pack and the
transmitter proper. The latter is divided into
two assemblies, one comprising the modulator
and the other the exciter and PA stage.

The power pack is firmly secured to the
cabinet with bolts, but the main transmitter
chassis slides out forward after the removal
of the eight bolts holding the front panel in
position. Servicing, if necessary, is thus a
matter of no great difficulty.

The PA stage is completely screened in a
copper -plated box, with a " meat -safe " section
immediately above the two 807's for ventila-
tion. This is removed for the purposes of
the photograph which shows the 807's and part
of the tank coil.
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Skeleton circuit of the RF section of the Panda transmitter.
Vi is the VFO, using an EF50 and BPC1-BPC5 are wide -band
coupler units. (Intermediate stages are 6V6's-screen HT feed

not shown - and the PA a pair of 807's.

In the same photograph may be seen the
small cast box which houses all the VFO
components except the EF50 valve, mounted
externally on the top of the box.

Three plug assemblies connect the trans-
mitter chassis to the power pack, which need
not be withdrawn from the cabinet when work
is being carried out on the transmitter proper.
Circuitry

The VFO consists of an EF50 in a Clapp
ccoscillator circuit ; this is directly coupled to
Luk, the 6V6 buffer, the output of which (like that
0")

of the oscillator) is in the 3.5 mc band. By
means of broad -band couplers and the usual
switching scheme, this output may either be
applied through one further stage to the PA,

, E -,or, by means of doubling and trebling, is con-
verted to 7, 14, 21 or 28 mc before arriving
at the PA grids.

All four valves in the exciter, after the EF50
oscillator, are metal 6V6's. The third of these
four valves is so arranged that it will double
(to drive the PA on 14 mc), or treble (to drive
on 21 mc), or, of course, it may finally be
switched, as a doubler, to the fourth valve,
which doubles again to 28 mc and then feeds
the PA at that frequency.

These bands are selected on a switch imme-
diately below the VFO tuning knob ; the PA
band -switch (top right) selects the necessary
tap on the Pi -section tank circuit. Output
coupling from the latter to the aerial tuning
unit (external) is controlled by the two knobs
at the lower right-hand end of the panel, one
giving coarse and the other fine adjustment,
by means of four fixed condensers and one
variable.

Two meters are provided ; one always reads
PA anode current and the other is a multi-
purpose meter, switched to read (a) PA grid
drive ; (b) Modulator anode current ; (c) Low
voltage HT ; and (d) High voltage HT. A
" QRP switch " is also provided, which reduces
the screen volts on the PA and makes it pos-
sible to tune the latter without risk of over-
loading through excessively tight coupling or
an off -resonance adjustment held too long.

A third position on the same switch, labelled
" Net," allows the VFO and buffer -doublers
to be tuned up, with no HT on the PA.

The modulator is perfectly conventional,
using two double -triodes between the crystal
microphone and the two 807's in Class-AB2.
The first valve is a 6SL7GT, used as a two-
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Front panel appearance of the Panda PR -120-V, which is self-contained for CW/Phone operation on all bands 28-3.5 mc, is fullyTVI-proofed, and fitted with an exceptionally stable VFO. Most of the controls can be identified in this photograph.

stage voltage amplifier, and the second a
6SN7GT with its two sections in parallel as a
low -impedance driver. Input and output trans-
formers are fully screened, the latter being a
UM2 type, the secondary of which is shorted
out when the function switch is in the " CW "
position. Adjustable grid -bias for the 807's is
provided at the rear of the power pack.

The latter is also of conventional design,
using two RG1-240 A's to provide a 750 -volt
supply for the PA and modulator, and a 5U4G
to give the 400 -volt supply for speech amplifier
and exciter unit. The VFO anode and screen
volts are stabilised from a VR-150. A metal
rectifier supplies modulator bias, and a DLS-10
(thermal delay switch) safeguards the gas -filled
rectifiers, giving a delay of about one minute
before the HT can be switched on. The red
indicator lamp on the front panel indicates the
presence, or otherwise, of HT after the "Plate"
switch has been made. A green lamp shows
that the heater voltage is on.

Details and Refinements
The " Function " switch has three positions

-CW, Receive, and Phone. In the " Receive "
position the transmitter is dead, even with the
key depressed, and a spare pair of contacts,
brought out to the rear, are open in this posi-
tion only. Thus relay switching for aerial
change -over, receiver muting and so on can
all be operated, giving a single -control change-
over, from this one switch on the transmitter.
In the Phone position of this switch, the high
voltage is applied to the modulators and the
transformer secondary " un-shorted," but the
key must still be depressed, or the key -plug
removed from its jack, as in the CW position,
before drive is applied.

The " Net " position on the power switch
makes it possible for the VFO to be tuned up
even when the Function switch is in the
Receive position. This is a useful feature
making slight frequency - adjustment for
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" netting " possible without interfering with
reception while it is being done.

Keying is carried out in the cathodes of the
buffer and the first buffer-doubler-not in the
oscillator, as in previous models. This gives
an extremely good note, but makes true break-
in working impossible, at any rate on the 3.5
mc and 7 mc bands, where the oscillator beat
remains strong enough to interfere with
received signals on the same frequency. On
the other bands it is there, but almost inaudible.
Naturally, for full break-in some external
modification to the station switching would be
necessary, but the transmitter can be left in the
CW position with the key up. This merely
deprives the operator of the possibility of
changing over the whole station on the
Function switch but has no other disadvantage.

The VFO has a well -marked open scale, the
calibration of which is reasonably accurate
throughout the bands. Naturally, as the whole
of the 3.5-3.8 mc band is included, the 14 and
21 mc bands do not cover much of the scale,
but the slow-motion control is quite adequate
and there is no difficulty about really accurate
netting on any band.

The nominal input to the PA is about 150
volts) and a

fairly large amount of heat is generated in this
stage

'
this is inevitable, bearing in mind the

very thorough screening. At least it is im-
portant that nothing should be put on top of

Frequency fnuttipkers with
wide -band couplers Wave -change svotch

Underneath the RF section of the Panda transmitter chassis,
with certain main parts identified.

the case, to obscure the ventilating mesh in
the lid.

For good Phone quality and adequate modu-
lation it is necessary to reduce the anode
current of the PA (by varying the output
coupling) to about 160 mA, giving an input
of roughly 120 watts. One imagines, also, that
this is desirable for the welfare of the 807's
in the PA ! Under these conditions full modu-
lation is obtained with the audio gain control
in about the half -way position, and there is no
shortage whatever of available speech input.

RF output is taken from a co -ax socket at
the rear of the PA screening -box, and is led out
through a hole at the rear of the cabinet. An
external aerial coupling unit is essential unless
dipoles are used for all bands. A direct earth
terminal is provided at the rear of the box.
Performance

In brief, it may be said that this trans-
mitter does all that one could expect any 150 -
watt rig to do, on any band. In detail, it is
necessary to sub -divide this report under
various headings.
Output : A measured output in excess of
100 watts was obtained on all five bands. It was
remarkably even, not only from band to band,
but throughout the full width of each one. The
input used for this test was between 135 and
140 watts, in the CW position of the Function
switch.

Stability: This was really an outstanding
feature. After allowing a " warm-up " period
of not more than ten minutes, the VFO was
made to beat with a good crystal oscillator on
7035 kc, and the drift over a period of one
hour was less than 50 cycles. This result was
treated with some incredulity and therefore
repeated three times-with similar results
every time. Even the warming -up period
resulted in a drift of less than 1 kc on the 7
mc band.
Band -Switching : It is necessary to jot down
the readings for the output tank, and the coarse
and fine coupling controls for each band, as
the latter vary rather widely. For instance,
using a 270 -ft. long wire and a standard type
of aerial coupler, it was found that the coupling
controls were set on " 1 and 1 " for the 3.5 mc
band, " 5 and 4 " for the 14 mc band, and
" 3 and 7 " for the 21 mc band. It is impos-
sible to memorise all these readings, together
with the tank condenser setting, so it is
obviously desirable to set them up correctly
without the power on, making fine adjustments
afterwards. The readings are, of course,
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Looking into the RF section of the Panda PR -120-V, with the paralleled 807's PA stage on the right. The modulator, to the left,
is also a pair of 807's. As might be expected, under working conditions these stages run very warm, since they are closely boxed -in

for TVI-proofing. No ill effects need, however, be feared in operation.

constant once they have been determined for
each band.
Drive : The optimum grid current for the
pair of 807's appears to be about 6 mA, and
this is readily obtained on every band. The
setting of the drive potentiometer varies some-
what between bands, and this reading, too, is
worth noting. On all bands except 21 mc it
was possible to produce a drive in excess of
10 mA, this being the limit of the meter
reading.

Keying : The keying is quite chirpless and a
 little on the " hard " side, without producing
actual clicks. It was found an advantage to
use an external filter, which consisted simply
of a 5 -henry choke in one lead, with a 0.25 ILF
condenser across the key. No interference was
then audible on a broadcast receiver standing
in actual physical contact with the transmitter,
even on foreign stations in the medium -wave
band.

TVI: As might be expected from the design,
the transmitter is remarkably free from un-
wanted harmonics and outputs on undesirable
frequencies. The test was carried out in a
fringe area, where the field -strength of the TV
signal normally varies between 40 and 180
µVim. With the writer's standard set-up of
a 150 -watt 813 PA, (incorporating no TVI
precautions at all) a picture is normally blotted
out completely at a distance of some 500 ft.
from the transmitting aerial. With the Panda
the same TV set experienced no trace of inter-
ference, either during 14 or 21 mc operation.
And the home set, distant from the trans-
mitting aerial by some 25 ft., was not rendered
useless, the only interference at these very close
quarters being a slight " flashing " with the
transmitter on 21 mc, and a weak " herring-
bone," accompanied by hum and clicks on the
sound channel, with the transmitter on 14 mc.
It was not expected for one moment that the
Panda would be TVI-proof as far as the
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home set was concerned, bearing in mind the
very weak TV signal, and these results were
regarded as highly satisfactory. On 28, 7 and
3.5 mc the home TV set was unaffected. Phone
produced no more interference than CW.

Modulation : It is not possible to obtain full
modulation with the full input without some
distortion creeping in. But with the loading
suitably adjusted to give a PA anode current
of not more than about 160 mA, 100%
modulation can be achieved with the audio
gain control set less than half -way up the scale.
There is then no objectionable distortion,
although stations reported the quality as
" slightly hard "-a loose term which need not
be taken to mean anything very serious. With
80% modulation the speech quality was con-
sidered really good. Any normal type of
crystal microphone, equipped with a TV -type
coax plug, can be used ; this, by the way, is a
much more satisfactory fitting for a microphone
than the usual P.O.-type plug and jack, which
can give rise to AC pick-up and to a bad rub-
bing contact very much amplified by the audio
chain.

Results on the Air : The transmitter was first
used during a spell of very mediocre conditions,
but the following contacts were made during
the initial session on 14-mc CW : JASAB
(579), W1TW (569), VS7MC (459), W2HAQ
(469). The following morning slightly better
conditions brought QSO's with VQ3BM (439),
and AP2R (559), both before 0830.

The first spell on 21 mc resulted in contacts
with OD5BA (59 phone), ZD9AA (559),
SU1XZ (559), CE3AG (449), W8BHW (58

phone), VQ4RF (55 phone), 5A2CA (58.
phone), MP4BBD (579).

No contacts have been made on 28 mc, in
fact, none have been attempted, but the output
is satisfactory and there is no reason to doubt
the performance on that band. On 3.5 me -
and 7 mc innumerable QSO's have been ob-
tained, both on phone and CW, with good
reports all round. Two W's on 3.5 mc were
worked before midnight on an evening when
conditions appeared to be very poor.

Since these initial spells of operation the
transmitter has been in regular use on all bands,
and the percentage of replies to calls (exclud-
ing CQ calls, which are very seldom made in
any case) has been better than 80 per cent.
Countries worked on 14 mc have included VU,
ZS, VK, KZ5, ZL, KH6, KL7, FF, VR2, VS1,
VS6, VE6, KP4 and FN8, in addition to those
already mentioned. These contacts were equally
divided between CW and Phone.
Summary

As will have been gathered from the fore-
going details, this Panda transmitter is an
eminently practical and well -designed piece of
equipment which will give the kind of per-
formance that the most exacting owner might
expect. All components are of the highest
quality and the wiring (subject of criticism in
earlier models) is now said to be carried out
to A.I.D. standards, and certainly appears to
have been, in the model tested.

The qualities of TVI-proofing and oscillator
stability are so excellent as to be almost
spectacular ; in every other way the PR -120-V
amply fulfils the makers' claims and does them
full credit.

DO YOU GIVE THE " X " ?
Almost without exception, CW reports given

nowadays are T9 - though in many cases something
far worse is merited. The natural tendency is not
to hurt the other chap's feelings (besides, you might
get a rusty one back!). Some operators skate round
the difficulty by giving T9x where the signal really
is good. But it should be remembered that the " X "
is meant for xtal control, and it is a hark back to
the old days, when it was quite permissible to give
T8x or even T6x, where the signal was obviously CC
but rough. What it comes to is that T9x should
only be given for a superlative signal, and nowadays
the X " might be taken to stand for Excellent.

" COAX FEED FOR THE T2FD "
On p.212 of our June issue, in the Table of

Values, the condensers C4, CS, should be shown as
.003 ILF, and not as stated. A recent test by G2NS

with the aerial as described in his article gave
contacts with 9S4 on Eighty, YI on Forty. KH6 on
Twenty and W4 on Fifteen - unfortunately, Ten
was not open at the time!

DAVID BROADFOOT

In their report on the loss of the Princess
Victoria off the Irish Coast on January 31, the
Court of Inquiry draws particular attention to
the heroism and selfless conduct of David
Broadfoot, radio officer, who remained on the
air to the end, and went down with the ship.

True to the great traditions of his profession
and like many another sea -going operator before
him, he died with his hand on his key. A salute

to his memory.
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Quick Heat Solder
Gun

USEFUL WORKSHOP TOOL
P. HARRAD (G8UN)

HIS article and the illustrations describe
1 the construction of a cheap and highly

efficient quick -heat soldering gun. Most of the
parts can be obtained from the " junk box,"
but the main item is of course the heater trans-
former.

The first thing to do is obtain a transformer

bokelite "516 xf//6" soft
copper strip

284 rod & nuts

3/8 brass rod
ja... Topped 2B4

Laminations

of approximately 50 watts rating, or in other
words a cross sectional area of centre limb of
one square inch. In the writer's case, use was
made of a disused component, the primary
winding of which was known to be sound, the
secondary being burnt out. This was care-
fully removed down to the interleaving between
the primary and secondary windings. A word
here as regards the turns -per -volt of the trans-
former : In the case of a disused radio
transformer having heater windings, on remov-
ing these note should be made of the number
of turns, so that this can be taken into
consideration when re -winding the fresh
secondary. After removing the old secondary,
work can commence on the rest of the con-

kElnp0. X0/in

I II

rt
I I I D1 -

I_ j I l_

L.,

.....,

I
-....6 BA c's* screws---/

gxi/2 fiat iron strip

poxolin

poxo/ih

74S cable
[WV

Rubber
protector

Windings

Switch arm 3/i; brass rod

Each end of copper
sub4rt(?hiseef.5stiunne,c/ts

Vpdxolin

16sivg copper wire
to fasten under 284
screws on end of
NClio brass rod

284 screwed rod

SbImpings

2BA
nuts-

ZAkt'
flat strip

Detail drawings of the solder gun constructed by G8UN. The necessary low -voltage high -current heater supply is easily obtained
by winding a few heavy turns over the primary of a stripped -down 50 -watt mains transformer ; this Is about the minimum rating

acceptable for satisfactory working.
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struction of the gun.
First obtain four in. x -k in. flat iron strips;

in each end drill a hole to take a 2 BA screwed
rod. These strips serve as clamping strips for
the laminations, as in the diagram. No actual
dimensions can be given as the physical size
of transformers naturally vary somewhat.

The handle for the gun is made up of two
pieces of 8 in. paxolin, side plates shaped as
in the diagram. Two end pieces are formed of
1 in. thick paxolin ; the two sides are fastened
to the two thick pieces by 6 BA countersunk
screws tapped into the 1. in. paxolin. The s in.
side pieces are clamped on the outside of the
flat strip under the lower four clamping nuts.
Reference to the diagrams will make this clear.

The primary winding leads are taken down
inside the handle and connected to the switch
and the 3 core input cable ; it is obvious that
arrangements must be made such that the
switch is always in the " off " position when
the gun is put down. There are various com-
binations of micro switches which can be fitted
into the handle to enable this result to be
obtained. In the writer's case use was made of
the inside of a flexible lead pair switch by
the name of " Arcoelectric."

The bottom of the handle is a small piece
of 1 in. paxolin drilled to take the rubber tube
from an electric iron connector ; through this
passes the three -core mains cable, and one of
these wires must earth the metal part of the
transformer.

Next obtain two more pieces of a in. paxolin
to form supports for the a in. brass rods, as
in the diagram. These should also be clamped
on the outside of the flat strip under the top
four 2 BA nuts, as in the drawings. One end
of each of the two in. brass rods should be
drilled and tapped for 2 BA screws. The brass
 rods are fastened to the paxolin strips by 2
BA screwed rods, into the R in. paxolin side
plates.

The Secondary Winding
The solder gun " bit " can consist of a short

length of 16 SWG copper wire bent in the
form of a hairpin and clamped under the two
2 BA screws at the end of the brass rod. For
the size of " bit " mentioned, approximately
half -a -volt at 100 amps is required. To carry
this current for a short while 5/15 in. x 1/16 in.
soft copper strip will suffice. From this the
number of turns required for the transformer
secondaty can be worked out ; in the writer's
case 2,4 turns as the secondary enabled the
output to be obtained.

Before winding this strip on the transformer

it must be wrapped with insulating material ;
this can consist of Empire tape or plain white
cotton tape shellaced after winding on the strip.
It will be found quite easy to thread the copper
strip round the existing interleaving over the
primary winding, without dismantling all the
laminations. Each end of the strip winding
is clamped under the two forward 2 BA nuts
securing the twos in. brass rods to the top
side plates. The copper strip, if bought in the
hard state, can be annealed by heating to
redness and leaving to cool off gradually.

To clean up the appearance of the windings
and body of the gun a piece of 1/16th fibre
sheet can be stretched right round the trans-
former body and clamped on each side of the
four rear 2 BA clamping nuts. This also will
serve as protection for the secondary windings.

The writer has found that this gun is highly
efficient for radio work and very small soldering
jobs, and as previously mentioned, was con-
structed for " next to nothing," only the switch
in the handle having to be purchased.

Close study of the diagrams will show the
construction much more clearly than can be
described.

ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION, MANCHESTER
We are informed that the Institution of Elec-

tronics is to hold its Eighth Annual Exhibition at the
College of Technology, Manchester, during the
period July 15-21. A number of interesting lectures,
details of which are given in the catalogue (ls. 6d.
post free) have been arranged for the week ;
admission is by ticket only, application for which,
with a stamped addressed envelope, should be made
to: W. Birtwistle, Esq.. 17 Blackwater Street.
Rochdale, Lancs.

WEBB'S NEW CATALOGUE

This is a well -produced publication of 50 large
pages, listing and illustrating a wide range of
electronic gear. As all good catalogues should, it
makes useful and instructive reading. Apart from
" bits and pieces " covering the requirements of the
professional and the amateur. there are sections on
receivers, with full details ; amplifiers and audio
equipment of every kind ; a wide range of recording
gear ; test equipment in the well-known makes ;
and details of the services offered by Webbs. Self -
financed HP terms are available on all orders
exceeding £15 in cash value. It is also important to
note that, to go with the Catalogue, registered holders
automatically receive a series of information folders
to keep the Catalogue up to date -necessary in
view of the frequent additions to the range, and
changes in price. This new Webb's Catalogue is
obtainable, price one shilling post free, direct from
them at 14 Soho Street. Oxford Street, London, W.1
(Tel.: GERrard 2089).
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L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)

IT would be nice not to talk
about conditions at all. They

certainly don't make a pleasant
subject at present, and even the
English weather is a better topic
of conversation. Suffice it to say,
therefore, that we are still down
in the depths ; that we don't
emerge from them very often ;
and that the date of our real
turning -point is still the subject of
much argument. Perhaps this
coming winter will see a gleam
of light ; perhaps. on the other
hand, it will be slightly worse
than the last one. If the latter,
then it must certainly be right at
the bottom of the cycle and we
can hardly fail to follow that up
with an improvement.

Meanwhile those who don't
mind taking their DX the hard
way continue to pull out the
occasional plum ; and those who
are philosopical (or something)
have altered their standards so
that they now class W1 and VE1
as DX, and are correspondingly
pleased when they make a con-
tact

The Top Band
A very wary kind of " jockey-

ing for position " seems to be in
motion on the 160 -metre band. No
one can tell, just yet, how things
are going to shake down, but one
or two regular users have
suggested that it would be much
easier to avoid the commercials
if they would only settle on one
frequency and stay there. How
can you avoid QRM if the other
man keeps shifting around ? So
far, however, no trouble-which
is all to the good.

Those who have departed from
the band altogether have gone

COMMENTARY

CALLS HEARD, WORKED AND QSL'd
further than was necessary ; it
isn't dead, or even within sight of
its own funeral yet. The judicious
chasing of counties continues, and
we are glad to note that two
stations have now achieved what
appears to be the highest practic-
able score at present. GM3OM
(Larbert) and GI6YW (Belfast)
both have the figures of 79
worked and 79 confirmed.

GI6YW would like to achieve
the 80th before " resigning," but
has not been able to use the band
much owing to pressure of work.
G3 BRL (London, W.5) has
worked his 60 but is three cards
short. GI3HFT (Belfast) has
worked 79 but is one card short
-guess which ! He finds that the
band does not come to life now
until after 2200, and both QRM
and QRN are bothersome.

G3ABG (Cannock) also finds it
pretty grim, but hopes to make
his WABC later in the year and
is also looking forward to the

Daylight Tests. GC3EML (Jer-
sey) says that signals up to 200
miles are often audible (in day-
light) but that people just don't
seem to listen to the weak ones.

G4FN (Westcliff) achieved a
very rapid WABC (fifty days) and
has also worked OH3NY, 70H,
OK1111, HB9T and DL2PT on the
band. All this on a 14-mc folded
dipole ! G8JC (Worcester) sends
in his score. and adds " If only
the commercials would keep to
their allotted QRG's . . " He
also puts out a CQ for Cam-
bridge. Cumberland, Monmouth,
Shropshire, Westmorland and
many GM's.

By now the Daylight Top
Band Tests will, of course, be
over, but the results could not
reach us in time to catch this
issue. They will be fully dealt
with next month. Meanwhile may
we repeat our suggestion that Top
Band devotees should get busy
with One -Watt outfits ? If neces-
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sary we are prepared to support,
or organise, a competition for a
One -Watt WABC during the
coming autumn and winter. We
should, however, like to know
how many interested clients we
are likely to have. Please write
by the next dead -line and say
whether you are prepared to be-
come a One-Watter for the
winter months.

The future of the Trans-
atlantic Tests is. at present,
somewhat nebulous. It seems that
we shall not only find it difficult
to park ourselves in a convenient
position on the band, but we are
also liable to find the U.S.A. fre-
quencies badly hashed up by
other users. We are holding our
fire at the moment, as the tests
need not be announced for
another three months or so.

Eighty Metres

There is only one report of DX
this month - from G3ABG.
After trying to work KP4KD on
the band during good winter con-
ditions (with no result) he raised
him at 0100 on June 5. and
VEIFR joined in to make a
three-way. This confirmed KP4D's
suspicions that midsummer DX is
possible on Eighty. Apart from
this no one else mentions it ex-
cept G2NJ (Peterborough) who
worked the Dutch Weather Ship
on the Dogger Bank -PI ILC-at
0625 one morning.

Forty Metres
Also pretty deplorable ! But

G4QK (Croydon) raised OY3IGO,
CR4AJ and EA6AF, and at the
same time he heard YV5DE,
CO5FL, HK1EE and 1EQ work-
ing each other, VP6AG and
sundry PY's and LU's - all on
CW. G3ABG worked HB9GX/
MM aboard an oil tanker off the
Portuguese coast, using QRP with
8 watts. 'ABG also managed
KP4KD with a CQ at 2200.

Twenty Metres
Twenty, although in bad shape.

has stirred up more corres-
pondence than the other bands,
and is well worth keeping a watch
on. Once in a while we seem
to get about three days of quite
good conditions. G3TR (South-
ampton) has noted some good
patches late at night and early

in the morning, and has worked
the usual run of Central Ameri-
cans on phone, but the best bag
of the month was SVOWP/P, on
Crete.

G5OQ (Tunbridge Wells) has
been doing exceptionally well
with 50 watts to an 807 and a
curly aerial, contacts including
FI8AD, VP5SC, VS6CG,
MP4HBK (Trucial Oman) and
VQ9MR (Mahe Island, Sey-
chelles). In addition KG4AF was
worked several times, KV4AA
almost nightly. and lots of South
Americans and Asiatics were also
raised. The aerial is actually a
132 -ft. Windom which 'OQ re-
marks " could do double duty as
a clothes line." His spells on the
air were 1900-2000 and 2300-0030,
but 'OQ says he thinks he could
have done quite well if he could
have worked the band at other
times !

G4ZU (Croydon) raised
NEINMC (Nepal) and SVOWP
(Crete) on phone, and ZC5VS and
ZS8D on CW, for four new ones.
He had a personal visit from
VP6FO and is expecting PJ2AA
to stay with him later in the
summer.

G6VC (Northfleet) has for-
saken the Top Band and has been
chasing DX on Twenty. He
caught up with HK6JH, PJ2AC
and 2CC, KV4AA, FF8 and
plenty of the more usual stuff.
He uses a folded dipole made
with 300 -ohm ribbon.

G5BZ (Croydon) spent a little
time on the band and was lucky
enough to raise two new ones -
SVOWP (Crete) and SVOWG
(Rhodes), both on phone and on
consecutive days.

G3CMH (Yeovil) found condi-
tions good on June 8, with the short
skip temporarily switched off. At
1700 the band was full of ZS1's
and ZS6's, but by 1730 they had
gone and were replaced by VS9,
VU. HZ, YI, ZD4, and the like.
He worked OD5LC, PJ2AA,
VS2BS, VU2RC, YV5AB and a
4X on phone ; Gotaways were
ET2CG. HH2FL. HP I HO and
VS9GV.

G4QK heard CP2BA, CR4AJ,
several CE's, HH3DM, VS9AS,
VP6GT, KR6's, ET2LK (ex -
M I3LK), AP2N and other nice
ones. G2WW (Penzance) was
only on the band for one day,

but HC1FG called him at 1600
and told him it was the first time
he had ever heard a G at that
time of day !

G8FC (RAF Locking), active
as ever, collected CR4AJ,
CR9AH, ET2LK, HC1GL,
KH6ARA, MP4KAB, VS9AS,
VQ9MR (2000), YKIAH and
ZP9AY.

Fifteen Metres.
There is no doubt that 21mc

(or Fifteen Metres, as we are
compelled to call it by sheer brute
force !) has been the most
popular band of all. The short
skip which has made Twenty so
undesirable has had the opposite
effect on the new band, because
lots of people have not yet
worked many local countries, and
they are all good for the col-
lection. Hence the Marathon

21 MC MARATHON

(Starting July 1, 1952)

STATION COUNTRIES

DL7AA 76

G3GUM 74

G5BZ 69

G6QB 66

G2BJY 64

G2WW 64

G2YS 56

G4ZU 55

G2BW 55

G3D0 50

G8KP 50

GSCP 56

G3TR 49

VK2AWU 45

G3CMH 44

ZE3J0 40

G3FXB 40

G6QX 39

G3ABG 32

G8OJ 32

GSFA 26

G3WP 24

GSVG 17

G2DHV 10
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scores have been climbing rapidly.
No one has got within shooting
distance of the century for the
band's first year, but we might
well see one by the end of the
coming winter.

G6QX (Hornchurch) added
short -skippers to the tune of F,
SP, 9S, Trieste and CN2 ; he
also had a card in from HE9LAA
for this band. .G2BW (Walton -
on -Thames) spent the whole
month on the one band and
noticed a great increase in
activity. Aided by a new final
(a neutralised 4-65A) he collected
fifteen new ones for the book, in-
cluding ZC4, TF, KZ5, CP and
OA.

G2WW has continued regular
contacts with VQ4RF, without a
single failure. New ones, number-
ing thirteen in all, have included
CN2AP on CW and CN8, CT,
DL, EA6, GD, HB, HE, OW,
PA, PY, TI and YI-all on phone.
Gotaways were KV4BD and
CPSEK, while VQ3KIF couldn't
count, as he is really a /MM
moored at Dar-es-Salaam.

G3CMH also made use of the
short skip, but managed to find
some other nice ones as well.
On phone they were CE3CZ,
EA6AS and 9AR, KV4BD, PY's,
VQ4's, YI3WH, ZD2S, 3V8AP
and 5A2CA. Gotaways were
YV1AP and ZD1SW, and a South
American was heard calling
VR2CG. VQ4RF was worked
at 2130, about the latest time that
he has made a G contact, and he
said, at the time, that he had
worked them as early as 0530.

G5BZ pulled in new ones with
ZPSDC, 0Q0DZ, CX1AW,
VQSCB and EI2G (all phone),
plus CP5EK, ZD2JDH, GD and
EA9 on CW.

G4ZU did nicely on phone,
with ZP5FI, CPSEK, ZD9AA,
CE3CZ, VS7WA, AP2L and
VQSCB. CW brought in LU3DD
and PY4RJ, and cards for the
band have arrived from CE3 and
ZP5.

GSJU (Birmingham) raised
CS3AC in the Azores and was a
bit puzzled about the call -sign.
This seems to be an individual
issue of the wrong prefix, and
the same operator has been using
it for a long time. Perhaps C1'2
is reserved for nationals ; this
CS3 type is evidently an American

The daughter of G6DL (Sutton Goldfield) was married recently in Southern Rhodesia.
She was given away by ZE3JD (right) and the reception was at the home of ZE3JO
(left). The bridegroom is out of the picture simply because he is the only principal

who is not (yet) a member of the fraternity !

Army occupant, who passes an
APO number for QSL purposes.

New ones for G2BJY (West
Bromwich) were ZD2JDH and
ZD4AE, both on CW. The
latter said it was the first ZD4/G
contact on the band. On phone
the additions were VQ2HA,
CP5EK, OD5BA, VQSCB and
CT, LX and SM. G4QK, on
CW, added FA and Trieste to the
list.

G2YS (Chester) brought his
score up to 55 with OA4C
(2330), KV4AA, KZSIL, VQ3KIF
Rind short -skippers, later adding
ZP9AY as well. G3TR, on
phone, found the best of the new
ones to be CP, GD, ST, TI, ZS3,
KZ5, IS and EA6. He also
worked VQ4RF at 0530 GMT,
when most people doubtless think
the band is dead.

G5OQ thought Fifteen dis-
appointing, but had 20 European
contacts one Sunday morning.
No DX, though, apart from
VS9AP and VQ4AQ.

Ten Metres
Actually a few mentions of Ten

this month, and one really good
write-up from G3HCU (Chidding-
fold). During the month he has
had over 100 QSO's (excluding
G's). DX was represented by
seven LU's, VQ2DT, ZS6ZK and
an /MM off South America.
Short skip was used to work CT,

DL, FKs, HB, I, OK, OZ and
SM. 'HCU hoped to be hard at
work for the Ten -Metre Activity
Party on Sunday, June 28.

G3CMH remarks that the band
has been " open," but he has only
heard Europeans - mostly DL's
and l's.

Several others go as far as men-
tioning that they have heard
sundry European signals on the
band, but very few have thought
it worth their while to tune up
and call them.

General Chat
From G4QK comes the news

that he, with G3BZL and G6LX,
will be setting up and operating
3A2AY between July 8 and 19.
They will use phone and CW, all
bands from 3.5 to 21 mc, but will
concentrate on the latter. QSL's
will be answered.

G2YS tells us that ZC4XP is
shortly returning to G -land, but
hopes that the 160 -metre flag will
be kept flying in Cyprus by
ZC4GT and ZC4MH. The best
time is January -February.

G3AKY (Sheffield) would like
us to publish a blank map of
Great Britain, with just the
county boundaries shown, for use
by WABC-chasers. We will see
whether this is possible before the
winter season - with its proposed
One-Watt-WABC-starts.

G4FN and others tell us that
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the MI prefix will not be heard
any longer, since Eritrea is now
regarded as part of Ethiopia.
'FN worked ET2LK. who appears
to be old MI3LK.

G2BJY writes at some length
on " conditions " and our recent
various references to them. He
suggests that the whole thing is
a matter of guesswork and that
no one really knows the answers
as yet. 'BJY had the opportunity
of listening on the amateur bands
between 1939 and 1945, and says
that in France, in 1940, they used
to listen on 3700 phone and hear
the Americans roaring in as late
as 0800. (Incidentally, many of
them were working the D's, whom
the German Government appar-
ently allowed to stay on the air.)
Between 1939 and 1945 - the
years which, if the 11 -year cycle
holds good-should have corres-
ponded to the present time, 'BJY
says that conditions were never
bad.

Further, he suggests that the
steady deterioration that has
taken place, roughly from 1949
onwards, has affected all bands,
the LF bands only slightly less
than the HF. In his opinion there
is no consistency about these
cycles of good and bad conditions,
which never repeat each other
exactly. He follows this with the
sinister suggestion that maybe, in
our lifetime, we shall never again
see such good conditions as in
1946-47, and may have to be con-

tent with an indefinite period of
poor conditions on Ten Metres.

Personally we disagree with this,
and think that conditions do fol-
low the eleven -year sunspot pat-
tern which, in itself, is pretty
irregular. But time will show,
and if we can all work KG6 on
ten -metre phone again in 1957,
we can write to G2BJY and in-
vite further comments ! It is
perfectly possible that he is quite
right ; but we sincerely hope that
he is not.

After having had a wonderful
holiday signing /A from a moored
house -boat at Horning on the
Broads, G2AON is now in hos-
pital at Eastbourne - Cavendish
Ward, Princess Alice Hospital -
where unfortunately he will have
to be for some time. He can
only listen round, on an RME-69
and phones. He has had so many
messages and kind enquiries that
it is impossible to answer them
individually ; so he asks that we
offer his collective acknowledge-
ment and his sincere thanks.

DX Flashes
The notorious Easter Island ex-

pedition should actually have
occurred by now, after all the
postponements. Latest buzz was
that CEOAA should have been
on from June 15 to June 20.

ZC3AA is another good one
who should be on by now,
although we believe his departure
from VK was delayed.

FIVE BAND DX TABLE
POST WAR

Station 3.,
4

3.5
MC

7
MC

14
MC

21
MC

28
MC

A

aStation
S

Q

a
.9
4

3.5
me

7
me

14
me

12
me

28
me

9
I
g

Q

DL7AA 622 83 145 214 76 104 220 G4ZU 373 11 9 178 55 120 192

G6QB 567 52 103 215 62 135 231 G3ABG 324 36 81 145 32 30 153

G5BZ 510 56 101 219 69 65 223 G2BW 323 24 57 144 55 43 155

G2VD 468 46 84 175 55 108 184 G2YS 315 42 52 125 56 40 147

G2WW 452 23 70 188 64 107 195 G3GUM 312 31 38 168 74 1 177

G2BJY 446 48 77 141 64 116 179 G8VG 277 35 76 123 17 26 140

G3DO 418 24 45 192 50 107 219 G3FPQ 254 47 40 120 35 12 127

G3FXB 403 54 102 168 40 39 174 G4QK 213 19 45 135 11 3 132

G5FA 398 33 116 150 26 73 165 G2DHV 173 20 21 107 10 15 111

G6QX 379 50 91 142 39 57 165 VS7XG 116 1 17 93 2 3 93

KV4AA tells us that EA4BH is
said to be on the air from Rio
de Oro every week -end, on 14100
CW ; also that W6NMC is sup-
posed to be paying a visit and will
doubtless sign EA9NMC . . .

VKIHM and 1BJ are both on
Cocos Is., and the other Cocos
Is. (TI9) is due to be populated
by W6UXX some time shortly.

Other shorts, by courtesy of
KV4AA: KAOU is winding up
operations on Iwojima during
June ; LB8YB is not on Jan
Mayen, but Myggbukta Island,
100 miles off Greenland ; a cer-
tain MP4 is reported by OK1MB
as being in " the Sheikhdom of
Bubai ; " ZC5VS (British North
Borneo) continues his activities on
14078 kc, most days between
1400 and 1700 GMT.

News from Overseas
AP2R (Karachi) is ex-G3GJQ

and is looking for G's at the
following times : 0200-0330 GMT,
14070 CW ; 1030-1330, 14200
Phone ; 1430-2000, both. He tells
us that the active licensed stations
there are AP2K, Quetta ; AP5A,
Lahore ; and AP2L, 2N and 2R,
Karachi. The United Nations
stations using " 4U " call -signs
were unofficial and have been
closed. AP2R has taken on the
job of QSL Manager, and cards
may be sent to him c/o Box 2002,
Karachi,

Doug Taylor of ZC4DT, who
was formerly VT1AC in Kuwait,
has been home for some little
time but is now off again, bound
this time for Kenya, where his
new call will be VQ4EI. He has
hopes of a possible VQ9 expedi-
tion some time.

G3APX is radio officer of m.s.
Santhia, on the Far East Service,
and he has been meeting lots of
people out there during his
travels. He gets on the air from
XZ2ST when in port there, and
has also had a personal QSO
with FN8AD. The latter's call
is now VU2AX, but he still
(naturally) prefers the FN8 pre-
fix, although it has no special
status, any longer. Several of the
VS6 boys worked Capt. Carlsen
in Flying Enterprise II, on his
recent trip from Colombo to
Hong Kong, where he spent a few
days. 'APX says that G's come
in quite well around the South
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China Sea, best times being 1600-
1800 GMT.

VS9AS (Aden) tells us that
there are three operational
stations there now-VS9AD, 9AP
and 9AS. He himself is on
14060 and 7060 between 1200 and
2000 GMT, with breaks. He
uses 30 watts to an 807 and gets
out quite well. No news yet on
the subject of activity in Oman.

VS7XG sends pictures of his
small son " looking for his Gran -
pop," who is G8VG. Said small
son, ten months old, is wearing
the phones and pounding brass in
a highly professional manner, but
unfortunately the photos cannot
be reproduced here. 'XG tells us
that Dominion Status means the
VS7 prefix is being changed, and
they have been offered " 4S " as
a substitute. So it looks as if
they will keep their present calls

and become 4S7's instead of
VS7's. Peter suggests that the
present lack of activity is con-
nected with temperatures of 90
degrees coupled with very high
humidity. Perspiration for 24
hours of the day is not the best
stimulus to concentration in a hot
shack! Researches into the local
fauna revealed a four -foot " baby
lizard " of a species that grows
to twice that size . . .

VP8AJ (Antarctica) is on a
small island off the coast of
Graham Land, and counts as the
latter. He uses 350 watts to two
813's in parallel, usually on CW,
with a 200 -ft. long wire. Work
is mainly on 14 mc, although he
can operate on 7 and 3.5 as well.
Best times for G's on 14 mc are
2000-2200 GMT, and 'AJ appeals
for some snappier operating, to
give more stations a chance. As

he says, things are a bit difficult
-a rag -chew to find out what is
going on would be most enjoy-
able, but others get impatient, and
the station at the other end is.
considered a hog for monopolis-
ing the DX. Final note : Don't
worry about QSL cards! They
will arrive eventually, but they
can't lay on special relief ships
for the purpose . . .

GW3ALE has now turned up
in Chile, of all places, and
although he was welcomed by an
earthquake he hopes to spend two.
happy years there. He finds that
non -nationals can get CE tickets,
and hopes to add another call -
sign to his list, although equip-
ment will be a serious problem
owing to controlled imports. Call -
sign details will follow as soon as.
possible.

The call -sign VQ2RCC will

Practically self-explanatory. W2RCN, Bayside, Long Island, is equipped for mobile operation, and is a member of his local group
of the Amateur Emergency Corps.
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TOP -BAND COUNTIES
LADDER

(starting Jan. 1, 1952)
Station Confirmed Worked

GI6YW 79 79

G M3OM 79 79

GI3HFT 78 79

GM3IGW 78 78

G6VC 76 78

GM3EFS 75 80

GM3J DR 74 77

G2NJ 74 74

G8KP 73 77

G3ELZ 73 76

G4XC 69 72

GSLH 69 72

G6ZN 68 72

G3ESY 68 68

G3HDQ 67 69

G3LAF 65 73

G3BJU 65 68

G4FN 64 68

Gm3EnI 63 68

G3HIW 61 66

G3AKU 61 63

G3GZJ 61 63

G3FNK 60 69

G3HT1 60 64

G3IBL 60 60

GI3CVH 59 64

G3IQO 58 62

G3BRL 57 60

G2YS 55 70

G3IEF 55 61

G2BJN 52 55

G2AOL 42 66

G8JC 41 52

G3ABG 40 55

G3AKY 36 48

GW3CKB 35 55

G3D0 28 39

G3DVQ 24 30

G31TY 23 45

G8VG 21 34

G3H WH 20 41

G3FZS 20 33

G5FA 20 38

G3NA 18 31

mark the Exhibition in connection
with the Rhodes Centenary Cele-
brations in Northern Rhodesia,
and special QSL cards will be
forthcoming. The station will
work on 14. 21 and 28 mc with
a rotary beam for each band, and
will come on the air at 1600 GMT
on July 11, closing down at 1400
on July 14. We hope to publish
an account of the station's
activities, with pictures. in a
later issue. From ZE3JO. we get
it that there is another Rhodes
Centenary Exhibition station,
signing ZE1RCC, already in
operation and manned by the
Bulawayo ZE's. active on all DX
bands, phone and CW. and like-
wise offering a special QSL card.
So look out for these two calls,
and let us know if you raise them.

The former VS9AW is now
G3GUK again, and sends us a
nice photograph of the VS9 rig.
In five months of operation out
there he worked 103 countries,
and during November, 1952,
some Top Band tests brought the
following results: Two-way QSO
with VQ4 ; Signals received in
VSI, VS7, MP4 and YI (all at
S9 or S9 plus) ; Reports since
received from G and from PY.

This certainly put VS9 on the
Top -Band map, and the aerial re-
sponsible for it was a twin " T,"
with 260 -ft. top and 80 -ft. open
wire feeder. All this time, of
course, VS9AW was situated in
the Sultanate of Oman. with
which country he gave hundreds
of stations their first contact.
G3GUK is not yet to be heard,
owing to shortage of gear, but he
will arrive sooner or later!

ZE3JO (Salisbury, S. Rhodesia)
writes that " despite awful con-
ditions " he has got to 40C on
21 mc, and to 114C in 36Z on
Twenty. Of particular interest is
the fact that the ZE's are now
licensed for Top Band ; ZE3JP
is on, and '3J0 himself will be
there shortly.

With what looks like a circular
letter. JA1AH (Tokyo), who is a
Japanese, introduces himself as
keen to forget the past and to
make contact with his country's
new allies. He is QSL manager
for the J.A.R.L. QTH: Yukio
Komiya, c/o Egota P.O.. Nerima,
Tokyo.

Short Wave Magazine
DX CERTIFICATES

The following have been
awarded since the publication
of the last list, in the May.
issue :

WEE
No. 9

10
11

WNACA
No. 45

46
47
48
49

WABC
No. 29

30
31
32
33
34

FBA
No. 15

16
17
18

W8K1A (Defiance, Ohio)
VK4FJ (Brisbane)
DL7A A (Berlin)

OH2NB (Helsinki)
E13R (Waterford)
OZ7 PH (Aalborg)
DL7AB (Berlin)
DL1LD (Rodenkirchen)

GM3EHI (Bellshill)
G3IBL (Derby)
G4FN (Westcliff)
G3BDS (Worcester)
G31Q0 (Liverpool)
G3HIVs (Ilford)

EI3R (Waterford)
DL7AB (Berlin)
G3ABG (Cannock)
G3EZZ (Nottingham)

General conditions for the issue of
MAGAZINE DX AWARDS were given OR

p. 673, January, 1953.

Tailpiece

Regarding those extremely rare
cards from EA9DC (Ifni), G6YQ
had one about eight months ago,
and has been told by the ARRL
that he is the only G who has
received credit on the DXCC
books for EA9DC. There is said
to be only one W with a card
from this same fellow.

G6YQ has made a certain offer
to try and clear up the EA9DC
situation, since his own card was
delivered by hand (by the op's
brother - in - law!). Negotiations
are afoot, of which we might say
more next month. Thanks also
to G3GUM for details of this
matter.

Next deadlines are first post on
July 15, for the August issue, and
first post on August 12 for the
following one. Address every-
thing to " DX Commentary,"
Short Wave Magazine, 55 Vic-
toria Street, London, S.W.1.
Until next time, then. Good Hunt-
ing, 73 and BCNU.

Become a Direct Subscriber
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THE NET
HOW IT OFTEN SOUNDS

Contact has been established.

G6RST-Roger roger George Six
Roger Singapore Tokyo returning to
G7XY and -er G3PQR-no, just
a moment, I've got it here-
G3QPR. 7XY, Albert old boy,
you're your usual signal, 40 db over
nine, right against the stop. I under-
stand I'm the same with you. Fine
business old boy. Very nice to see
you again-long time since I was
last over at your shack. 3QPR old
boy, I don't know the handle.
Handle here is Charlie Canada
Honolulu America Roger London
Ireland Easy. So over to you 3RQP
from 6RST.
G3QRP-G6RST and G7XY, this
is G3QRP returning. You're both
five and nine plus here, but you're
both overmodulating somewhat. I
didn't get a report from you G6RST
and I'd also like to have a report
from you too at G7XY. 1 wonder
if you two would like to co-operate
with me in a quick test. So over to
G7XY, with G3QRP and G6RST
standing by.
G7XY-Roger roger roger roger
old boy. Handle here is Claude-C
for Sailors, L for Leather, A for
Orses, U fer Mism, D fer Ential,
E for Adam. I'll repeat that C for

_ . . etc. Ha ha ha ha. Pushing
about 150 up the spout here. Same
old rig, Charlie boy. Getting a
few cobwebs now, ha ha ha ha.
How are you, you big cheese ?
Still knocking back the wallop, eh.
I've got Bert here. Remember
Bert ? B for Mutton, E for Adam
etc. He wants to speak to you.
He's not used to the mike.
B'bert-H-hallo Charlie. This is
Bert. Remember me ? 1 remember
you . . . er . . . er . . Long time since
I last saw you . . . er . . . very nice
weather here . . . nice to hear your
voice . . .

G7XY-OK OK OK. Claude
back, Charlie boy. That was Bert.
I expect you remember him. He's
not used to the mike. Turn it back
to you Charlie now. Over.
G6RST-Roger, Claude and
G3RQP-no that's not it . . . QRX.
I've scribbled it down, but lost the
paper . QRX . ah yes G3QPR.

The Net is in progress.

Well, it's nice to hear old Bert
again-remember when we had a few
that night eh Bert ? Glad to hear
the Wx is OK there. It's raining
bucketsful here-I said it's raining
bucketsful here. Still using 150
watts old boy. 3QRP, you're a bit
weak here-must be under -modu-
lated. Turn up the wick, old man.
And I haven't got your handle yet
-handle here is Charlie C Canada
etc. Over.
G3QRP & G7XY (together)-This
is mumble squeak judder whistle
splurge splatter jumble . . . . Silence.

PA USE

G6RST-You two had better get
yourselves sorted out hi hi. Bit of
confusion there hi ! G3RQP, you
take it . . .

G3QRP-G6RST and G7XY, this
is G3QRP returning. You're still
badly over -modulated I'm afraid.
What's more, we're on 7040 kilo-
cycles, which puts us in the CW
portion. Don't you think we'd
better QSY, and then perhaps you'd
help me with my test. How do you
feel about this ? I can't modulate
more fully, old man, as my oscillo-
scope shows I'm fully modulated
already. So over to G7XY, with
G3QRP and G6RST standing by.
G7XY-Roger roger old boy. OK
about the CW business. Didn't
know we were down there-my
wavemeter's been u/s for some
time. Must mend it some day ha
ha ha ha. Must get a 'scope
too. Very useful. I watch the
colour of the PA anode. Very good
test. Never mind about QSY old
boy. The CW boys aren't causing
any QRM. So we'll make do here,
eh ? Old Bert's going off to lunch
now, Charlie boy. So he says 73
and will see you soon . . . (Dog
barks) . . That's Fido my dog.
Come here Fido-say 73 to Charlie
. . . (Barking) . . . There you are
Charlie-fine business eh ? Take it
away Charlie.
G6RST-Roger dodger fine busi-
ness whacko. Fine hound you got
there Claude. Bags of output hi
hi . . . (10 minute monologue on

dogs) . . OK on everything. ,73
to Bert and see you again soon-
don't get too sploshed hi ! Over to
you now G- . where's that
paper . . . G3QRP.
Who-o-o-o-sh . Scrunch . . . . then

VOICE - Hello Charlie, Hello
Charlie this is Bill. Hurry up you
old rascal. I want to ragchew.
G6RST-Now now Bill, wait your
turn, you old scallywag hi hi ! Wait
till I see you down the club. Now
go and work some DX.
VOICE-OK Charlie OK Charlie
OK Charlie. See you there hi !
G3QRP (patiently) - This is
G3QRP returning. Thanks for the
QSO old man, but I think I'll leave
it to you two old friends to have a
natter. So I'll QRT now. Over to
G7XY, with G6RST standing by.
This is G3QRP ceasing transmission.
G7XY-OK old man, roger. Did
I hear Bill sticking his nose in there ?
Cheeky old so-and-so. Tell him
that's a pint he owes me. Do you
remember the time that Bill . . .

(launches into nostalgic half -horn)
. . About time we turned it in

isn't it ? Over.
G6RST-Roger roger. About time
we found somebody else to annoy
ha ha ha. So wot say G3Q . G

. ah yes G3QRP. Over to you
for your final.
G3QRP (in cold fury)-G6RST
and G7XY, this is G3QRP returning.
This is my final final. I am ceasing
transmission. I am switching off
my transmitter. I am switching off
my receiver. I am switching off my
wavemeter. AND oscilloscope.
G3QRP is OFF. (Switches off and
starts to read a Good Book).
G7XY-OK old man don't get
shirty. Did you want to do a test or
something ? Guess I'd like to work
someone else now so won't be
much use. Guess I'll have to close
with you too now Charlie, so 73,
and 73 to that smashing blonde I
saw you with and 73 to the XYL
and 73 to the junior ops. Best DX
and good luck and 73 to the XYL.
Cheerio, Charlie. G7XY over -off -
and -clear.
G6RST-OK Claude OK Claude.
G6RST & G7XY (with split-second
synchronisation)-Hello CQ, hello
CQ, hello CQ, this is mumble
mumble judder scramble chatter . . .

chaos . . . .

SILENCE
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More Selectivity for
the BC -348

MODIFYING FOR DOUBLE
CONVERSION

G. B. HORSFALL (G3GKG)

Over the years, much has been written about
the BC -348, one of the earliest and cheapest
of the war surplus receivers, originally
designed for operation in Fortress aircraft of
the U.S.A.F. ; the very first BC -348 was landed
in this country in the late autumn of 1940,
on a grass airfield in East Anglia. Large
numbers of these receivers are still in regular
use at amateur stations in many countries of
the world. Here is yet another practical
offering in the sequence "Modifying the
BC -348," which will be of great interest to all
who run one for normal working on the

communication bands.-Editor.

THE BC -348 receiver is probably familiar to
most users of Government surplus equip-

ment and there must be many of them in
operation among, the amateur fraternity. It
possesses a number of features which make
it especially suitable for amateur use, among
which may be mentioned its high sensitivity.
good bandspread, crystal filter, regulated HT
on the local oscillator and, not the least im-
portant, comparatively low cost.

For the benefit of readers not conversant
with the species a brief resume of the line up
is as follows : 2 RF, Mixer, Local Oscillator,
3 IF, BFO, 2nd Detector, AVC Rectifier and
Audio Output. The valves used to perform
these functions vary in different models, the
main difference being that some models use
single -ended type valves and others top cap
grid types. The modifications to be described
apply especially to the top cap grid types
i.e., BC -348E, M and P, and others.

There is, however, one big draw -back to
any mark of the BC -348 in an unmodified
form, namely, that, largely due to the high
IF of 915 kc, the selectivity is very poor.
Fig. 1 shows the overall frequency response of
the receiver RF and IF stages together with
the response after the modifications described
here. It will be seen that in its original state
the band -width was of the order of 18 ko and
is improved to something like 7 kc. Inciden-
tally, these curves were obtained with the aid

of a BC221 frequency meter and the receiver
S -meter. The additional gain in the modified
condition is apparent when actually using the
receiver on the bands.

General Description
In order to obtain this band -width, which is.

more in keeping with the crowded conditions
on the amateur bands, the receiver is converted
to a double superhet using a second inter-
mediate frequency of 85 kc.

The second frequency changer is a triode-
hexode with the triode section functioning as
a conventional Colpitts oscillator adjusted to a
frequency of 500 kc. The second harmonic
of the oscillator frequency is mixed with the
signal which is applied to the grid of the
hexode from the output transformer of the
6F7, second IF stage. The output of the mixer
is fed via two IF transformers to the 6B8,
which retains its old function as an IF
amplifier but at the new frequency of 85 kc.

Using the second harmonic of the local
oscillator ensures greater frequency stability
and also obviates any tendency for the oscilla-
tor to " pull." It may be thought that a crystal
oscillator on either 500 kc or 1 me is desirable
here, but this is impossible as the frequency
has to be adjusted to suit the frequency of the
crystal filter of the receiver.

Construction
The IF transformers used were removed
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Fig. 1. Selectivity curves, taken before and after modification
which considerably improves BC -348 performance.
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from a Command receiver-BC-453 (190-550
kc)-and the mixer stage, together with the
associated output transformers, mounted
on a small sub -chassis constructed to fit into
the dynamotor well of the receiver. In the
writer's case a previously installed mains power
pack had to be removed to do this, but the
improvement is well worth the slight incon-
venience of an external power pack.

Two modifications are necessary to the
existing circuit and these . will be dealt with
first. The " cold " end of the secondary wind-
ing of the transformer following the 6F7-
2nd IF- stage is disconnected from its position
in the cathode bias network of the 6B8 and
taken to earth point " X " in circuit diagram,
Fig. 2.

The last IF transformer-anode of pentode
section of 6B8-is removed altogether and an
85 kc transformer, No. 4698 is mounted and
connected in its place. (The numbers referring
to the 85 kc transformers are those stamped on
the cans.) It is important in connecting these
transformers to have the " hot " and " cold "
ends correct as one of the trimmers is inter-
nally connected to earth via the screening can.

It is worthwhile to note that the most con-
venient way of mounting the IF's is to dispense
with the plug-in base and bolt them to the
chassis over a 1 -in. diameter hole, connections
then being soldered direct to the socket holes.

Of the remaining IF transformers number
4677 is removed from its can and a flexible
fly -lead connected to the wire to pin 5 and
brought out through a hole in the top of the
can.

The disposition of the major components

rig. 2. C rcuitry involved in the modification. Note that IFT3
is in the plate of the pentode section of the 6B8.

Interior view of the section of the BC -348 incorporating the
modification suggested by G3GKG. The improvement is shown

in the comparative selectivity curves.

on the sub -chassis is clearly seen from the
photograph and the only remaining point
worthy of note is the inductance Ll. This is
a permeability tuned. Litz wound coil which
is very easily come by in 460 kc ex -Government
IF transformers - as used in the receiver
section of the TR 1196, Type 25 Unit, and
also available very cheaply as separate items.
Using the component values as specified for
the oscillator section it will tune to the
required frequency with the slug approximately
in the midway position.

In order to gain adequate clearance under-
neath the sub -chassis and also to bring the
top cap of the 6K8 to a convenient level, the
platform is raised half -an -inch above the main
receiver deck by bending the end flanges in
the form of a step. To ensure rigidity of the
platform flanges are font -led on the longer sides.
Long leads are left on for connecting up HT,
heater and the cold end of IFT2-point " Z "
-which goes to the previously mentioned
point in the cathode bias circuit of the 6B8.

Before the unit is installed it is as well to
check its operation and the frequency coverage
of the oscillator. It is then placed in position
and bolted in with four bolts in the existing
threaded holes. The three leads are taken

Table of Values
Fig. 2. Modification circuit for double conversion.

Cl, C2 = 0.1 uF paper, 350v.
wkng.

C3, C8 = 0.1 AF paper, 150v.
wkng.

C4, C5 = 500 nnF, silver mica.
C6, C7 = 200 µµF, 2', silver

mica.

RI, R4 ---- 33,000 ohms, 4--w.
R2 = 47,000 ohms, 4--w.
R3 = 390 ohms, 4-w.
R5 = 2,200 ohms, 1-w.
VI = 6F7 (original).
V2 = 6K8, ECH35, or

similar.
IFTI, 7267 ; IFT2, 4677 ; IFT3, 4698-See text.
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through the cut-out in the main chassis and
connected to the appropriate points.
Alignment

In the absence of a signal generator covering
85 kc the unit was aligned by rather
" primitive means." The 915 kc IF channel
was peaked up before the modifications were
carried out. After allowing some time to
warm up a 915 kc signal was injected into the
grid of the original mixer stage and, with the
85. kc transformers in the broad position, the
500 kc oscillator was tuned for maximum
signal on the S -meter. The coupling of the
85 kc IF transformers was then loosened by
pulling up the ebonite rods at the top and all
the trimmers adjusted for maximum signal. A
refinement would be to stagger the tuning of
IFT1 and IFT2, to give band-pass response,
but this has not been attempted to date.
Conclusion

The graph in Fig. 1 was plotted with all
the transformers in the loose -coupling position.

Clapp For VFO
SOME PERSONAL

EXPERIENCES

G. MOORFIELD (GW3DIX)

4698 7267 and 4677
 Attach 17yload to point S in 4677 only

Fig. 3. Using the 85 kc IF transformers-see text for details.

The band -width can be increased in varying
degrees by having either one, two or all the
transformers tightly coupled.

On 'phone stations the present position
gives maximum intelligibility in QRM and is
about the narrowest band -width acceptable for
telephony reception.

As a fmal comment on performance the
considerable reduction in sharsh with the
narrower bandwidth is a great asset in reading
a weak signal in difficult conditions.

There are many possible ways of arranging for
VFO drive. The circuit which has come to be
known from the States as the Clapp-but
which was actually developed some 15 years
ago by the BBC Engineering Division-is only
one of them. The notes following discuss its
practical application from the point of view of
an operator trying the Clapp for the first

time.-Editor.

TECHNICAL experts in the field of Amateur
Radio welcomed the arrival of the Clapp

oscillator with unstinted enthusiasm. It is
claimed that this circuit is one of the  most
stable and reliable of all currently used oscilla-
tors, chief among its many attractions being
a ready ability to be keyed " straight " without
any special difficulties, and an apparent in-
difference to fluctuations of anode voltage
during operation.

It would appear, therefore, that the advent
of the Clapp sounded the death knell for all

those peculiar troubles which beset the would-
be constructor of VFO circuits, when, like the
writer, he is not blessed with anything more
than very mediocre technical and practical
ability.

However, information gleaned from careful
listening to knowledgeable old timers on the
bands-who did not, on the whole, seem to
report the success one might expect from its
application-tended to make the writer dubious
as to whether the Clapp could actually be
made to perform reliably when constructed
under ordinary amateur conditions.

Nevertheless, it was decided to pursue
development of the Clapp for amateur use and
accordingly the original basic circuit was built
up on a scrap chassis, using a 6C5 from the
junk box and an old BC coil which, it was
assumed, might be persuaded to tune to 1.7
mc. With no little trepidation. and the re-
birth of many old fears, the little unit was
connected to its supplies, and the key pressed.

To the amazement of all concerned the thing
worked-better than anything experienced so
far, and to cut a long story very short, a design
was dreamed up of a complete VFO unit
utilising the now material Clapp oscillator,
which could be pressed into service to drive
the station transmitter-the good old reliable
" SWM 25 -watt rig," as described in Short
Wave Magazine for November and December,
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Circuit of the VFO-driver unit, using a Clapp oscillator, as built up by GW3DIX. In his model VI is a 6C5, while for V2, V3,such
types as the 6SH7, 6AC7, 6SK7 or EF50 are suitable.

1949. Two isolating buffers, one untuned and
one tuned, were added to the existing oscilla-
tor, which was itself cleaned up, the whole to
be built into the transmitter rack on a separate
panel and chassis. The completed circuit
appears as Fig. 1 and the values of the com-
ponents were found by the unorthodox cut -
and -try method for maximum stable output
with the valves used, which were the only types
available.

Constructional Notes
The oscillator section proper was built at

the extreme end of a standard chassis, screened
both above and below the chassis deck from
the remainder of the VFO. The " MO tuning "
super -slow-motion drive from an old TU
tuning unit was put to work to turn the tuning
condenser Cl, 'and with this in use, no band -
spreading seems to be necessary.

The tuned buffer is likewise screened above
and below the chassis deck, and its tank coil
has, at 33 turns from the " hot " end, a tap,
which can be earthed through Si, thus trans-
ferring the tuning of the circuit to 3.5 mc.
The stage then operates as a doubler, when it
is required to drive the main transmitter on the
higher frequency bands. The switch employed
for this operation is a high grade ceramic type
-also ex-TU tuning unit. A milliameter may
be inserted in the anode lead of the final buffer
valve, if required, to give an indication of
resonance, but this is not essential.

A neon bulb touched against the coax out-
put socket nearly takes off when the final stage -
is tuned through resonance, but no " pulling "
of the original frequency is experienced. An
alternative method of coupling to the main
transmitter would be by means of a two -or -
three -turn link from the final buffer tank, but

Cl
C2, C3,

C13

Table of Values
Circuit of the Driver Unit

250 AuF max. C14

.001 µF, silver C16
mica.

C4, C7,
CIO. C15 100 AuF,

mica.
C5, C6,

C17
C8, C9.

CIL C12

silver
R1

R2

.01 µF, mica. R3, R6

.01 AF paper, 500v
wkg. R5, R8

All resistors one watt rating except where

R4, R7

100 uuF max.
0.1 uF paper, 500v

wkg.
100,000 ohms.
25,000 ohms, 10

watts.
= 47,000 ohms.

150 ohms.
25,000 ohms.

otherwise specified.

Ll : 65 turns, 30 SWG enamelled, close wound on I$" diameter
" Formo " ceramic former.

L2 : 50 turns, 22 SWG enamelled, close wound on 1-1" former.
tap 33 turns from " hot " end. See text.

SI : See text.
RFC : Standard transmitting RF choke.

J1 : Closed circuit key jack.
(N.B. If an anode current milliammeter is inserted at "X," a .01uF
condenser will be required at the junction of the RFC and the meter,
as an RF by-pass to earth).

as the " SWM 25 -watt rig " is capacity -coupled
throughout, similar coupling was once more
employed.

As always, the most rigid and direct methods
possible of construction and wiring should be
used and it is strongly recommended that the
coil formers be firmly bolted to the chassis ;
however, no difficulties of any kind were en-
countered at any stage of the construction of
the protoype, and layout or positioning of com-
ponents does not appear to be critical.

Conclusion
Results were, to say the least, most encour-

aging. On test, the VFO was allowed to warm
up for five minutes, and then beat in with a
Class -D wavemeter megacycle check note on
14 mc. After an hour, the beat note was so
low as to be almost imperceptible-certainly
less than 50 cycles.

293
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Two -Metre
Converter for the

S.640
BUILT-IN 1 2AT 7 CC UNIT

J. N. WALKER (GSJU)

This article will be of particular interest to
the owners of S.640 receivers. By the incor-
poration of the CC converter described here-
designed to fit inside the " 640 " cabinet and
to draw its HT/LT feeds from the receiver's
existing power supply - the coverage of the
S.640 is in effect taken up into the two -metre
band by tuning on the converter IF range :
thus, the " 640" can be made self-contained
for all bands 1.7-144 mc. The converter itself
is a well tried CC design using two only of
the modern 12AT7 twin triodes in the RF-
mixer-oscillator functions. Alternatively, the
converter can be built up as a separate unit
with its own power pack for external operation;
or it could be adapted to fit inside the cabinet
of several other makes of receiver, in the same
manner as here described for the S.640.-

Editor.

IN the April, 1953, issue of Short Wave
Magazine there appeared brief technical

details of the " ON4BZ " design of two metre
converter-a design which has been attracting

Table of Values
Circuit of the 12AT7 Two -Metre Converter.

CI, C2, C.5, C6 = 750 at& Moulded Mica (midget type).
C3, C9, C11 = .001 /LE' Moulded Mica.

C4, C7 = 50 unF Ceramic.
C8 = 3/30 00 Concentric Trimmer.

CIO = 20 f.,µF Ceramic.
Cc = Injection coupling - see text.
121 = 220 ohms.

R2, R6 = 5,000 ohms (2 watt).
R3, R7 = 150,000 ohms.

R4 = 10 megohms.
R5 = 1,000 ohms.
R8 = 5,000 ohms.

(Al 1 Resistors 4 -watt unless otherwise stated).
LI = 7 turns 16g. enamelled, 4" inside diam., ;" long,

air -spaced.
L2 = 3 turns, 22g. enamelled, spaced two wire diameters

at flange end of Eddystone Cat. No. 847 former.
L3 = 3 turns, 22g. enamelled, turns spaced one wire

diameter, at other end of same former holding
L2 coil.

L5 = 18 turns 30g. insulated wire towards flanged end
of 847 former. (coupling winding two turns
same wire at earthy end).

L6 = 7 turns 22g. enamelled, near flanged end of 847
former.

L8 = 14 turns at other end of L6 former.
L7 = 4 turns, 16g. enamelled, air -spaced, r inside

diam., length 4".
VI and V2 = 12AT7, Tungsram.

much attention of late among VHF enthusiasts,
and which is actually based on some original
work by G6VX. The present article deals with
a particular physical version of this converter,
and, for various reasons, it has been found
desirable to make minor alterations to the
circuit appearing on page 114 of the April
issue. The main variation is the omission of
the cathode follower IF stage, output being
taken from the link winding.

The original intention was to build the con-
verter to fit on to the lid of a " 640 " receiver
-that is, to the underside of the lid. However,
it was obvious that it would be a rather tricky
business arranging the components of the con-
verter in a way which would not foul the two
variable condensers and the valves, but another
objection lay in not so much the difficulty so
much as the awkwardness of fitting the leads
for aerial, IF output and power, seeing that
the lid would need to be lifted occasionally.
It was therefore decided to construct the con-
verter as a unit to bolt on to the available holes
in the top of the mains transformer, utilising
the space towards the rear of the cabinet. One
snag also exists here-the original EF39 valve,
if left in position, will undoubtedly foul parts
of the converter, and it is necessary to change
the valve (and valveholder) to a type 6BA6
or similar. In any case, this is a desirable
modification as it results in improving the
performance of the S.640.

Where it is not desired to carry out this
modification, or if for any other reason the
converter is required as an external unit, the

i©0
0 0

0 CD
Valvekey

B9A

72n. co -ox

±-trUP1
L / RI

Circuit of the 12AT7 Converter for the 5.640. It is based on
the design discussed in our April issue.
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'The 12AT7 Converter as fitted into an S.640 receiver, from which it derives its HTJLT supplies. Power is picked up from the plug
on the right of the rear chassis apron, and the IF, 24-26 mc, is connected into the Ae/E terminals through coax cable. The only

external connection is the aerial feeder.

design can easily be adapted to fit into a small
metal box-the Eddystone Cat. No. 650 diecast
box is ideal for the purpose. It would be a
comparatively simple matter to bolt the box
on to the rear of the cabinet.

Preliminary Comments
Presumably in the original circuit the crystal

oscillates at its natural frequency and the
second half of valve V2 acts as a high order
multiplier. In the present circuit, the crystal
is made to oscillate at its third overtone and
the multiplier quadruples the fundamental
frequency.

Some difficulty was experienced in prevent-
ing self -oscillation of the crystal circuit. With
only one turn on the grid side of the coil, self-

oscillation persisted, although a lock -in effect
was observable near the crystal overtone fre-
quency. This was not permissible, and, after
some experiment, the circuit shown, in con-
junction with the method of winding the coil,
overcame the difficulty. With it, oscillation is

positive at the proper frequency and at no
other. It should be noted that the grid coupling
winding is still very small and is comparatively
widely separated from the main tuned winding.
Evidently, in the writer's case, the crystal
holder has a high self -capacitance. but in other
instances, with differpt types of crystal mount-
ings, some adjustment of the grid winding may
be necessary to produce satisfactory results.

Because of the necessity of a wide IF band-
width, it was decided to employ a fairly high
intermediate frequency somewhere in the
region of 21 to 25 mc. There is also less
likelihood of break -through in this region com-
pared with the 10 to 15 mc often used. A
lower IF could of course be employed, but a
damping resistor would then be called for
across the IF output coil. As it is, with the
IF coil peaked to mid -band at 25 mc, there is
a slight but noticeable falling off in response
at the band edges and this effect would be
greater at say 14 or 16 mc. At these latter
frequencies, a certain amount of resistance
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damping would be necessary to obtain a rela-
tively even response over the whole bandwidth.
Artificial damping means loss of gain, coupled
with increased noise, and obviously both are
most undesirable in a two -metre converter.

Choice of Crystal Frequency
There is a very considerable advantage to

be obtained by using a crystal as close as
possible to 10,000 kc-it is that the tuning
range of the receiver becomes 24 to 26 mc
and obviously it is a simple matter mentally
to relate the frequency of the received signal
-or, conversely, one knows just where to look
for a signal, the frequency of which is known.
Admittedly, when a crystal is used in the over-
tone mode, the resulting frequency is not an
exact multiple of the original calibration
frequency, but for two -metre work at least, the
difference will not be such as to cause any
serious loss of accuracy.

A point which has to be watched is the
avoidance of " birdies " and the most serious
one will be due to the image signal falling
within the tunable range of the receiver. For
instance, in a " 640 " receiver, with its 1.6 mc
intermediate frequency, the image will be
found 3.2 mc below the fundamental frequency
and, if the crystal is very close to 10 mc, the
fundamental will occur at 30 mc, and the image
at 26.8 mc. The crystal frequency therefore
cannot be much below 10,000 kc without the
image signal coming within the tuning range.

In the other direction, it is in order to go on
up to say 10,400 kc at which extreme the lower
tuning limit in the receiver, becomes 19.2 mc.
It is useful to be able to check the fundamental
crystal frequency on the receiver itself, to en-
sure that the crystal is actually taking control.
and beyond 10,400 kc (which gives 31.2 mc).
this is not possible.

In the case of a receiver which has a 465 kc
IF channel, the image signal will of course
appear much closer to the fundamental and
further away from the tunable range. Then
a lower frequency crystal can be employed, but
it is still necessary to ensure adequate separa-
tion between the fundamental and the higher
edge of the tunable range, since a fairly strong
signal is injected into the receiver. For
example, a 9,900 kc crystal will have a funda-
mental of 29,700 kc, an image at 28,800 kc
(approx.), and the tunable range will cover 25.2
to 27.2 mc, which is acceptable.

The circuit constants shown are such as to
require little or no alteration over the recom-
mended oscillator range of 10,000 to 10,400
kc. One or two additional turns may be

General arrangement underneath the little chassis of the
12AT7 VHF converter, showing layout of the main parts.

necessary on the IF coil L5 if the intermediate
frequency falls around the 20-21 mc mark.

Suitable crystals, in small FT243 holders.
are readily available from Magazine advertisers_

Construction
The chassis if it can be called a chassis-

is simply a piece of metal (brass for preference,
but aluminium will serve) measuring 31 inches
wide and 41 inches or more long. At right
angles to this, and facing towards the rear as
seen mounted inside the receiver, is another
piece of metal 3 inches square. On this latter
are mounted the two B9A Noval valveholders,
with their centres 1/ inches apart and 11 inches
away from the base plate. These two pieces
of metal hold all the components, the extended
length being used for fixing to the mains
transformer. Between the two valveholders is
placed a small metal screen measuring 21
inches long by l inches deep.

Much information relative to the construc-
tion can be gained from the photographs and
the following details may assist further.

Oscillator Stage
The coil is wound on one of the new Eddy-

stone Cat. No. 847 polystyrene formers. The
mounting flange is carefully sawn off and is
used thereafter for mounting the coil L7 and
its associated components. 6BA bolts and
soldering tags are fitted to the existing holes
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in the strip and another hole is made at the
centre of the bar for mounting purposes. The
bolt holding the anode end of the coil is
inches long and is allowed to project through
a hole made in the screen-from the other end
of this bolt a wire (encased in sleeving) is made
to lie near the grid wire from L3 to act as
the coupling condenser marked " Cc " in the
diagram. A single tag at the rear of the
" chassis " forms the HT positive connection
and holds R5 and R6. Two 6BA holes are
made in the flange remaining on the L6 coil
former to enable this to be mounted close to
the valveholder.

Signal Frequency Stage (VI)
Instead of air spaced tuning coils and the

special coupling link as in the original, it has
been found preferable to " solidify this part
of the design by winding both L2 and L3 on
a single polystyrene former which fits con-
veniently into the available space. The coils
in the accompanying circuit bear the same
numbers as in the original circuit (see p. 114
April issue Short Wave Magazine), hence L4
does not appear. The winding details should
be carefully followed because the whole per-
formance of the converter is dependent on
proper resonance within the 145 mc band
being obtained in this part of the circuit.
R4/C4 have been moved to the earthy end of
L3 for convenience, but the operation is not
affected thereby. A single tag strip supports
R2.

The input coil L 1 is mounted on the valve
side of the square piece of metal, where it is
adequately screened. Tag strips are used to
hold it and also to hold R1 /Cl-a sleeved
lead from the latter passes through a small
hole direct to the tag on the valveholder.

A tag strip supports the coaxial cable com-
ing from the aerial-it is assumed the latter
is of the folded dipole type, giving DC con-
tinuity to the cathode circuit. If the feeder is
open circuit to DC. a small RF choke should
be connected across the termination of the
cable, as shown dotted in the diagram. 

IF Output
The position occupied by the IF output

transformer (L5) is clear from the photograph.
The polystyrene former is lifted away from
the metal base by a in. pillars as it is then a
little more out in the clear, but the pillars
are not essential. A small additional screen.
visible in the photograph, has been fitted, but
it is a refinement which probably makes but
little difference. Two tags of a three-way strip

Top view of the two -metre Converter for the 5.640, using
two 12AT7 valves in RF-mixer and oscillator -multiplier stages.
Construction is for fitting inside an 5.640. The same design

could be adapted for other makes of receiver.

take the ends of the output link winding and
support the coaxial cable which goes to the
receiver input. The third tag is a holding point
for R3.

Miscellaneous Points
The power leads are taken to an octal plug..

the connections shown in the circuit being those
necessary for the unit to be plugged directly
into the socket at the rear of the " 640
receiver. The wiring is of course likely to be
different in other receivers.

When fixing the " chassis " to the mains
transformer. 4BA bolts should first be secured
in the existing holes, then the converter mount-
ing plate bolted down with additional nuts. It
may help to ensure proper clearance if small
pillars are first placed over the the 4BA bolts.
to bring the converter plate well up towards
the lid of the receiver.

The metal screens, as purchased with the
valveholders, are necessary around the valves.
The consumption is 0.6 amps LT. and about
13 to 15 mA HT. This load does not appear
to place any undue strain on the mains trans-
former as fitted in the " 640."
Testing

A grid dip oscillator is invaluable in enabling
a check to be made against the various tuned
circuits before the converter itself is actually
energised. The crystal circuit should be
brought somewhere near 30 mc (or whatever
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the frequency selected) and then C8 adjusted
to bring the multiplier section to resonance at
about 120 mc. If the GDO does not cover
the latter frequency, L7/C8 can be adjusted
subsequently by placing a meter to read the
voltage at the junction of C3 and R3, and then
rotating C8 (from minimum towards maximum
capacitance) until the voltage is at maximum.

Next, the GDO should be held against L2
and the resonant frequency ascertained. Wound
as described, resonance may occur at a fre-
quency a little higher than 145 mc, and this
should be the aim when winding the coil, as
it is much easier to make corrections in a lower
direction than towards a higher frequency. The
frequency can be reduced if necessary by ad-
justing the length of lead in circuit to the
by-pass condenser C2. Or a short length of
wire-even i in. will make a surprising differ-
ence-can be inserted between the end of the
wire coming from the coil and the bypass
condenser. By the way, although the reson-
ance will be fairly sharp with the converter
unenergised, it becomes much broader, due to
valve loading, when the valve heater is alight.

It has been found difficult to make any
conclusive test in the case of the input coil Ll.
For one thing, the narrow diameter makes it
difficult to secure adequate coupling, and, for
another, the termination has a considerable
effect on the reading obtained. So it has beep
taken for granted that the coil originally used
is right for the frequency and results go to
prove this is so.

The core in L5 should be rotated until the
GDO gives a reading at the proper frequency

whatever it may be. Again, this operation
can be left until later, when movement of the

core will bring about a slightly increased noise
level in the receiver when resonance is reached.

Practical Trial
The converter is now ready for an air test.

If possible, a separate small power unit should
be used, with the converter external to the
receiver. The core in L6 should be rotated
until the crystal oscillates steadily, as indicated
by listening to the signal tuned in on the
receiver.

The voltage at the junction of R3 and C3
should be measured and, as mentioned in the
earlier article, the voltage with the crystal in-
active should be near 40v. Allowing the crystal
to oscillate will cause a rise in the reading and
it should be brought up to around the 60 mark
by final adjustment of C8 and by adjusting
the spacing of the injection " condenser " Cc,
pushing the wire closer to the grid lead of
L3 if necessary.

With the IF cable attached to the receiver
aerial input terminals (it is preferable to fit a
coaxial socket at this point), the core in L5
should be set for maximum response, i.e.,
increase in noise level, at the centre of the
tunable band.

Finally, when satisfactory operation has been
obtained. the unit can be " buttoned " into
the receiver. A quick change -over of octal
plug and aerial connection enables the con-
verter to be brought into use at will.

As is to be expected from the all -triode line-
up, the noise level is remarkably low, but it is
evident the overall sensitivity is high and the
converter is giving a good account of itself
in comparison with an older type which uses
6J6 valves and has a tunable oscillator.

BRITISH AMATEUR TV TRANSMISSION
According to a list prepared for us by G3CVO,

busy honorary secretary of the British Amateur
Television Society. there is no G station actually
able to transmit vision and sound on the 430 mc
band. G3CTS/T in South London will be so
equipped, hut this is the station of the Television
Society proper, and is not an amateur effort. One
other station, G13FWT/T of Belfast, transmits vision
on 437.75 and 2350 mc, with sound on the Top Band.
Five more stations - G2DUS/T, G2WJ/T,
G3BLV/T, G3FNL/T and G5ZT/T - radiate
vision only in the 70 -centimetre band. apparently
without any sound accompaniment, on frequencies
ranging from 427 to 445 mc. Three different vision
transmitting standards are at present in use, of which
the 405 -line interlace is the commonest in that it
has been adopted by six of the stations operating or
under construction. When G3ACK of Blyth,
Northumberland, is in action, he will be the first

amateur station able to radiate vision and sound in
the same hand. 430 mc. G3CVO (Gerrards Cross)
will put out his sound on the Top Band. The total
number of G stations listed is nine. Details are also
given of PAOZX/T ; he operates a system all his
own, quite different from any of the others. If you
hear a buzzing on 145.1 mc around 1500-1700 BST
on a Sunday afternoon when the band is open for
EDX, look for the sound in the 3.5 mc band!

" MODEL ENGINEER " EXHIBITION

The popular annual event organised by our well-
known contemporary The Model Engineer takes
place during August 19-29 at the New Royal Horti-
cultural Hall, Westminster, London. S.W.1. As in
recent years, a feature of the Exhibition will be the
radio control of models. and in the demonstration
area examples will be given of all branches of model
engineering.
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THE first thing to do this
month is to print a retraction

by DL3QA of his claim to have
worked anybody by moon reflec-
tion. His " explanation," if such
it can be called, is that it was a
hoax perpetrated in the interests
of focussing attention on the
possibility of VHF DX via the
moon. The astonishing thing is
that he took Das DL-QTC with
him in this, even to the extent of
publishing a photograph, in their
April issue (from which our quote
was taken), of DL3QA sighting a
tiltable 24 -element array.

Now, all this can be looked
upon either as a huge joke, or as
a piece of irresponsible foolery
on the part of those who manage
Das DL-QTC which, believe it or
not, is supposed to be the official
organ of the German Amateur
Radio Society. It might therefore
expect itself to be regarded as a
responsible technical publication.
At that, some retraction or ex-
planation should have been forth-
coming in their May issue, but
nothing appeared.

Naturally, the publication in
the April Das DL-QTC of the
claim credited to DL3QA
aroused a tremendous, not to say
an embarrassing, interest - so
much so, that DL3QA himself has
been compelled to circulate an
explanation, in which he has the
effrontery to abuse Das DL-QTC
for not making it clear it was a
hoax!

So there we leave this idiotic
business, merely saying that any-
one who thinks your old A.J.D.
was had for a sucker would only
be partly right, since it does not
in any way affect the validity of
the arguments for working VHF
DX by moon -reflection, as dis-
cussed in some detail in May
" VHF Bands." It may yet be
that the whole episode will be
justified by some real results. And
in our next we shall be printing
an article showing how moon
positions can be worked out from
nautical data.

Activity and Conditions
In spite of a short month and

-as the " VHF Weather Report "
elsewhere in this issue shows-
very few EDX openings, we have
a good batch of reports, and some

A. J. DEVON

No Decorations for DL3QA-

Says It was All in Fun-
Band Planning for 430 mc-

Station Reports and Activity-

Fair GDX but Little EDX
Worked -

20 movements claimed for the
Tables. GDX conditions have
been quite good, with fair activity
and more new stations showing
up. As to conditions, the picture
is much as it was this time last
year. but activity is at a much
higher level. More stations
appear consistently, and we could
list several regularly claimed for
their counties by new entrants
and those who move in the
Tables.

Activity in the 70 -centimetre
band is increasing fast-we now
list 42 stations as fully equipped
(compared with 23 in April). with
34 known frequencies, all well
distributed over the country.
EI2W (Dublin) is a noteworthy
addition and he is already on the
DX trail on the 430 mc band ;
on May 31 he received G5YV
(Leeds), the distance being some-
thing over 200 miles.

Our 430 mc listings are still not
complete, and we would very
much like to have full details
from all operators who are
" going " on this band, so that

everyone can see where the
active stations are and what the
frequency distribution is. In con-
nection with the latter point, it
was put forward, and agreed, at
the VHF meeting in London in
April 1951 that the band 434-436
mc be adopted as the develop-
ment area : some 20 of the
stations we list conform. This
434-436 mc was suggested not
only because it is in harmonic
relation with the main area of the
144 mc band, but, more impor-
tantly. because it was considered
easier to have a known two -
megacycle band width to search,
rather than the whole 420-460 mc,
which would be the case if
frequencies were chosen at
random.

Actually. if everybody on 70 cm
tripled from his two -metre Zone
frequency. we would get automatic
zoning and complete coverage of
the central area of the 430 mc
band. On the other hand, this
arrangement does leave unused
some 34 mc of a band no less
than 40 mc wide! But if
amateur TV and model control-
TV being necessarily wideband
and model control mainly SEO-
would agree to take the areas
420-432 mc and 438-460 mc
respectively, we should arrive at
a tidy plan for 70 Centimetres
which would use the whole band
and give everyone room to play.
Band allocations in this part of
our spectrum must be governed
by special considerations, on a
live -and -let -live basis. The TV
stations must have width, likewise
the model controllers because
their SEO transmitters drift. while
what we (on the communications
side) need is a specified frequency
area within which we can find one
another, and which can he
developed for communication
purposes.

If these arguments are
accepted_ then the logical
approach to band planning on
430 mc seems to be as suggested
above. with the slight additional
amendment that we should have
a guard hand one megacycle wide
at each end of the communica-
tions area.

However, this is for the future.
In the meantime, some very good
work is being done on 70 cm, in
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the band 432-436 mc ; the level
of interest and activity is such
that we are being urged to devote
a separate section exclusively to
Seventycems. That will, of course,
be the natural outcome as the
volume of reports for this band
increases.

TVI on May 27
It may be remembered that the

daily press referred to widespread
TVI on the Alexandra Palace and
Holme Moss channels during the
evening of May 27. So far as we
noticed on this occasion the
usual press canard that "-it was
thought to be due to amateur
wireless enthusiasts " was not
offered as the explanation. On
May 29 the BBC issued a cagey
statement that the interference
" was caused by stations on the
Continent which are not receiv-
able in this country except on
occasions when natural conditions
favour long-distance propagation
at TV wavelengths . such con-
ditions are likely to occur at this
time of year There is
nothing the BBC can do to over-
come this trouble . . . .

As our VHF weather chart gives
a nil return for May 27, the con-
clusion must be that it was a
sporadic -E effect -a patch of
intense ionisation in the lower
ionosphere suchas we used often
to experience during the summer
in the old five -metre (56 mc) days,
when the Italians would suddenly
roar in, workable at S9 + both
ways for several hours. This used
to happen on what is now.
roughly, the TV band.

We mention this here because
it is just as well that all VHF
operators should be informed on
these matters ; the quick way out
for many people is to try to pin
any TV!, however improbable or
unjustified, on local amateurs.

What we termed spor-E does
not, curiously enough, appear to
affect 144 mc at all -at least. we
have never yet had a report which
ties up with a sporadic -E mani-
festation. The reason would seem
to be that these intensely ionised
layers occur at levels to which
waves of 50-60 mc can penetrate.
but which are too high for the
144 mc band.

(Lists of stations
TWO -METRE ACTIVITY REPORT

heard and worked are particularly requested for this section, set
out in the form shown below.)

G6RH, Bexley, Kent.
WORKED : G2ANT/A,
2BMS, 2BMZ, 2BRR, 2CZS,
2DUV, 2HIF, 2UJ, 3AAN,
3CKX, 3CCH, 3DKZ, 3EOH,
3EVV, 3FD, 3FUH, 3FUM,
3FYY, 3GB0, 3GOP, 3HAZ,
3HSC, 3IEX, 311R, 3ISA,
3lWA. 3JKW, 3WW, 4R0,
5BM, 5DS, SUM, 5YH, 5YK,
5YV, 6AG, 6XX, 8LN, 8MW,
8V12, GW2ADZ, 5MA/P.
HEARD : G2CNT, 2FJR,
2HCG, 3DO, 3FAN, 3GHO,
5BD, 5UD, 6NB, 6PG, 6YP,
8DV/A, GW8UH. (May 3 to
June 11).

G2FJ11, Sutton Bridge, Lincs.
WORKED : DL1LB, G2ATK,
2FCL, 2FKZ, 2FNW, 2FWW,
2HCJ/P, 2HIF, 2110P, 2MV,
2WA, 2XV, 3AAN, 3AEP,
3ANB, 3BEX/P, 3BK/P,
3BLP, 3CCH, 3CGQ, 3EEL.
3EHY, 3FFV, 3GCX, 3GJZ,
3GMW, 3GNJ, 3GZM,
3HWF, 31A1, 3JKW, 3WW,
3WW/P, 3YH, 4SA, 5BD,
5BM. 5HB, 5J0, 5JU, 5MA/P,
5ML, 5UD. 5UF, 5UM, 5YV,
6AG. 6NB, 6PG, 6WF, 6XX,
8A0/MM, 8DM, 8MW, 8VN,
8WV, GW5MA/P, PAOFB.
HEARD G3EPW, 3FUM,
3FUW, 5JV, 5RW, 6RH,
6XY. GW2ADZ, PAOFP.
(Mat t to June 9).

G6NB, Brill. Bucks.
WORKED . EI2W, 02F0,
3AG A, 3AGS, 3A00, 3AUS,
3BW, 3CC, 3DA, 3DH,
3EPW. 3FFV, 3GCX, 3GNJ.
3HSD. 31UD, 4GR, 4JJ,

5MA/P, 5ML/P, 5QU, 5UD,
5YV, 6QT, 6XX, 8A0/MM,
8GL, GC3EBK, GD3DA/P,
GW3ENY, 3FYR, 8SU,
PAOFB, OFC, ONL. (All
May 11 to June 10).

GSMA/P, Near Oakham,
Rutland.
WORKED : G2BMZ, 2DTO,
2FJR, 2FNW, 2HDZ, 2MR,
2NH, 2PU, 3AAN, 3BK/P,
3BKQ, 3DA, 3DVK, 3EHY,
3FMI, 3FR, 3GBO, 3GDR,
3GHO, 3GSE, 3HWJ, 3100,
3ISA. 3IWJ, 4AU, 4CI, 4R0,
4SA, 5DS, 5JU, 5ML, 5YK,
5YV, 6C1, 6L1, 6NB, 6PG,
6TA, 6WF, 6XX, 8MW, 8NM,
80U, 8VN, GW2ADZ, 3ENY,
PAOFC.
HEARD : G2UQ, 3FUM,GC3EBK.

(May 23 and 24).

G3DLU, Weston-Super-Mare,
Somerset.
WORKED : G2BMZ, 3FWW,
3FKO, 3HAZ, 31-1WF, 8DA,
GW3BNQ.
HEARD : G3FMO, 5DS,
5YV, 6NB, 8DL, GC3EBK,
GW8UH. (May 16 to June 5).

G3IOE, Newcastle -on -Tyne, 3.
WORKED : G2BCY, 3GHO.
5BD, 5QU, 6LI, 8PX.
HEARD: DL3FM,
G2DKH/P, 2DRA, 2F0,
2FTS, 3A00, 3BLP, 3CC,
3DMK, 3DVK, 3FAN, 3WW,
4JJ/P. 5MA/P, 5YV, 6NB,
8ML, GM3EGW, 3IBV,
PE1PL. (March 22 to May 31).

GM3DIQ, Stevenston, Ayr.
WORKED : EI2W, 3S,

GI5AJ, GM2BUD, 3DDE,
3EGW, 3FOW, 3FVX, 3IBV,
411X, 5VG, 6KH, 6WL.
HEARD : E16A, GM3BDA.

G3GHO, Roade, Northants.
WORKED : G2ANT/A,
2CNT, 2FTS. 2FZU, 2HCG,
2WA, 3AAN, 3BK/P, 3BKQ,
3DIV, 3FAN, 3FQS, 3FUM,
3GHI, 3GVL, 3GWB, 31-IWF
3I1JK, 3JKW, 3XC, 3YH,
4R0, 4SA, 5BC, 5MA/P,
5YK, 6NB, 6PG, 8VM, 8VZ,
GD3DA/P, GW2ADZ,
ON4BZ.
HEARD : EI2W, G2ASF,
2FCL, 2FJR, 2FKZ, 2F0,
2HQ, 2NM, 2WJ, 2XV, 2YB,
3ABA, 3ANB, 3A00, 3AUS,
3BW, 3CJY, 3DJX, 3FD.
3FIY, 3FOU, 3FSD, 3FUW
3GBO, 3HAZ, 3HXS, 3I1T,
3100, 3IPG, 3SM, 3WS, 4AP,
4AU, 4MW, 4RK, 5BD, 5DS,
5HB, 5.10, 5JU, SQL, 5UM,
5YV, 6AG, 6CI, 6CW, 6RH,
6YU, 8DM, 8DL, 80U, 8WV.
8MW, GW3FYR. (May 16
to June 10).

70 -Centimetre Band
Only

G4RO, St. Albans, Herts.
WORKED : G2FKZ, 2RD,
2W3, 3GDR, 5DT, 6YP.
HEARD : G3BKQ, 3FAN,
3FP, 31AL

G3AOO, Denton, Manchester_
WORKED : G2JT, 3AYT,
3DA, GW2ADZ, 5MQ.
HEARD : G20I, 3BKQ,
3BPJ, 3100, 5YV.

Contest Note
The first of our VHF Contest

sessions-" Quick Contest No. 1 -
-takes place over the week -end
July 25/26. The rules (see p.239.
June) have been framed to make
things as simple as possible. with
a scoring system to encourage
every sort of contact. There are
no complications at all. Every-
body can come in on a Contest
of this sort, and we look forward
to a good party, with new coun-
ties to gain and new stations to
work. Indeed, it is those who
have come on the band more
recently who nowadays have most
to gain from a contest, since they
can always move up in the Tables.
By contrast, the big men have
done it all before, and have
nothing to lose -but they can
help to give the event pace and
interest by taking part, as we hope
they will.
Some Station Reports

G3IOE (Newcastle). on 144.3

mc, is still looking for GDX with
his new 12-ele stack ; the interest-
ing thing is that he hears it all
right -stations he lists are G2FTS
(Haiisham), G3AOO (Denton),
G3BLP (Selsdon), G3FAN (Ryde,
I.o.W.), G5MA/P, G6NB (Nr.
Aylesbury), and G8ML (Chelten-
ham), who have all been
vigorously called. With G3IOE,
the most consistent station now on
the band is G6NB, always R5 on
CW, and often on phone, too.

For new stations on 70 cm,
G3BKQ (Blaby, Leics.) has
worked G2HCG (Northampton),
G3AOO (Denton), G3CWV (Bir-
mingham), G3IAI (Northampton),
G3100 (Oswestry), and G4RO
(St. Albans). Others frequently

QUICK CONTEST No. 1
Week -end July 25-26. Rules
on p. 239, June issue. Make

it a Party !
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SEVENTY - CENTIMETRE STATIONS- Fourth List

CALL LOCATION
FREQ.

(mc) EQUIPMENT

DL3FM
El2W
G2BET
G2BVW
G2CNT
G2DDD
G2FKZ
G2FNW
G2WJ
G2XV
G3ABA
G3AOO
G3AYT
G3BKQ
G3DA

Mulheim-Ruhr
Dublin
Solihull

Leicester
Cambridge Airport

Littlehampton
London

Melton Mowbray
Great Canfield, Essex

Cambridge
Coventry

Denton, M'cr.
Hyde, Ches.
Blaby, Leics.

Liverpool

434.2
432.54
433.17
432.60
435.2
435.6
435.95

.

436.00
435.10

°
433.13
433.13
434.05
432.6

Tripler, 32-ele stack, SEO Rx
Tripler, 16-ele stack, (? Rx)
Tripler. 16-ele stack, ( ? Rx)

Straight PA, 5-ele Yagi, Special. Rx
Tripler, CC Rx, 12-ele stack
Tripler, 16-ele stack, CC Its

no details
Tripler, 5 ele-Yagi (? Rx)

Straight PA, CC Rx, 16-ele stack
Tripler, CC Rx, 12-ele stack

Tripler, 16-ele stack (? Rx)
Tripler, 4/4/4, CC Rx

Tripler, City Slicker, CC Rx
Tripler, 16-ele stack, CC Rx

[
Tripler, 6-ele Yagi, CC Rx

G3EOH Enfield, Middx. 436.03 Tripler, G2DD C'vtr., 12-ele stack
G3EUP Swindon, Wilts. 433.9 i Tripler, 3 stk'd dipoles, CC Rx
G3FFC Leicester Tripler, 16-ele stack (? Rx)
G3FIJ Colchester 435.18 Tripler, SEO Rx, 5-ele Yagi
G3FZL Dulwich, S.E.22 435.24 Doubler, CC Rx, 12-ele stack
G3GZM Tenbury Wells, Worcs. ° Tripler, 16-ele stack (? Rx)
G3HAZ Northfield,

Birmingham
435.00 Triplet, SEO Rx, 4/4 Yagi

G3HBW Wembley, Middx. 434.61 Tripler, 12-ele stack, CC Rx
G3HTY Kidderminster, Worcs Tripler (? beam array and Rx)
G31LI London, S.E.22 434.97 Tripler, 6 -turn Helix, R.1294 mod.
G3I00 Oswestry, Salop. 432.54 Tripler, 16-ele stack, SEO Rx
G3IRA Swindon, Wilts. 436.50 Tripler, SEO Rx, 8 d'ples stk'd
G4AP Swindon, Wilts. 436.50 Tripler, CC Rx, 3 stk'd D'ples
G4RO St. Albans, Herts. 434.16 Tripler, 16-ele stack, CC Rx
GSDT Purley, Surrey ? no details
G5YV Leeds 432.72 Tripler, 8-ele stack, G2DD C'vtr.
G6CW Nottingham ? no details
G6NF Shirley, Surrey 435.47 Straight PA, 5-ele Yagi, SEO RA,

ASB8 cavities
G6RH Bexley, Kent 434.7 Tripler, 16-ele stack, ASB8 C'vtr.
G6YP London, S.E.5 435.75 no details
G6YU Coventry 434.10 Tripler, CC Rx, 16-ele stack
G8QY Birmingham ? Tripler, 24-ele stack (? Rx)
G8SK Enfield, Middx. 433.15 Tripler, G2DD C'vtr., 8k -waves stk'd
G8VR London, S.E.22 435.0 Tripler, SEO Rx, l2-ele stack
GW2ADZ Llanymynech, Mont. 432.90 Doubler, 32-ele stack (? Rx)
GWSMQ Mold, Flints. 432.58 Tripler, 3-ele Yagi (? Rx)
ON4UV Fayt-lez-Mange,

Nr. Charleroi
434.7 Straight PA, CC Rx, 32-ele beam

This list is incomplete as regards many stations known to be equipped for the
70 -centimetre band. All 430 mc operators are asked to forward details for inclusion

in this Table, under the headings given.

worked, still on 430 mc, are
G2FNW, G3GZM, G3HAZ,
G6YU and GW2ADZ. And just
to keep his hand in on Two,
G3BKQ goes up four in All -Time
Counties with Cardigan, Durham,
Rutland and Suffolk.

GD3DA/P was on Snaefell
during mid -June, as mentioned
here last time, and gave a number
of stations a brand-new contact.
We are without full details from
G3DA himself, as his activity up
there was right on the dead -line
for this issue. Among his many
two -metre contacts on June 10
was G3GHO (Roade, Northants.),
who gives May 25-see VHF Wx
Chart-as being exceptionally
good, when ON4BZ was worked
at 1040 BST. G3GHO can hear

G5YV working El's and GI's, and
asks that the latter aim south-east
occasionally ; a new station
worked for Huntingdonshire was
G3JKW, from whom we have not
yet heard.

GSDS (Surbiton) goes up in
both Tables, with the goodly total
of 467 different stations now
worked. Harold of G5YV has
been tussling with a G2DD 70 cm
converter, finding that he had to
shorten the mixer line to get
resonance at 430 mc ; with two
more counties worked (I.o.Man
and Co. Antrim) he keeps com-
fortably out in front in the
Annual Table. By the way. will
all interested please remember
that we wind up this Table for
the year at the end of next month,

so that new scores should be
claimed as soon as possible.

G3IWJ (Liverpool, 8) is ex-
clusively VHF and active on both

. bands, 144.315/432.945 mc, and
some locals have been worked on
70 cm. G2FJR (Sutton Bridge),
right on the edge of The Wash,
asks that more people look his
way about 1930 clock time any
evening ; he can not only give
points in a contest, but also a
county to many operators who say
they are in need of Lincs. And
though his effective aerial height
is only about 10 feet, G2FJR had
328 contacts in the five months
ending May 31.

G3HWJ (Surbiton) has not
been very active, but two out of
his three new counties were
gained from GSMA's /P expedi-
tions-like many others, he pays
tribute to Bob's extraordinary
enthusiasm. G3GHI (Purley) goes
up two in Countries, with OZ2FR
and SM7BE, worked during the
earlier openings. G6RH (Bexley,
Kent) shows a nice list of stations
heard and worked-see " Activity
Report " herewith-and G3HCU
(Chiddingfold) writes to bring his
scores up to date. He it was who,
in a QSO on Ten, got the news
from IIHC that he was watching
the Coronation on his home -built
TV receiver, as reported in the
Daily Telegraph for June 3.

After an absence for aerial re-
construction. G4RO (St. Albans)
is back again on both bands, and
in just about a month had 135
contacts on two metres. with

TWO -METRE PROGRESS
British Records

Miles
Sept. I, 1948 G2BMZ-G6LK 140
Sept. 5, 1948 G2AJ-G5MQ 164

Sept. 14, 1948 G5BY-G5MQ 220
Sept. 14, 1948 G3APY-G5BY 227
Sept. 17, 1948 G5BY-G6OS 287
Nov. 12, 1948 G5BY-PAOZQ 380
Jan. 1, 1949 G2BMZ-PA0E0 384
May 13, 1950 GW2ADZ-

PAOHA 417
June 28, 1950 G5BY-DL3FM 470
Sept. 13, 1950 G2BMZ-

DL4XS/3KE 520
June 1, 1951 G5YV-SM7BE 602
Oct. 9, 1951 G5YV-F9MG 620
March 2, 1953 GC3EBK-OZ2FR 647
March 22, 1953 G5UF-SM6ANR 750
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TWO METRES

ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED
LIST

Starting Figure, 14
Front Fixed QTH Only

Worked Station

61
60
58

57
56
55
54
53

52
51
50
48
47
46

45
44

43
42
41

40

39

38
37

36

35
34
33
32
31
30
29

28
27

26

25
24

23

22

21
20
19

18

16
15

14

G3BW
G3BLP (629)
G3EHY
G201 (349), G6NB
G5YV (439), G8SB
GW5MQ
G2HIF (200)
G2AJ (519) G4CI,
G2NH, G3WW
G2HDZ (368), G4SA
G3ABA, G5DS (467)
G5BM, G5MA
EI2W (140), G3FAN, G5WP
G3GHO. G4HT (476), G5BY,

G6YU (205)
G2XC, G6XM (356)
G3BK, G5ML (250),

G3HAZ (194)
G3C0J, G5DF
G5BD
G2FQP, G3BA, G3DMU,

G6CI (162)
G3CGQ, G4R0 (256), G5JU,

G8KL, G8OU
G2FJR, G21Q, G3VM, G8IL

(325)
G3APY, G3HBW, G8DA
G2AHP (350), G2FNW, G2FZU

(180), G3GSE (383), G3HBW
G3CXD, G6CB (312), G6TA

(259), G8IP
G3FZL, G3HCU (224), G3HWJ
G2FCL (182). G3BKQ
G3BNC
G2FVD, G8IC. G8VR, G8QY
G3GBO (364), G3HX0, G5RP
G2HOP. G5NF
G3AGS, G3AKU, G3BJQ'

G5MR (153)
G3F1.1 (163), GM3BDA
G3DAH, G3FIH, G6GR,

GW8UH
G3AEP, G3CFR (125),

G4MR (189)
G5SK
G3D0, G3FD, G3FXG,

GM3EGW
G3CWW (260), G4LX, G5PY,

G6PJ
G3ASG (150), G3BPM, G3FRY,

G3GOP (122), G3HII, G3ISA
G3SM (180), G6XY
G3EYV
G2AOL, G3DLU, G3FEX (118),

G3GCX, G3WS, G3YH,
G5LQ (176)

GM3DIQ
G3FRE, G3HSD, GC2CNC
G2DVD, G31WA
G2DHV, G3GYY

Note: Figures in brackets after call are
number of different stations worked on
Two Metres. Starting figure for this
classification, 100 stations worked. QSL
cards are not required to verify for entry
into this Table. On working 14C or more.
a list showing stations and counties
should be sent, and thereafter added to

as more counties are worked.

GD3DA/P as best G DX. Over
May 8-10. conditions were found
to be good to the North. on May
25 to the East and West, with
PA's heard weakly for a short
time around 1900, and then on
June 6-7 G3FAN was an excel-
lent signal. On each day June 5-7,
G4RO was testing with G2HCG.
G3BKQ, G3FAN, G3GOP and
G3IA1 on 430 me -the best result
was his reception of G3FAN at
RST-448 for a minute or so
around 0830 BST, the distance
being about 85 miles ; two-way
QSO was effected with G3BKQ.
over 68 miles. The G4RO
receiver for 70 cm is a CC job
using the mixer arrangement first
suggested in Short Wave Maga-
zine by G3EJL-see June 1950.

Another VHF Receiver
G2BVW (Rearsby, Leics.) has

an entirely home -built receiver
designed for operation on both
VHF bands exclusively. Using,
of course. separate " fronts for
144 and 430 mc. the IF tunes
24-34 mc in an IF section which
is virtually a copy of the AR88,
but using miniature valves
throughout -thus, the RF side
incorporates two 6AK5's. and the
performance on 10 metres is
noticeably better than on a. stan-
dard AR88. On 430 mc, the RF
stage is a 2C40, and the frequency
changer another 2C40 in a
coaxially-tuned circuit. The two -
metre transmitter is 6 mc xtal-
EF55 18 mc-EF55 36 mc-EF55
72 mc -CV6/144 me -829 144
mc-Eimac 327A 150w. PA. For
70 cm, this same transmitter is
used as far as the 829, which
drives a QQE-03/20 tripler to
432.6 mc, followed by a QQE-06/
40 PA in Class -C capable of
giving about 30 watts RF output.
Aerials are, for 70 cm. a 6 -over -6
at 60 feet. and for two metres. a
4 -over -4 at 50 feet. Stations
heard or worked by G2BVW on
the 430 mc band include G2FNW,
G2FICG, G3ABA, G3APY,
G3BKQ, G3FFC, G3HAZ,
G5RW, G6CW, and G6YU. All
this represents much good and
interesting work, and we shall
hope to hear more of G2BVW as
time goes on.

As many people will know.
G5MA was /P in Rutland (again)
for the week -end May 23/24,

when a total of 47 different sta-
tions was worked, with G2BMZ
as best DX ; GC3EBK was heard
at RST-549 on the Sunday morn-
ing, but called without joy -
which was bad luck, as it would
have been a good 235 -mile QSO
and useful to both of them.

Soon after achieving his very
first QSO on Two, G3CUZ (Leek_
Staffs.) writes in to report himself.
Though at about 500 ft. a.s.l., he
is surrounded by higher ground,
with the wall of the Pennines to
the North. The G3CUZ trans-
mitter is 9 mc xtal-12A6-12A6-
TTI1-RK34-832 PA, all the driver
stages doubling so as to avoid
the Holme Moss and Sutton Cold -
field channels ; operating this
transmitter either on CW or on
phone with constant modulation
controlled carrier (as advocated
by G3ENI in Short Wave Maga-
zine for August and December
1951) produces no TVI on the
domestic receiver ; his converter
is the G6VX CC design (also as
described in the Magazine) into a
BC -455 ; the aerial is a 12 -
element stack, to the design by
G5RZ in our issue for November
1952, at a height of 37 ft.. which
seems to be working " as per
book.- Frequency is 144.608 mc,
and G3CUZ expects to be among
those present most evenings about
1930 BST, looking for QSO's with
all comers.

G3HBW (Wembley, Middlesex)
sends data for the Seventy Centi-
metre Station List, and hopes to
keep " very active on both bands.-
G2DDD (Littlehampton), whom
we well remember from pre-war
days. also reports for the 70 cm

TWO METRES

COUNTRIES WORKED
Starting Figure, 8

13 G3BLP (DL, EI, F, G, GC, GD,
GI, GM, GW, ON, OZ, PA, SM).

G5YV (DL, El, F, G, GC, GD, GI,
GM, GW, ON, OZ, PA, SM).

12 G2HIF, G3WW.
11 G2AJ, G3ABA, G6NB.
10 G2FQP, G2HDZ, G3BK, G3EHY,

G3GHI, G5DS, G6LI, GW5MQ,
ON4BZ, (DL, EI, F, C, GC, GW,
ON, OZ, PA, SM).

9 EI2W, G3GHO, G4SA, G5BD,
G5MA, G6RH, G6XM, G8IC.

8 G2AHP, G2XC, G3BNC, G3FAN,
G3HCU, G3VM, G5BM, G5BY,
G5ML, G5UD, G8SB.
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TWO METRES
COUNTIES WORKED SINCE

SEPTEMBER 1, 1952

Starting Figure, 14

Worked Station

50 G5YV

46 G3GHO

45 G3BLP'

44 G3WVV.

41 G5DS

40 G2XV

39 G2HDZ, G4SA. G5ML

38 G3100

37 G2AHP, G2FJR

35 G3HWJ

34 G3FAN

32 G4RO, G6TA, GBIL

30 G5BM

28 G2HOP. G3HBW

27 G6YU

26 G3GVL. GC3EBK

25 G3HCU. G3HX0, G8DA

24 G5MR. G6C1

23 G2FCL. G3130

21 G3F1J,G3G1Z,G8VR

20 G3ISA

18 G3EOH. G31RA

17 G3YH

16 G3IWJ

14 G2BRR. G3DM K

Note: This Annual Counties Worked
Table opened on September 1st, 1952,
and will run until August 31st, 1953. All
operators who work 14 or more Counties
during this period are eligible for entry
in the Table. The first list sent should
give stations worked for the counties
claimed ; thereafter, additions claimed
need show only stations worked in each
county as they accrue. A certificate is
given for all VHF operators who work
40C or more in the year, for which QSL
cards must be shown. Cards are not,
however, required for entry into the

Table.
Cards held for Annual 40 Counties

Worked Certificate.

List-glad to hear from you for
" VHF Bands" for the first time
since 1939, Eric! At G6CI
(Kenilworth) Brian continues to
make steady progress, reporting
plenty of 100-150 mile QSO's but
no EDX. G3GVL (Derby) claims
his latest scores, with 59S now

worked, and G6TA (Balham.
S.W.12) climbs in both Counties
Tables, with 259 different stations
in the log.

Another welcome first-time cor-
respondent is G3AOO (Denton.
Manchester). who is also opera-
tional on both bands ; his two -
metre assembly is a modified
S440B driving 832-829. with an
832A tripled for 70 cm. The
receiver on Two is a 3 -stage 6J6
job into an R.1132, and on the
same chassis he has a 70 cm.
converter to the design by G5BY,
as originally published in the
Magazine ; thus. the two con-
verters are switchable into the
same 1F/AF strip, with a one -
second change over from band to
band. A second converter for
430 mc utilises a modified ASB8
RF stage with CV102 crystal
mixer having a coaxial +-wave
input line, with CC injection
obtained from 6J6's worked xtal
15 mc - 45 mc - 135 mc - 405 mc.
giving an IF of 27 mc. Aerials
at G3A00 are a " City Slicker "
for Two, and a 4 -over -4 at 40 ft.
for 70 cm. Stations heard or
worked on that band are given in
the Activity Report. G3A00 is
an advocate for the idea of a one -
megacycle calling area in the 70
centimetre band, to be tried out
on Sunday mornings during the
summer. Our earlier comments
on 70 centimetre band planning
have some bearing on this, and
to us it seems that zoning may be
the answer-we then know where
to look, and where our neighbours
are. But your A.J.D. is quite
prepared to lay on whatever
enough people want, so let us
hear from the 430 mc operators
what they think ; in particular,
whether they would be prepared
to put in another crystal and re -
tune for a second frequency.

At G6NB (Brill, Bucks.) Bill
has been using the time while
conditions have been off to build
a converter to end all converters ;
he thinks he may just have done
it! Between times, a station
heard for interesting DX was
EI6A (Wicklow). received on
several occasions ; G6NB goes to
57C in the All -Time and has been
working EI2W again. G3DLU
(Weston -s -Mare) is ready with his
80 -watt PA, and on May 25, the

good day, had a near-QSO with
GC3EBK.

GM3DIQ (Stevenston, Ayr)
would very much like to take
G4SA up on his suggestion that
the GM's look South from about
1900 clock time ; '3DIQ says that
he is probably the only GM who
is on every evening, except Satur-
day, from 2000 onwards, with a
schedule with GI5AJ every Thurs-
day and Friday (as well as at 1430
on Sundays). From about 2030
onwards, GM3DIQ undertakes to
beam South, and to call and listen
at 10 -minute intervals - though
the best time is really much later
in the evening, say around mid-
night or after ; a new station
worked by '3DIQ is EI3S of
Dublin, and EI6A has been heard
and called.

Some Overseas Reports
According to a news bulletin

from EI2W, the EI/GI activity
is steadily on the increase, stations
he mentions being El2A, El2G
and El3Y, with GI3GGY and
GI3HXH for Northern Ireland.
The EI2W/P expedition will be
on site at Kilkee during July 4-12,
using as much power as they can
up to 300 watts and keeping a
24 -hour watch. The weather
survey for the last two years does
not hold out much prospect of
success over the full distance to
eastern U.S.A.. though a path

THE TWO -METRE
ZONE PLAN

(This is reproduced here for the benefit
of newcomers to the band).

Zone A & B: 144.0
to 144.2 mc. All Scotland.

Zone C: 144.2 to All England from Lancs.
144.4 mc. Yorks. northward.

Zone D: 145.8 to
146 mc.

Zone E: 194.4 to
144.65 mc.

All Ireland.
Cheshire, Derby, Notts.,
Lincs., Rutland, Leics.,
Warwick and Staffs.

Zone F: 145.65 to Flint, Denbigh, Shrops.,
145.8 mc. Worcs., Hereford, Mon-

mouth and West.
Zone G: 144.65 to Northants, Bucks.,

144.85 mc. Herts., Beds., Hants.,
Cambs., Norfolk, Suf-
folk.

Zone H: 145.25 to Dorset, Wilts., Glos.,
145.5 mc. Oxon.,Berks., and Hants

Zone I: 145.5 to Cornwall,
145.65 mc. Somerset.

Zone J: 144.85 to
145.25 mc.

Devon,

London, Essex, Middle-
sex, Surrey, Kent,
Sussex.
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might open as far as VO. The
possibilities, and the factors which
affect them, are discussed in the

VHF Weather Report " in this
issue, and readers will be particu-
larly interested in the surveys for
long-distance paths in directions
other than across the Atlantic.

The ZBI's will no doubt be
pleased to know that CN2AP
(Tangier) is equipped for Two
Metres, with a Cascode using
12AT7's and a stacked aerial
array ; the transmitter frequency
is at present 145.7 mc. It may be
that CN2AP will be home on
leave by the time this reaches the
ZB1's-but he will be back, with
better gear and a frequency
nearer the LF end.

During the month to June 8.
ZB113Z and ZBIKQ were regu-
larly active on Two, on every
evening and practically all day on
Sundays-but no joy, except for
weak modulated carriers at
ZB1BZ on four occasions, too
thin to resolve into anything
intelligible. Well, we know all
about that sort of thing over here.
If only half the stations regularly

CW on half their overs . . . how
often have we said it! The
receiving gear at these two ZBI
stations is all right, because by
tuning into the neighbouring
channels they can hear aircraft at
up to 300 miles. and have also
received TV sound from all BBC
stations except Kirk 0' Shotts.
Schedules are being arranged with
3V8BB and with F's and I's fol-
lowing our recent notes in this
space, so results are confidently
expected before long-and it is
evident that the ZB1's are trying
hard, so good luck to them.
Crax Out Of Context

" My chief moan is that the
present system of cross -banding is
a hit of a dead loss. I wonder
how many QSO's have been made
from a CQ call on 70 cm? Could
you arrange for test periods on
this band, say every Sunday morn-
ing 10.0 a.m. to 12 noon? "
(G3AOO) . . . . " We realise we
must be on the band as much as

Always mention Short
It Helps

The very fine combined 144-430 mc receiver designed and built by G2BVW , Rearsby,
Leics. The 70 -centimetre RF section is lower right, and all coaxial circuits are home-
made from copper piping or brass tube. A 2040 (496A) valve is used as mixer on
430 mc ; this is found to give a certain amount of gain, whereas the crystal mixers
always show a loss at this position. The 70 -centimetre section also has a tuned RF stage
incorporating a second 446A. The two -metre section is 6.J6-9002, and the common

IF 24-34 mc.

possible. so you can rest assured
ZB1BZ and ZBIKQ will be there
almost every evening from 1900
BST, calling on CW (ZB1BZ)

. . . " G3FKY. who lives about
200 yards away as the beam looks,
and I have been close followers
of your feature for nearly three
years, and we have finally
succumbed to temptation -
(G3CUZ) . . . . " My early-evening
sessions have been sadly curtailed,
as my XYL sees to it that I really
do hold the baby - (3GHO)
. . . . " My interest in Amateur
Radio lies mainly in the design
and construction of equipment,
with operating the necessary proof
of the pudding" (G2BVW).

Finally-
And for this month. that's it.

Don't forget the Contest in three
weeks' time, and for next month's
" VHF Bands" please let us have
all your news, views, claims and
comments by July 17 certain.
addressed A. J. Devon, " VHF
Bands." Short Wave Magazine, 55
Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
Use the full address. as letters
directed simply to VHF Bands,
Victoria Street, S.W.1 (we
actually had one such this
month!) are likely to be delayed
by anything up to five days!
CUAGN August 7.

QUICK CONTEST No. 1
Week -end July 25-26. Rules
on p. 239. June issue. Make

it a Party !

Wave Magazine when writi ig to Advertisers-
You, Helps Them and Helps Us
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VHF WEATHER REPORT
PERIOD MAY 14 TO JUNE 10

A. H. HOOPER (G3EGB)

This month's summary not only covers the
propagation conditions obtaining for the period'
of the current "VHF Bands" report, but also
includes an extremely interesting survey of the
conditions which developed over several long-,
distance paths during the years 1951-'52. This
shows that on the weather record and in terms
of VHF DX working the chances of communica-
tion over the 2,100 -mile path SM/CT2 are six
limes better than over the 1,900 -mile path
El/VO, and that the month of July should give
many good openings over the 1,300 -mile path
Cornwall to the Azores. This is the first time
that such an analysis, authoritative and based
Jtpon firm data, has been published ; it shows
once again that the immediate need for the full
development of the VHF bands is much more
Continental activity. If all European countries
together could produce only half as many
stations active on two metres as we have in this
country, EDX working on VHF would begin to
compare with European coverage on the LF

bands.-EDITOR.

ACHANGEABLE month, with neither persistent
anticyclones nor much strongly marked sub-

sidence. Depressions alternated with brief, transitory
ridges of high pressure until May 23, when a warm,
damp, airstream from the tropics reached us. This
soon gave way, to the accompaniment of widespread
thunderstorms on May 25 to an anticyclone which
remained for three days. The series of depressions
which then dominated us from the north-east gave
way during June 4 and 5 to a weak ridge from the
south-west. This was not replaced until the approach
of a shallow depression from the east on June 10.

Interpretation
For long range working we look to reflection

effects from discontinuities aloft. Fig. 1 shows the
presence of modified refractive index (MRI) discon-
tinuities over East Anglia, as deduced from the
results of radio -soundings reported in The Daily
Aerological Record of the Meteorological Office,
London. We see that for this period reflecting layers
made only brief appearances. Over other regions of
the British Isles their appearance was equally erratic.
They were mainly weak and at high levels.

Confining attention to layers below 5000 feet as
being of greatest significance for VHF communica-
tion, it was found that a discontinuity developed at
varying heights between 2000 and 5000 feet in the
early hours of May 26. It extended over most of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland at first, but by
the same evening had disappeared from over our
southern counties. On the evening of May 28
another layer appeared, this time mainly at 4000
feet. The GM /GI path was open on May 27 with a

layer at about 3000 feet, and again on June 4 and 5
at 5000 feet-with little overhead elsewhere in the
country. On June 6 a further layer appeared over
East Anglia and extended over the southern counties
for the two evenings following, but on June 9 again
it was only East Anglia that was involved.

At the foot of Fig. I is shown a graph of the
mean sea level (MSL) barometric pressure at Cran-
field, Bedfordshire, for the period covered by this
survey. It has been included for those who are
interested in its relation with VHF propagation. In
the graph the high points correspond with maximum
pressure points.

Table I is largely a summary of the charts in the
Daily Weather Report of the Meteorological Office.
The information listed is for the evenings of the
dates quoted. The first line indicates the type of
pressure system over Southern England. The classi-
fication is into anticyclones (A), depressions (D) and
cols (C). The last are areas of slack pressure
gradient occurring between the main types of
pressure distribution and often result in radiation
cooling.

The second line is given to showing the evenings
when radiation cooling occurred. This is a process
leading to enhanced inland propagation by means of
super -refraction at very low levels. The figures
indicate, as far as can be ascertained, the times of
onset of saturation in the lowest layers of the
atmosphere and, as discussed later, give a guide as
to the time when enhanced propagation by means of
super -refraction in these layers faded away. Where
the time is after midnight, the figures are still placed
under the pre -midnight date. No entry is made for
poorly defined or Nil cases.

The remaining lines of Table 1 show the occasions
when anticyclone or ridge conditions existed over
paths in certain directions from southern England.
Their presence should indicate in a general sense the
extent of any discontinuities of MRI which may
have existed aloft.

Certain entries are in heavy type. These mark an
extension of the analysis. First, dates in heavy type
correspond with the presence of low-level MRI
discontinuities over East Anglia. They are provided
to facilitate cross reference with Fig. 1. Certain
country prefixes are in heavy type. These indicate
the occasions when analysis has shown the presence
of low-level discontinuities out over the path at least
as far as the country designated. They are, there-
fore, the DX paths probably available, and even with
the results for only four weeks, it is immediately
apparent that discontinuities are not to be associated
with all anticyclones and ridges. It can be seen, too,
that on several occasions (May 22, for example) a
layer extended over the path eastwards to Germany,
although not covering East Anglia. In that the layer
must end somewhere between East Anglia and
Holland, it seems possible in such circumstances
that East Coast stations could beam eastwards under
the layer and so exploit the situation. This would
be a very critical business! Despite a fair proportion
of anticyclonic conditions, the south and south-east
routes aonear to have had a very poor month indeed.
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Did your results fit these and the several other facts
conveyed in the Table?

In Retrospect
As foreshadowed by A.J.D.. it has been interesting

to compare last month's weather report with the
results reported in " VHF Bands." April 19-23 and
May 3 are summarised as peak periods, and it is
encouraging to note that these periods fit two of the
three low-level MRI discontinuities shown in Fig. 1
on p.241 of the June issue. This leaves the period
May 8-11 unaccounted for. A re -scrutiny of the
vertical MRI graph shows that on May 8 and 9 the
discontinuities were very silght as compared with the
earlier occasions. This knowledge will help future
assessments of significant discontinuities, and with
this point in mind the writer adds his plea to that
made by A.J.D. for dates and times to be supplied
with each instance of anomalous propagation.

Noting the GM/PA DSO of May 3. the writer
finds that it occurred at the same time as the north-
eastwards extension over the path of a belt of high
pressure referred to last month. The high pressure
belt had already resulted in a discontinuity over our
southern regions, and radio -soundings over Fifeshire
show that the evening of May 3 resulted in the first
low-leved discontinuity there for over a week.

Further to the blanking -off effect of high ground
which accounts so well for the effects observed in
early March. and which may well influence G/GM
contacts, it seems worthwhile to go a
For enhanced propagation we have. for overland
paths. the beneficial effect of radiation inversions
which develop by means of cooling from the
earth's surface at night-time. They become
established over low-lying ground and do not
offer help in the task of VHF transmission
over mountain ranges. Moreover, prolonged cooling
results in saturation setting in. first at the surface
and then through a progressively deeper layer of
the atmosphere. With this layer extending beyond
aeral height, the enhanced refraction of radio waves
ceases. Whether or not the saturation level can
become intense enough at, say, 100 feet to act as a
weakly reflecting surface is not established. Certainly
the path limits then remain confined to the same
area of low ground and shallow slopes. For great
distances, both over land and sea, partial reflection
from MRI discontinuities aloft is the most frequent
mechanism. These develop in air sinking earthwards
(subsidence) from high levels. When such a surface
of discontinuity is sufficiently low, then a reflection
process begins. Should the discontinuity sink below
aerial height, then the reflection effect ceases, the
less effective refraction process is substituted, and,
depending upon wavelength, transmission may be
within a duct. With the discontinuity right down at
the general ground level, diurnal temperature and
water vapour changes modify it drastically, and for
us the effect is comparable with the radiation process
described earlier. In the special case of a dis-
continuity still above ground level, but with an
isolated range of mountains protruding up through
it, a different effect can occur. It is conceivable that
when shallow mountain slopes are involved modifica-

tion of the discontinuity could be such that it
follows " the slopes. It could then be possible for

stations in certain critical positions to transmit over
the range. With the steeper and more usual moun-
tain slopes, however, it seems that the range must
act as an interruption in the reflecting layer and,
also, in the propagation paths. It is this last theory
which explains the effects of early March. A reflect-
ing layer at very low levels can be expected to.
experience fluctuations in height from day to night.
These are superimposed, however, upon any general
changes in height, and for this reason no particular
time can be assigned for the best results.
Possibilities

One aspect of two -metre interest is in communica-
tion over great distances. The writer has examined
the chances of tropospheric propagation over certain
paths from the British Isles. What is needed is a
low-level discontinuity of refractive index lying
without interruption along the whole of the path
excepting, possibly, a few tens of miles at each end..
For identification this requires analysis of radio -
soundings of the atmosphere at frequent intervals
along each path. The publications mentioned earlier
do not give the results of soundings along the final
stages of the paths considered. However, we know
that wide -spread low-lying discontinuities are
associated with anticyclones and their ridge extensions
from time to time. Occasions when such a pressure
system extends over the selected path and are
associated with discontinuities at the starting point
can be identified. This is a necessary condition. In
that the discontinuity observed does not necessarily
extend over the whole of the pressure system, the
number of occasions may be optimistic, when
regarded as suitable for VHF propagation over the
path. For propagation by this mechanism they will
not be pessimistic.

With the forthcoming EI2W tests in mind, records
have been examined for the whole of 1951 and 1952.
731 days in all. Attention was confined to the 1200
GMT surface weather analysis and to the 1400 GMT
radio soundings. Spells of extended propagation are
of more interest than single occasions, and the
suitable cases were divided into spells of various
durations. The first examination was of the 1900 -
mile path from Valentia, Eire, to St. John, New-
foundland. The number of occasions when an
anticyclone and its ridge extensions lay along this
path have been combined with discontinuities over
the starting point and over the British weather ship
400 miles out along the path. These discontinuities
were found to exist at both stations on all the
relevant occasions. The result is shown in the first
column of Table 2. For this path little more than
isolated cases were found, and it was of interest to
note than on three of these " possible " occasions a
depression with associated fronts lay between New-
foundland and Nova Scotia, thus barring further
progress. On the other occasion the possible path
was " clear " as far as Nantucket. This was, how-
ever, for a very limited time, as by the following
day a vigorous depression had develop& and moved
along the coastline to Newfoundland. (See page 308).
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Showing the all -too -brief reflecting layers which formed over East Anglia during the period May 13 to June 9. The occasions when
they coincided with reflecting layers out over various paths from the British Isles, building up conditions suitable for EDX working,

can be ascertained from Table 1. With the exception of the layer first appearing on June 6, all were weak and poorly defined.

TABLE 1

Date JUNE
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 1 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 I 2 3 , 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pressure System over
Southern England DDDADAA1DDAACAAADDDDDD CA ACCCD

Radiation over
Bedfordshire, GMT ------------02 21 01 04

1

22 21 21 23 24 24 05 23 -- -- -- 22 24 24 03 22 01 01

NE

E
Ridge and "A"
conditions from
Southern England

SE

.9

- - - SM - - SM
LA

- - - SM
LA LA

SM

- - - DL - - SP - DL DL SP - DL - SP DL

- - - OE - ON OE - OE OE OE - HB - F ON ON -

- - -49°- 45043 45°43043'43' 450 470 450450-

Notes-(1) Condit ons listed are for the evenings of the dates shown.
(2) D = Depression. A = Anticyclone. C = Col, slack pressure gradient.
(3) Times 'n the second line mark the end of super -refraction inland.
(4) Country prefixes indicate the approximate extent of conditions. When in heavy type they indicate a good path.
(5) For the Southern Path, which is wholly over France, it has been necessary to quote latitudes in two -degree

steps. The latitude of Paris is approximately 49°N, and that of Marseilles 43°N.
(6) Heavy type dates correlate with the graph.

Showing the broad features of VHF weather during the period May 14 to June 10. Dates in bold type are those when a reflecting
surface formed over East Anglia (see Fig. 1), a desirable condition for the start of an EDX path. Country prefixes are in bold type
when a reflecting surface extended out over the route to the country indicated. For example, though A -conditions lay over the path

G/SP on May 19 and 20, it was only on May 19 that EDX conditions existed, and then only for part of the route.
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TABLE 2

Duration

of SPELLS

in DAYS

PATHS

J F M A

Months of year
Cornwall to Azores

M J J A S 0 N D
Valentia

to St. John
1900 miles

Cornwall
to Azores
1300 miles

E. Anglia
to Sweden
600 miles

Azores
1 to Sweden

2100 miles

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

1

---

17

10

3

1

1

-

22

7

5

I-
I

12

4

1-
-
-

2--
2-

_

1

1

-
1

2

-
_

2

13
___

1

1

3-
2 1

1

1

I-
2 I

2

-
1

-

Total
Days 4 55 61 23 2 7 4 2 4 10 14 2 5 2 2 1

This interesting Table will repay careful study. It shows the maximum possible number of days, during 1951 and 1952, suitable for
VHF DX working over several paths from the U.K. ; the period examined totalled 731 days. The number of spells of good conditions
for various durations is shown, and it is quite clear that the chances of DX contact over some paths are considerably better than
for others. For the Cornwall -Azores path the figures have been broken down into months of the year, and in this particular case
show that July and to a lesser extent June were the favoured months during the years 1951-52. It would be a fair assumption that
somewhat similar conditions should develop during this coming July, so that a QSO G/CT2 could be regarded almost as a certainty -

if we had an active and properly equipped VHF station in the Azores.

Hence, it can be concluded that for one brief
occasion only during 1951 and 1952 did a possible
chance exist for propagation at noon over the 2,800 -
mile path from Eire to the New England States. In
general, an alternative mechanism appears necessary
for this path.

G3JU has long held the view that the path to the
Azores is well worth attention. An analysis on
similar lines was accordingly made for the path
Cornwall to Azores. Occasions when a suitable
surface chart coincided with a discontinuity over the
starting point were found to be quite frequent. The
result is shown in the second column of Table 2, and
it can be seen that not only were there many more
occasions than for the Atlantic path but, additionally,
many of them were grouped in snells of several
days. So that if we had an active two -metre station
in CT2 a contact from Cornwall would have been
possible.

A third analysis, this time for the oath East
Anglia to Sweden, was also carried out. The result,
given in the third column of Table 2, was very
similar to that for the Azores.

The Maximum EDX Path
Finally, the second and third analyses were com-

bined in an attempt to assess the possibilities for
one of the longest paths in Europe, from the Azores
to Sweden. From the fourth column of the Table
we see that the number of occasions has been
reduced to about one-third of the others. However,
it would appear that this 2,100 -mile path is actually
a very much better proposition than the 1,900 -mile
path from Eire to the nearest point of the American
Continent. But, of course, there is always a chance,
however slight, that a path might develop for the
EI2W test over July 4-12. Next month we shall be
able to see what happened.

In case the EDX prospect should inspire a sunny

holiday complete with portable operation, the
remaining section of Table 2 shows the Azores!
Cornwall result broken down under months, as a
guide in selecting dates. With the exception of one
entry for February, it is very noticeable that June.
and especially July. then produced the greatest
number of occasions and also spells of the longest
duration. In case this result arose from a particular
sequence in only one of the two years examined, a
further divisio was carried out. It was found that
in both years June and July were the favoured
months. So, on the face of it, then is the time for a
G/CT2 attempt.
Views

The possible effect of high ground upon propaga-
tion by means of reflection from low-lying discon-
tinuities has already been discussed. This factor
enters into any consideration of VHF propagation
from the Mediterranean Basin to the British Isles.
With so much ground over 10,000 feet, one would
expect the Alps and the Pyrenees, and the somewhat
lower Massife Centrale of France, to form effective
barriers. Their very size undoubtedly leads to local
modification of air masses, and within their vicinity
strange effects can be expected from this cause. With
very great power, greater perhaps than has yet been
used, it should be possible to communicate over
irregular paths by means of multiple scattering-
sheer brute force, in fact. Height, too, can be very
helpful, although the writer has not here in mind
the minute differences in UK station heights which
caused controversy some months ago. For our low -
powered stations, confined virtually to ground level,
it seems only too likely that, the path is unattainable
-all controversial correspondence welcomed!

The writer is grateful for the permission of the
Director, Meteorological Office, London, to quote
information obtained from the official publications
mentioned.
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WE all realise, subconsciously,
that Amateur Radio has got

to " sell itself " to the authorities
and the public if it is to continue
to enjoy even its present privi-
leges. The public have, perhaps,
been brought more into contact
with us during the last five years
than ever before, through the
pleasing custom of including
Amateur Radio in the popular
Hobbies Exhibitions which are
held up and down the country.
As for selling ourselves to the
authorities (whoever they may
be!) this is best achieved by
causing no trouble while present-
ing' evidence of plenty of healthy
activity. The amateurs' restrained
behaviour since the changes
enforced on the Top Band has
been a credit to them ; very little
trouble is caused by wilful inter-
ference with either BC or TV
(practically all the cases inves-
tigated can be settled sensibly).
Pirates are not amateurs, although
they pretend that they are. So,
on the whole, we don't cause
much trouble. Do we give the
impression that we are all work-
ing at something worth while?
Or do we strike outsiders as a
rather frivolous crowd? It is
worth thinking about, quite
seriously.

MIXING IT UP

Our crazy " amateur slang " is
well -enough established to have
become traditional, but some
people overdo it to such an extent
that they merely make themselves
ridiculous. One example is the
use of CW abbreviations on
telephony, especially when the
" abbreviations " are blown up by
phonetic spelling until they are
far more clumsy than the plain
language (for example, the futile
" Q R Morocco "). In particular
it hurts to hear two stations in
contact, after having given each
other "FB S9+" reports, bandying
phonetics about to such an extent
that one appears to have the name
of January India Morocco and
the other Baltimore Item London
London (yes, we actually heard
this one, quite recently). If any-
thing could convince the listening
public that amateurs are a crowd

of cretins, this sort of thing could.
If you are S9 and your name is
Jim, why even bother to spell it?
If the other fellow can't hear you
say " Jim," he won't hear you
burbling something about
Morocco!

TELEVISION'S IMPACT

It is common knowledge now
that the coming of television has

' put many U.S. amateurs off the
air altogether ; with the TV on
for 24 hours a day, the man in a
block of apartment -houses has
very little chance of operating
without hitting somebody, on
some channel or other. Also the
forest of TV aerials on the roof
has just about killed his chances
of putting up any kind of a
radiator for himself. Fortunately
for us, we have a far smaller
percentage of our amateur popu-
lation in apartment blocks (flats to
you). Even so. the amount of
complete rebuilding necessitated
by absolute TVI-proofing pro-
cedure has been fantastic. After
all this, there are many who
cannot transmit on the band that
they fancy, and have to bow their
heads to the greater might of the
new phenomenon. Fortunate, but
somewhat rare, is  the man who
can boldly come up in the even-
ing with 14 or 21 me CW or
phone, in the knowledge that he
isn't spoiling anyone's TV pro-
gramme or bringing down wrath
of some kind on his own head.
So the search for the completely
TVI-proof job goes on, and

naturally it varies in individual
cases, with the strength of the TV
signal and the channel in use. The
amazing growth and development
of TV has been one of those
things that keep us up to scratch!

OLD TIMERS' QUIZ

For the second of these light-
hearted puzzles we pose the
following questions: (1) Which
of these five very well-known
pioneers of the early Twenties are
still active on the bands?-2NM.
2KF, 20D. 2FQ, 20M. (2) What
was a " Schnell -and -one-step " ?
(3) A well-known ARRL official
went round the world with the
US Navy and was allowed to
work on the amateur bands. Who
was it, and what was his call?
(4) Did amateurs, ever operate on
CW without using the " de "
between call -signs? And what
took its place? (5) How did one
distinguish between the various
European countries before pre-
fixes were thought .of?

CONSTRUCTIONAL

In the dark days of the Twenties
every amateur had to be a bit of
a carpenter, but metal -work
hardly entered into the proceed-
ings at all. In fact, the idea of
mounting any components near a
metal panel engendered a sensa-
tion of horror (think of the eddy -
current losses!) only comparable
with that occasioned nowadays
by the idea of leaving any-
thing unscreened. This change-
over from wood to metal
has had several repercussions.
For one thing, it means
that amateur -built gear, when
properly carried out, looks much
more like the commercial article
than it ever did before. For
another, it means that few
amateurs have the capability or
resources to build a really well -
finished job, so the average station
consists of converted surplus and
looks a junk -pile. Finally, I

think it has vastly increased the
sale of sticking plaster and finger-
stalls!



The Other Man's Station

IT was in October. 1923, that a strange -looking
collection of hay -wire gear took the air with the

call -sign " 6QB." It was powered by some 300 volts
of torch batteries and a six -volt accumulator, and
occupied a lot of space without covering much in the
way of distance.

The various rigs signing G6QB have been hay -wire
ever since, changes having been too frequent for the
station ever to have settled down to a tidy existence
in rack -and -panel or any other form. The present
layout, as shown in the photograph, has lasted for
nearly a year (a record!) but is quite likely to have
been demolished by the time this appears in print.

The AR88 receiver is mounted at 45 degrees to the
table-well worth the trouble for the sake of
operating comfort-and is flanked by the Q5'er on

G6QB

one side and the V FO. operating in the 3.5 mc band,
on the other. The V FO consists of a Clapp
oscillator (6J5) and buffer (6F6) and is used to drive
two further stages in the small unit to its right.
These run either as buffer -doubler, buffer-trebler or
doubler -doubler to cover the bands down to 21 mc.
At present if 28 mc operation is desired, the 813 PA
has to run as a doubler.

The PA unit has hand -switching from 3.5 to 21
mc in the anode circuit (on the right) and plug-in
coils for the grid circuit. Meters show grid, screen
and anode currents.

Underneath the PA is the modulator, consisting of
a pair of pre-war T.55's with output applied to
anode and screen of the 813 PA.

Below the bench, on the right, are a power -pack,
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the Top -Band transmitter (with its own VFO at the
left-hand end of the panel) and, standing on top of
this, the three -stage speech amplifier which follows
the crystal microphone and is quite a separate unit
from the modulator.

Two aerial tuners are visible, the upper one being
for the I -IF bands and the lower for Top Band only.
On its left is the R. 1155 relay used for change -over
purposes, and in the flat box to the left of that are
two relays selecting different aerial combinations.

The " aerial farm " consists of three 136 -ft. wires
fed by a three-way open -wire line, and one of the
switches in front of the VFO (operating the relays)
will select any one of the three pairs of wires
available. The selection is applied to the receiver as
well as the transmitter, so that a rapid check on the
best aerial system can be made while listening.

Sometimes an El -Bug is used, but the key shown

in the photograph is a Vibroplex which was bought
in 1928 from a French amateur (outlay 8s. 6d.!) It
has been in more or less continuous use ever since.
The untidy wires seen drooping all round the under-
side of the bench are mostly operating relays for
receiver muting and breaking of all transmitter
circuits. Change -over is by a single switch near
the key.

The Top -Band transmitter can also be used for
QRP on 3.5 mc, or its co -ax output lead can be fed
into 0-16 813 PA for that band, keying being changed
over from one exciter to the other by shifting a
jack -plug.

G6QB hopes to celebrate his 30 years on the air
by building a really tidy station some time during
the next 30 years!

(He wrote this himself, so on his own head be it!
-EDITOR.)

WRAPPING THE MYSTERY
The " Keep It Dark " system (now being

practised by certain stations). in which the prefix is
not sent when operating from a juicy DX location.
is catching on. The other day a station was heard
calling "CQ de GUESS WHO," and an interesting
QSO was established with someone answering ME
TOO. The theme could be developed, and would
make even Forty an attractive proposition - after
all, as the Chinese say, " Life begins on Forty. -
Call -signs could consist of question marks followed
by a personal serial number registered with the
IARU and the Region 1 Bureau. G stations would
benefit considerably. A call of " CQ de WHERE AM
I?" would line up the ZM6's in no uncertain
fashion ; if the G concerned were then to say " No
card from me, Buster, till I get yours," a card without
the obligation to QSL would be almost a certainty.
It would make the writing of " DX Commentary -
a bit tricky, of course. but we could find a way
round that. And introduce two new awards at the
same time: The WAGG (" Worked All Golders
Green ") and the C.A.L.P. (" Collected All London
Postmarks ") Certificates. Well, it's not so funny
when you look at some of the diplomas you can
claim.

XTAL XCHANGE

Readers who wish to exchange crystals are
invited to make use of this space, which is free
for such exchanges only. Notices should be set
out in the form- shown below, headed " Xtal
Xchange - Free Insertion." and all negotiations
conducted direct.
G2NS, 7 Foxholes Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth, Hants.

Has QCC Type P5 7140 kc crystal, and 8080 kc certificated.
Wants band -edge marker crystal 1750 or 3500 kc.

G3HSW, 134 Saltwell Road, Gateshead 8, Co. Durham.
Has QCC Type P5 14040 kc crystal, ;in. mounting, certificated.
Wants 1000 kc bar, any mounting.

G4RS, 17 Tudor Avenue, Bebington, Cheshire.
Has ex -WD 3.5 mc crystal, no certificate. Wants 1.75 mc
frequency, any spacing.

RADIO QUARTERLY
The first issue of our new quarterly is now

available, as announced elsewhere is this issue. It
will be found of considerable interest to the beginner
and the SWL. so that if you have friends in this
category who are always asking questions, buy them
the Radio Quarterly - this first issue will be found
to contain most of the answers! The size is 96 -page,
pocket format. and the price is 4s. post free, of The
Circulation Manager, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

TO CLUB SECRETARIES
The hard-working honorary secretaries of all local

radio clubs and societies are reminded that they
should, periodically, add to their labours by sending
us a report for appearance in our " Month with the
Clubs" feature. Insertions are, of course, free-
though it is_ surprising how often we are asked if
there is a charge - and the Club section is space we
are glad to give in the interests of the movement.
Secretaries often report that they have gained many
new members through the notices appearing in Short
Wave Magazine whichis one of the reasons why
we have always carried Club Notes.

*
NEW QTH SECTION

We much regret that it has been found necessary
to hold over our pageful of " New QTH's " until the
August issue, when they will appear as usual. A
month missed in the Magazine does not delay
appearance in the Radio Amateur Call Book, the
well-knowri American directory to the amateur
stations of the whole world, for which publication
we are sole European agents. All amateurs are
invited to send us their call -signs as issued, for
publication in " New QTH's " and in the Call Book,
also changes of address. There is, of course, no
charge for this service.
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The
Month
With the
Clubs
Bristol & District
Amateur Radio Society

The Club paid a visit to
Wenvoe TV station and had a
most enjoyable day out. The
Annual Outing proper, to Wey-
mouth, is due on June 28. Three
members have taken on the job of
building the Club Transmitter.
which should be active by the end
of the year. Visitors please note
that the Clubroom will be closed
during August for the annual
clean-up.

Lancaster & District
Amateur Radio Society

This Club has recently started
off with a membership of 14. but
it is hoped that local publicity will
increase its numbers before long.
The Chairman is G3HHR and the
Secretary G3FJO. A recent
Rotary Club Hobbies Exhibition
was extremely successful and was,
in fact, responsible for the forma-
tion of the Club.

Torbay
Amateur Radio Society

Judging for the Constructor's
Cup Competition was due to take
place on June 20. and some
interesting entries were expected.
Otherwise NFD was the main
centre of activity during the
month. Meetings are held on the
third Saturday at the YMCA.
Torquay.

Clifton
Amateur Radio Society

The first Club Field Day was
organised for June 21. in the form
of an inter -Club D -F Test, with
eight members of the Willesden
Club competing. Other items
during June were a Junk Sale, a

'We have now reached the time of year when many Clubs embark
on a long vacation, owing to rival interests and activities outdoors. Some,
of the more flourishing organisations have shown this closure to be
unnecessary, but a Club with a small membership usually finds itself
somewhat handicapped if more than half the members are keener on
outdoor pursuits than radio, and it is well advised to go into recess for
the summer.

Field Days, D -F events, visits to places of interest and so on . . .

all these help to keep members- together, and should be utilised to the
full by those Clubs whose aim it is to maintain an all -the -year-round
existence. We often wonder why so few inter -Club events take place, as -
this form of activity is surely ideal for the summer months;- inter -Club
D -F Contests, or Field Days with the accent on DX working, are often
very popular and successful undertakings.

This month we acknowledge news sheets and similar publications
from the following Clubs: CLIFTON Newsletter (Special Coronation
Issue); CHESTER News Letter; PURLEY News -Letter ; QRP RESEARCH
SOCIETY Journal ; and SURREY Radio Contact Club Monthly News.

Next month's deadline is first post on July 15. Please address letters
to Club Secretary. SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. 55 Victoria Street, London.
S.W.I.

Novelty Quiz and a talk on Tape
Recording.

Southend & District
Radio Society

Recent events have included a
talk on Crystals by Dr. C. P.
Fagan. and a Hamfest at which
more than a hundred members
and friends were present. The
latter event was apparently a huge
success, at which " heaps of
prizes " were awarded, including
a transmitting valve as big as a
breakfast cup! A talk on
Frequency Measurement was given
by Mr. S. W. F. Asquith on June
12.

Worthing & District
Amateur Radio Club

The Annual " Bucket and
Spade Party," now practically a
tradition, will be held on July 26
at the usual venue-The Kiosk,
Beach House Grounds. Further
particulars of this event may be
obtained from G2DHG or
G3HVH at their addresses as
given in the Call Book.

QRP Research Society
The organisation of the Club

QRP Contest is being worked out,
and any Clubs desiring to enter
are asked to get in touch with the
Hon. Sec. without delay, when
full details will be sent. New
membership -data leaflets have also

been prepared, and are available.,
on application, to prospective new
members.

Cannock Chase
Amateur Radio Society

As several local amateurs are
active on the Top Band, a recent
meeting was devoted to an
informal discussion about the new
frequency allocation. The next
meeting, on July 2, will take the
form of a survey of the Club's
activities, and new officers will be
elected.

Slade
Radio Society

At the end of May many mem-
bers visited the Dunlop Research
Dept.-an item of outstanding
interest. On July 10 Mr. J. R.
Reed. B.Sc., of the GEC, will talk
on Insulation in Radio Construc-
tion, and on July 24 miniature
lectures will be given by members.
All meetings, as usual, at Church
House, Erdington, beginning at
7.45 p.m. The Club now holds
the call G3JBN, which will be
used for future D -F Contests.

Enfield
Radio Society

This Club has now moved into
new quarters, and it is hoped to
stage a Two -metre Field Day for
the near future, gear for which is
now being built. Present meetings
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The Solihull Amateur Radio Society was recently re-formed, and this photograph shows some of the members at the first meeting -
Standing on the extreme right are GM` and G2ATK.

are informal, but a definite pro-
gramme is being arranged for the
future. Old and new members
will be welcomed, and are asked
to contact the Hon. Sec. (See
panel for QTH).

Surrey Radio Contact Club
(Croydon)

Meetings continue throughout
the summer at the Blacksmiths'
Arms, South End, Croydon, on
the second Tuesday of each
month. The July meeting will

discuss the results of NFD, and
the lessons learnt from experience.
A station was operated at a local
Coronation celebration Exhibition,
and was the high -spot of that
event.

British Amateur Television Club
Membership is now well over

200, and the Club hopes to have
eight amateur TV stations on the
air by the end of the year. Public
demonstrations are in full swing-
at Wisbech on June 13 and

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF SECRETARIES REPORTING
IN THIS ISSUE

BRISTOL : N. G. Foord, 71 Brynland Avenue, Bristol 7.
BRITISH AMATEUR TELEVISION CLUB : M. Barlow. G3CVO, Cheyne Cottage,

Dukes Wood Drive, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY : R. C. Marshall, St. John's College, Cambridge.
CANNOCK CHASE : C. J. Morris, G3ABG, 58 Union Street, Bridgtown, Cannock.
CLIFTON : W. Wooller, G3GYZ, 7 Neptune House, Neptune Street. London. S.E.16.
ENFIELD : F. Tickell, G3TCV, 10 Cowdrey Close, Enfield.
LANCASTER : A. 0. Ellefsen, 10 Seymour Avenue, Heysham.
PURLEY : A. Frost, G3FTQ. 18 Beechwood Avenue. Thornton Heath.
QRP RESEARCH SOCIETY : J. Whitehead, 92 Ryden's Avenue, Walton -on -Thames.
SLADE : C. N. Smart, 110 Woolmore Road, Birmingham 23.
SOUTHEND : G. Chapman. B.E.M., 20 Leigh Hill, Leigh -on -Sea.
SURREY (Croydon) : S. A. Morley, G3FWR, 22 Old Farleigh Road, Selsdon, South

Croydon.
TORBAY : L. D. Webber, G3GDW, 43 Lime Tree Walk, Newton Abbot.
WORTHING : R. Chidzey, 33 Bruce Avenue, Worthing.

Dagenham on August 29-30. Visi-
tors will be welcomed. (See panel
for QTH of Hon. Sec.).

Cambridge University
Wireless Society

Before the Society closed down
for the Long Vacation, the work-
shop and the transmitter. G6UW.
were thoroughly overhauled. The
noise level in the Cavendish
Laboratory is extremely high, and
this prevents DX contacts except
on the VHF bands. (See panel
for name and address of Secre-
tary).

Purley & District
Radio Club

On June 6 the Club ran a 20 -
and 80 -metre phone station, and a
display stand of Members' Equip-
ment, at a Coronation Fete. At
the AGM at the end of May the
officers for the year were elected,
and a full programme is being
arranged for the coming season,
including talks, visits, construc-
tional contests and practically
everything of interest to members.
Next meeting is on July 23 at the
Railway Hotel. Purley.

Read Short Wave Magazine Regularly and Keep in Touch
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RADIO IN THE ANTARCTIC
Short-wave radio can present a few unaccustomed

'difficulties in a region where the sea freezes solid to
a depth of ten feet! Such are the conditions in
Graham Land, where some of our VP8 friends run
Ionospheric and Meteorological stations. The cen-
tral plateau of Graham Land is about 10,000 feet
high, with glaciers sweeping right down to the sea.
ending in 400ft. sheer ice cliffs.

There are only one or two places where landings
are possible, and then comes the long climb up the
glaciers, all travel being done on skis and with a
sledge and dog team.

Two seasons - summer and winter - occupy the
whole of the year. In winter the sun disappears
for about two months and temperatures fall to 45
or 50 below Zero. In summer there are twenty-four
hours of daylight, with temperatures " up to " 15 to
35 degrees.

Main troubles with the radio gear are due to
icing, and three or four inches of ice on the aerials
is not unusual. Replacing breakages is not easy
when temperatures are low and a blizzard is blowing.
And their mails are once a year - if the ship can
get through !

BBC HOME SERVICE COVERAGE ON THE
SOUTH COAST

The BBC announces that a three -acre site has
been acquired at Pages Lane, Bexhill. approximately

one mile west of the centre of the town, for the
permanent low -power (2 kW) transmitting station
that is being provided to improve reception of the
Home Service in the area.

Construction will start immediately, and, when
completed, the station will take over the service on
206m. (1457 kc) at present given by the temporany
transmitter of lower power near Hastings. The latter
covers little more than the town itself, but it is

expected that the permanent station, with its higher
power and better site, will extend the area of
satisfactory reception to include also St. Leonards.
Bexhill and Eastbourne. The permanent station is
expected to be in service before the end of the year.

G. F. STEVEN, GM5BA
The death is announced of Old Timer GM5BA,
Berwick -on -Tweed, suddenly on June 17, aged 56.
Gibson Ferrier Steven was a colourful person-
ality, a newspaper proprietor well-known in the
North, and he had held an amateur call for many
years; the Times of June 19 described him as a
pioneer in the manufacture of wireless sets. He
served in the Royal Engineers Wireless Section
(forerunner of the Royal Corps of Signals) in
the 1914-18 War, and during 1939-45 was on
special radio interception duties, using his own
station, for which he received the special thanks

of the War Office.
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NEW ! First Issue Just Out !

RADIO QUARTERLY
1 Announcing No. I of a 96 -page magazine of particular interest to SVS L's and alt.

1
who wish to know more about Amateur Radio.

First Issue includes Constructional Articles on:

Three Band HF IVHF Converter; A Frequency Meter and CW Oscillator;
A Handy Absorption Wavemeter.

Feature Articles are: Short Waves and the Amateur; Tracing Television Troubles;
Short Wave Broadcast Listening; The Amateur Transmitting Licence.

1
Listings cover: Short Wave BC Stations; QSL Bureaux of the World; County Prefix
List; Radio Clubs and Societies; and the ever -popular -Pse QSL" feature for SWL's.

1
IF .Ir .0" ANY 41W /MI AIN r MW. .d=, I AMP AMY I 0 .d=r

FIRST EDITION. 96 PAGES. POCKET SIZE. Price 4s. Post Free.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, LTD., 55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I.
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0211CC offers you ...
FEEDER CABLE - CHASSIS - CHOKES
COILS& FORMERS -COMMUNICATION
RECEIVERS -CONDENSERS -CRYSTALS
DIALS -INSULATORS -LOUDSPEAKERS
MICROPHONES, NUTS, BOLTS & TAGS
RESISTORS -TRANSFORMERS -VALVES

All these and many more items from the leading man-
ufacturers are listed in our 60 page illustrated catalogue

No. 8 price 2+cl.

SOUTHERN RADIO &

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

SORAD WORKS REDLYNCH
Salisbury Wilts.

Telephone : Downton 207

SAMSONS
SURPLUS STORES
20FT. AMERICAN SURPLUS TELESCOPIC STEEL AERIAL
MASTS. Length closed, 6ft., dia. of first section lkin., dia. of top
section -kin. Complete with case, guys, insulated assembly and
metal pegs E4 /10 /0, carr. 7/6.
36FT. AERIAL MASTS, R.A.F., Type 50. Complete kit consists
of 9 tubular steel sections ; length 4ft., dia. 2in. Set of pickets,
top plate, guys and all fittings. Packed in canvas carrying bags,
Efl /10 /0, carr. 7/6.
TAN NOY LOUD -HAILERS. Complete with hand mike.
Operates from 12v. car battery, ideal for Public Address ; ship
to shore ; factories, etc., E7/5/0.
Special Offer CO -AXIAL CABLE, 80 ohm, 200 yard coils, ES,
carr. 5/-.
ADMIRALTY INTEGRATOR. Type AS91 with very fine
GALVO movement, 50/-, carr. 2/6.
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC 500 ohm counters, counting to 9999,
10/6, p/p 1/-.
30FT. LENGTHS of Co -Axial cable with ' Pye ' plug on each end,
7/6, pip 1/6.
A.M. HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS. Prim 200-250v.
Sec tapped 10-12v., 16 amps, 32/6, carr. 2/-. Prim 180-230v. Sec
4.2v. -I- 4.2v., 10 amps, 17/6, p/p 2/-. Prim 230v., Sec 12v., 10 amps.
PAINTON ATTENUATORS. 5,000 ohm in steps of 75 ohm.
Spindle length liin., dia. kin.
S.T.C. RECTIFIERS. 24v.-3-4 amp, 25/-, p/p 1/6. 24v., 2 amp,
17/6, p/p 1/6. We still have large stocks of Ex -Govt. Components.
All enquiries answered.

169/171 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON, W.2. Tel : PAD. 7851

12S Tottenham Court Road, W.I. Tel : EUS. 4982

All orders and enquiries to our Edgware Rd. branch please.
Open All Day Saturday at the Edgware Road Branch.

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS

WE WISH TO BUY
TEST EQUIPMENT
By :-AVO. MARCONI. E.M.I. SIGNAL GENERATORS.
TFI44G. Output meters, valve voltmeters, Q meters,
and audio signal generators.
AMERICAN TEST SETS
TS3. TS33. TS45. TS69. TS148. TSX-45E. TS174/U. TS175.
TS47AP. TS34AP. 1E19. TS13. AN APA I I and AN APAIO.
RECEIVERS
RCA AR88-LF or D. Hallicrafters SX28. S27. 527C.
S27CA. U.S.A. R34. APR4 or APRS receivers or tuning
units. TN 16, 17, 18, 19, complete or any parts. BC348.
BC312. BC342. HTIIA. TC512-6. Collins 75A or 35V4TX,
Urgently Wanted. AC/DC Hallicrafters, type S38,
and other types.
TRANSMITTERS
BC6I0, ET4336. Collins TCS, B2 TxRx and BC6I 1 Speech
Amplifiers. Tuning units. VFO. APTI/4/5.
ANY VHF GEAR
Klystrons 723/AB, 707/B, CV 129, 2K33, 2K39, 2K40, 2K41,
2K48, and any 1 and 3cm. equipment.

AT YOUR PRICE
(provided it is a fair one), we guarantee to pay you

CASH BY RETURN
Shop hours : 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday to I p.m.

Write, Call or Phone : GERrard 8410 (Day)
OUR ONLY ADDRESS (Dept. 5). MEAdway 3145 (Night)

27 LEICESTERLSIL ESQUARE , LOENDOEN. VILL2

Close to Leicester Square tube station

BENSON'S BETTER B4ROAINS
METERS. New and boxed

Scale FSD Size Type flitting Price
100uA MC Flush R. 30 /-
500uA MC 20 /-

I mA MC  DESK 20 /-
2mA MC R. 10/6
5mA MC Square 7 /-

10mA MC Flush R. 10/6
30mA MC Proj. R. 8 /-
3OrnA MC Flush R. 10/6
50mA MC Square 8/-

100mA MC Flush R. 9 /-
150mA MC Square 8 /-
200mA MC Flush R. 10/6
300mA MC Flush R. 9/-
300mA (100ma) MC Square 7 /-
50OrnA MC Flush R. 9/-

.5A TC Square 5/6
IA or 2A TC Fl. or prof. 8/-
3 or 4A TC Square 7 /-

5A MC Square 8/-
6A TC Flush R. 8/-

20A 2/" MI Flush R. 10/6
30A MC Proj. 8/-
50A MI Proj. Met. 30/-
20-0-20A MC Square 8/-
Freq. 45-55c 230v. Proj. Met. 75 /-
500uA (6ma) MC/TC Flush R. Met 17/6

15v. MI Flush R. 10/6
15-0-15v. MC R. 10/6
20v. MC Square 8/-

150v. MC Flush R. 10/6
300v. MC Square 8/-
250v. (25v.) AC Flush R. 12/6
2500v. El. Flush R. 30/-
3500v. (SmA) 34" MC Proj. 17/6
R.F. UNITS type 24, 21 /- ; 25, 25/- ; 27, 45/-. Loading Units for
these, type 51, 5 /6 ; 7 Mc/s. IFTS. (RI355), diode box, 2 /- ; 10/13
Mc/s aircored, canned, I /6. COILS, Eddystone Tx types " P " and
' Q " 5 pin hqr. base, each 3 /6 ; Formers 2in. x 4in., cored, 4 for 1 /3 ;

Morse Keys, brass, small, 2/6. DYNAMOTORS, soiled cases, D.C.
9 v. to 450 v. (approx. 250 v. 80 mA at 6 v.), 8/6 ; Hand driven Genera-
tors, geared, outputs 28 v. and 300 v., 8/6. Co -axial plugs Pye type,
4d. ; elbows, 6d. ; double -ended plug, 9d. ; triple plug, 9d. ; 3 -way
pl/skt., 9d. PRE -AMPS type 6048, with 2/VR91, 17/6 ; single VR136
type, 71-. ACCUMULATORS, 2 v. midget cel. 4AH, 6 /- ;
CHOKES RF 4 pie Rx., 9d. Tx 250 mA, I /-.
Terms: C.W.O. CARR. PAID U.K., over 25/- unless stated above

CLOSED July 26 -August 3 inclusive.

W. A. BENSON 308 Rathbone Rd.,
Liverpool, 13. STO 1604
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HOW RADIO OF MITC/Milf
for your

EDD 1NE

Receivers and short wave components.

We will be pleased to send you the fully illustrated EDDY -
STONE short wave component catalogue, 9d., post paid.

We can now offer EDDYSTONE " 740 " and " 750 " receivers
from stock, our usual hire purchase terms are available if desired.
20. stamp for full details of these superb receivers.

Open until 6.30 p.m. every day including Sats. (Weds. I p.m.)

HOME RADIO
187, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY. MIT. 3282.

" The QUALITY short wave component specialists "

"You can rely on us"
GENTLEMEN PLEASE NOTE :-

We have moved to new and larger Premises
at :

82 SOUTH EALING ROAD
LONDON, W5

Next door to
SOUTH EALING TUBE STATION (Turn Left)

and
Our New No. 12 Catalogue will be ready in

a few Days

70 pages 250 illustrations Price I/ -
We stock all Proprietary Radio Components, E.G, HUNTS,
TCC, WEARITE, JACKSON, OSMOR, WEYMOUTH, HAYNES,

ELSTONE, BRANDENBERG, etc.

RADIO SERVICING CO
EALING 5737

ET4336 Transmitters required. £100
and upwards paid for models in good
condition. ALTHAM RADIO CO.,
Jersey St., Manchester 4. Tel. No.
Central 7834. You can telephone reverse
charge.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series discount ; all charges
payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for
errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short

Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS
'TECHNICIAN (M2C/30023/SQ) and MAINTEN-
11ANCE ENGINEER (M2C/30022/SQ) required

by the NORTHERN RHODESIA GOVERNMENT
Information Department for one tour of 36 months
in first instance. Free passages ; family can accom-
pany. Liberal leave on full salary. TECHNICIAN
salary, etc., in scale £617, rising to £1,041 a year ;
gratuity at the rate of £80 or £100 a year. Candidates
should have a good technical background with a
general knowledge of broadcast engineering and a
special aptitude for recording. MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER salary, etc., in scale £830, rising to
£1.116 a year ; gratuity at the rate of £100 a year.
Candidates should possess technical qualifications in
electrical and/or telecoms, engineering of a standard
not less than the Grade C examination of the B.B.C.
-Write to the Crown Agents, 4 Millbank, London,
S.W.1. State age, name in block letters, full qualifi-
cations and experience and quote reference number
against the post for which application in made.

TECHNICIANS,
GRADE 1 (RADIO), required by

1 EAST AFRICAN POSTS AND TELECOMS
ADMINISTRATION, on probation for pensionable
employment. Salary, etc., in scale £687, rising to
£1,050 a year. Outfit allowance, £30. Free passages.
Liberal leave on full salary. Normal tour 4 years.
Candidates should possess a thorough practical
knowledge of the working and maintenance of radio
transmitting and receiving equipment. G.P.O. staff
should apply through departmental channels.-Write
to the Crown Agents, 4 Millbank, London, S.W.1.
State age, name in block letters, full qualifications
and experience and quote M2C/32424/SQ.

TRADE

QSL's and LOGS by MINERVA. The best there
are.-Samples from Minerva Press, 46 Queen's

Road. Brentwood, Essex.

WANTED: RCA 4331 Transmitters. - P.C.A.
Radio. Cambridge Grove. Hammersmith, W.6.

(Telephone Riverside 3279).

WANTED: R.C.A. Speech Amplifiers, type
Ml -l1220 J or K, and aerial tuning units

BC939a coils and tuning units for BC610 transmitters.
-Offers, stating quantity and price, to P.C.A. Radio,
The Arches, Cambridge Grove. W.6.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, TRADE -continued

WANTED: Power Supply Units for No. 33
transmitters (Z.A.10729).-Call or ring. P.C.A.

Radio, The Arches. Cambridge Grove, W.6. (Rh'.
3279).

VALVES (over 3,000. in stock): 12AT7. 6BW6,
V 6CH6, 6SN7, 807, 6V6, 9/- ; EF91, 6AM6,

EC91, EL91, 616, 6S.17, 12AX7, 7/6 ; 6C4, 6J5, 6J7,
6N7. EF92, EAC91. 6/ -.-Skillman, Franchise Street,
Weymouth,

I-1SL CARDS AND LOG BOOKS. APPROVED
G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE. - ATKINSON

BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.

WANTED: BC610 Hallicrafters, ET4336 Trans-
mitters SX28's, AR88's ; receivers and spare.

parts for above. Best prices.-P.C.A. Radio. The
Arches. Cambridge Grove. W.6.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS

3d. per word, min. charge 5/-, payable with order. Box Number.
1/6 extra. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short

Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

NATIONAL 1/10, £7 ; 625A mod. Two Metres,
all valves, £3 15s. Od.; 829, £2 ; 12SK7, 6K8,

6S17, 6V6, 6J7, 6C6, 6D6, VR91, 5/- each ;
Thordarson 700-0-700v. trans., 35/- ; B.T.H. talkie
speaker, mains energised, 10in. cone, £2 10s. Od.;
BC348 AC 230v., £17 ; U.T.C. mod. trans. VM2, £2.
-G5CP. 33 Manley Road, Sale, Manchester (Sale
3816).

TAYLOR Valve Tester Model 45A, £15 Os. Od.;
Taylor Signal Generator Model 65B, £8 10s. Od.;

G.E.C. Miniscope, £8 10s. Od. The above instruments
are as new. -Beckett, Manor Farm, Brimington,
Chesterfield.

ASB8 (Cavity Tuning Type) complete, or cavity
tuning section. Wanted : Details. -77 Dunkirk

Street, Droylsden, Lancs.

Br1221-AA Philco ; absolutely brand-new and in
mint condition, complete with spare xtal, £28;

SX16, S27, I -130-A Handbooks wanted. SX43,
S40A Receivers, and U.S.A. test equipment required.
Good, reasonable prices paid. ---Box 1279, Short Wave
Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

TRANSFORMER 0-2000-2500-3000-3500-4000v.
200 mA, input 0-230-250v. 50c., 75/- ; 2 -100TH

boxed, 2-813, £2 each. Soiled but guaranteed the
following: 2-EF50, ECH35, CCH35, EBC33, EL33,
CY31, EF39, 3/- each ; 3-SP61, 2-ARP12, 2/- each.
New: 6K8GT, DK91, DAF91, 5/- each. Three new
IF Transformers, 465 kc, 2/6 each. Vibrator -type
534C, 4 / -. Set of coils for broadcast Rx. SW -MU -LW Superhet, 6/-. All items carriage extra.-
G3HHD, 41 Shortheath Road, Erdington, Birming-
ham.

BC1k.../221 FOR SALE, brand-new condition ; also
Wilcox Gay Master Oscillator. What

offers, please?-G3GDQ, 119 Lakenheath, Southgate,
N.14.

UNSO L ICIT ED
TESTIMONIALS

confirm the efficiency of The Candler
System of Morse Code Training

Read these extracts from some of the many letters
received from Candler students.

SPECIAL COURSE.
For passing G.P.O. Morse Test for an Amateur Transmitting Licence.
" I was successful in passing my G.P.O. Morse test and have been
allocated my Call Sign. Your Course enabled me to .get over the
'hump' which I previously found difficult to surmount,' D.C.M.
JUNIOR COURSE.
A Complete Course for Beginners.
" I have completed the first five lessons and am able to receive 12
w.p.m. and send 18-20 w.p.m. solid." J.F.H.
ADVANCED COURSE.
For those wishing to bring their speeds up to 25-30 w.p.m.
" I am now classified as an outstanding WIT Operator." M.K.
" I passed the First Class P.M.G. examination without difficulty, using
the Candler System." V.T.

TOUCH TYPEWRITING COURSE.
Enables one to record messages at high speed.
" I have benefited greatly in its practical application to my work."

R.A.
You are invited to send for a copy of the
CANDLER "BOOK OF FACTS," it gives
full details of the above training.

Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly Payment Terms.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(Dept 55 S.W.) 52b ABINGDON ROAD, LONDON, W.8

Candler System Company, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

G4GZ's BARGAINS
Midget 100pf ceramic variables ; *in. spindle, 3/- ea. 25pf
ceramic air -spaced trimmers, 5/6 doz. .01mfd, 500v. mica
conds, 3/6 doz. Panel-mtg. one hole fixing fuseholders (takes
I fin. fuse), 1 /- ea, I0/- doz. SPST Toggles, I /3 ea., 12/6 doz.
Int. octal, 807, EFS() ceramic V/hldrs., 1/- ea., 10 /- doz.
Amph. UX4 pin, 5/6 doz. Pye plugs and sockets, 7/6 doz.
Double circ. jack plugs and sockets, 2/6 pr., 24/- doz. Low
imp. earpieces, 1/9 ea., I8/- doz. Eddystone fin. flexible
couplers, 1/6 ea., I5/- doz. Ceramic switches 4p 2w, 4/- ea.
6p 2w, SF ea. Twin pots 1M + IM, 2/6 ea., 24/- doz. Yaxley
switches 4 bank, ea. bank 2p 4w (total 8p 4w), 4/6 ea., 451- doz.
PP Driver trans. 6J5-PP6J5 shrouded, 6/6 ea. Eddystone
power packs, 200-250v. input, 175v. 60m/a double smoothed
output ; also 12.6v. 3 amps, A.G. With two shrouded chokes,
treble 8 mfd 500v. cond., 5Z4 rectifier, 39 /6 ea., plus 5/- carr.

We still have a few Philips 12v. Motoradios (brand new,
as advertised last month) at E17/17/0, plus 10/- carr.
Also few 3 motor Lane Tape Tables at 112/10/0, plus
10/- carr., and Qualtape New Principal Tape Tables at
£12/10/0, plus I0/- carr.

VALVES. 2X2, 3D6, 3/6 ea. 0Z4, 955, 954, 956, S/-. 6C4,
6AG5, 6J7G, 6/-. VSI 10A, EC52, EF54, 6J5GT, 6U5G, 6/6.
1315110, 615M, 6N7M, 6X5GT, W77, 2A3, 7/6. 6.17M, 6F6G,
IRS, 155, IT4, 3V4, 8/6. 12AX7, I2AT7, I2AU7, 6J6, 6V6G.
6F6M, 6F7, 6SL7GT, 50L6GT, IW4/350, 5Z4G, 9/-. 6SQ7M,
6Q7GT, 6AQ5, 10/6. 6K8G, 7A3 (Pen A4), KT66, 12/6.
6K8M, 866A, 15/-, SPECIAL OFFER. I each IRS, 155, IT4,
3V4, 30 /-, set.

IT'S WORTH REMEMBERING THAT
ALL GOODS ARE DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST.

Please add post/packing.

J. T. ANGLIN
160 CLEETHORPE ROAD, GRIMSBY, LINCS. Tel. 56315.
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RADIO 6200 ANNOUNCES
VALVES at 2/9 : RK/342C35, VR78, DI, 954, 12H6, at 4/6 : 2X2/879,
4DI, VUI I I, GDT4C, NGTI, at 5/9 : 12SH7, SP4I/VR65A, at 7/6:
6U5G, 125C7, 12SL7, EC52, EF54, VR136, CV73, 6C6, U78, at 8/6 :
1619, OZ4, 6AG5, 6SK7gt, 2A3. at 9/6 : 757,_7C5, 7B7, 7H7, 7R7,

7Y4, PT25H, VT46, 1T4, 3A4, 3Q4, NIB, W77, 6K7g, 25L6gt, 50L6gt,
6V6g, 6K6gt, KL35, PM2HL, 6D6, 6X5gt, IRS, 1S4, 3V4, IA5gt, IG6gt,
6BBg, 6CH6, 5Z4g, 6SL7, 12AX7, 6AT6, 6BE6, 6BW6, 6X4, 6BA6.
at 11/6: X66, I2K8gt, 617, 5763, 8012, 801, at 12/6: 60)6

ARTHUR HOILE
55 UNION STREET, MIkIDSTONE, KENT.

Phone 2812

ADCOLA
(Regd. Trade Mark)

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Reg. Design No. 860302
British, U.S. and Foreign Patents

Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v -230/250v. Meets every require
ment for radio assembly, maintenance, telecommunications, etc.
High Temperature. Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight.

3/l6in. Dia.
I/4in. Dia.
3/l6in. Dia.

Bit Standard Model
Bit Standard Model
Detachable Bit Type

Sole Manufacturers : ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
Sales Offices and Works: Cranmer Court, Clapham High Street,

London, S.W.4. (MACaulay 4272)

INSTRUMENT AMPLIFIER RX  TX  METER etc.
NEW PRODUCTION GENERAL PURPOSE

CABINETS & CHASSIS
12"x 8"x 8" 10" x 7,1" x 21"

FINEST VALUE IN THE TRADE

Precision made in mild steel with removable 32/6 PAIR
aluminium front panel and chassis. Adequate
ventilation bottom and rear panel. Superb
stove enamel finish in new light grey, durable and dust -free -
superior to crackle. Immediate delivery, by return.

JO HNSONS (RADIO)
46 FRIAR STREET, WORCESTER

Carriage Paid

Tel. : 5740

DINGHY RADIO TRANSMITTERS
American Bendix Model BC778E. Brand New, all the
following components wired and fitted in metal case with
knee -strap.

One Hand Generator for h.c. and I.t. One Miniature Relay 1,000
ohms 28 V. Two 6.5 V. Warning Bulbs. Holders. One Small
Neon Lamp. One 2 -pin Socket. 12 Fixed Condensers, assorted
sizes. 6 Fixed Resistors. One Valve, 12SC7. One Valve 12A6.
One Variable Air -Spaced Tuning Condenser, .0005 µF. One 6 -way
Single Pole 60 -degree Yaxley Switch. One Transformer, BX/17/20.
One 6 -way Miniature Jones Plug and Socket. 4 Tuning Coils.
One Push Button. One Coil Covered Aerial Wire, flexible.

One Coil Earth Wire. Only 55/- each.
Carriage and Packing 5/- England, Wales and Scotland.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Dept. B. 214 QUEENSTOWN ROAD, BATTERSEA, S.W.8

Telephone : MACaulay 2159

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -continued

FOR SALE: Collins installation. comprising TCS
12 Tx, 12v. rotary P/Pack ; aerial coupling

unit. 16 -way cable ; £17. R.C.A. ACR111, 16 -valve
communications Rx, all refinements, £30. Buyer
arranges transport. 1155 output stage P/P PX4's.
power/pack. £8. All carriage extra. -Details: L.
Grout, 68 The Drive, West Worthing.

SALE: 807's. 7/6 (4); 1 doz. 24v. 2.8w. MES. bulbs,
10/- ; TU9B. rough, 7/6 ; T1154 PA section,

5/-; RF Unit 27. 15/-; RF Unit 24, 15/-; 2µF 600
v.w. oil blocks, 1 /- (10). BC453 Command Rx, mains.
p/unit, cabinet 20in. x 10in. x 12in., £3. HRO
Junior, chrome dial, 180-430 kc, coil, rack mounting,
£8 10s. Od. Bakelite BC cabinet, 17in. x 12in. x 8in.,
complete chassis, dial, knobs, etc., new, 25/- Wire-
less Worlds 1946 (Jan. missing), 5/-; 1947, 10/-;
1948. 10/-; 1949. 10/-; 1950, 10/-; 1951 (March
missing), 7/6 ; 1952, 10/-; s.a.e. details. -Duke, 19
Hollands Avenue. Folkestone, Kent.

GOING QRT. Bargain, Eddystone 640, hardly
used, mint condition ; buyer collects ; £15.-

G3ES1, 13 Denford Avenue, Church Road, Leyland,
Lancs.

BU LLET INS Wanted: August 1926, February
1928, October 1934, February 1941 ; also QST:

December 1915 to September 1917. June 1919 to
August 1923, October 1923, April and June 1924,
April 1945. CQ: 1945 and 1946. 153 old copies
Practical Wireless, 1932 to 1938, and Nos. 441, 457,
459, 511 and 512. QRP: November 1949. Most
copies of Radio, R/9, Amateur Radio, Break -In and
Popular Wireless from No. 27. B.S.W.L. Review:
February 1936 to July 1941, November 1941, March
1942, September 1948 to February l949.-G31DG,
95 Ramsden Road, London, S.W.12.

SALE (surplus to requirements): Quantity of Tx
and Rx equipment by first-class U.S. and British

Manufacturers. Valves, transformers, chokes, con-
densers, meters. CRT's, precision dials, etc., etc.
Much of the above new and unused, at low prices.
B.36 Rx 1-20 mc, mint condition, with valves, £18:
s.a.e. lists. -Box 1273, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED: Table -top Transmitter, 50-150 watts;
preferably bandswitched and TVI-proof ;

power/pack immaterial. Also compact 2 -metre Tx.
-Box 1272, Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED: AR88 Receiver and empty case,
BC221 and spare case. Any Ham gear or test

equipment purchased. Will exchange HRO band -
spread coils for any of above, with adjustment. Will
collect. -Box 1274, Short Wave Magazine, 55
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

HAM requires quantity boxed valves, U.S.A. and
British ; also 813's and ET4336 Tx or similar.

Would consider complete Ham station. Will collect.
-Box 1275, Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: 200 -watt, 14 mc, phone transmitter ;
p/pull TZ40's in PA and modulator ; five

power/packs ; fully metered ; professionally made,
in 6ft. rack. 21 valves, £50 ; 13 -valve receiver, 27-
83 mc, in 3 bands, £25 ; AR77E, £25. -Dixon, 18
Silverbirch Road, Erdington, Birmingham 24.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-Continued

HALLICRAFTERS HT11A Power Unit ; input
12v.; outputs 2501,.; 70 mA vibrator pack. and

350v. 165 mA dynamotor ; £4 10s. Od. National
HRO battery pack. 2 15s. Od. Carriage extra.-
G2AC, Sleepy Hollow. Headley, Bordon, Hants.

R1116 Double Superhet, modified with 8in. speaker
and eliminator m cabinet ; excellent condition ;

15. Would exchange for National. Hallicrafters.
Eddystone, etc.. Receiver.-Albans. 17 Fern Road,
Cropwell-Bishop. Notts.

NO ROOM TO SLEEP: YL wants wardrobe
fitted out HRO Senior, coils, P/Pack ; superb

condition ; £30. Two -metre gear, transmitter with
832. £4 ; 829B. tuned lines PA, £3 10s. Od.; de -luxe
crystal converter, 2RF. £6 ; professionally -built
table -top rig. 829B PA, 832A. seventy centimetres.
less 832A, £10 ; rack mounting gear. 120 -watt modu-
lator TZ40's. £10 P/Pack for same. £6 ; 75 -watt
modulator, 807's. £7 10s. Od.; G5RV TV -proof
exciter, P/Pack, etc.. 30 ; 813 bandswitched grid
PA, plate coils Twenty and Forty metres. damper
tube on screen. £6 ; 1250 -volt pack, Gardners trans-
formers, chokes. 866's. £10 ; Lionel bug key. £3 ;
D105 microphone. 45/- ; Xtal table mike. £3 ;
Labgear xtal calibrator. £7 10s. Od. All good gear.
no hook-ups ; please arrange carriage ; all s.a.e.'s
answered.-G3HVO. Highwood Road, Parkstone,
Dorset. Racks, TV Aerials, callers only, please.

ALE: Eddystone 740. £30 ; Class -D Wavemeter,
S £5 ; Power/packs ; Tx rack ; quantity corn-
ponents.-G3FWX, 19 Endeavour Place, Solihull.
Warwickshire.

SALE: Multi -range Taylor Meter. £6 ; all -wave
Sig. Gen.. £7 ; Hallicrafters Sky -Buddy. £5.

WANTED: MCR I.-G2DFH, Pendennis. St. Erth,
Cornwall.

HRO Mx, with coils 7-30 mc, £12 ; R1132, un-
modified. £3 10s. Od.; Valves. 81I's unused,

15/-; TZ40's, PX25's. tested, 7/6. - 6 Elizabeth
Road, Wilton, Salisbury. (Wilton 2253).

1 50
WATT engineer -built bandswitched Tx,

10, 15, 20. 40 metre CW with input for
cathode mod., 12 valves, xtal switching, separate
4 -valve VFO, with stabilised power supply, relay
controlled, 10 -watt 160, 80-mtr. CW Tx with internal
VFO, 20 -watt 2-mtr. CW Tx. High gain 15 -watt
modulator, speech clipping and filtering, 3 switched
outputs to any of above Tx's. All above in enclosed
racks or table cabinets. Xtal mike. Two -metre 15
dB square -corner beam on 27ft. cigar mast. Buyers
collect.-Offers and enquiries for this and other
items, etc., to Parvin, 19 Fellbrook Avenue, Acomb,
York. (Tel.: 78283).

FOR SALE: Hambander Communication Re-
ceiver, £12 ; or will exchange for 1155 or similar

communication receiver. Must be in good order.-
Box 1277, Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.I.

SELLING UP: BC348's, R1155A's. R1132A's,
National's, Receivers, Television ; amplifiers,

valves, speakers, car radio, oscilloscope, etc.; s.a.e.
for list.-Wright, 47 Grosvenor Street, Pendlebury,
Manchester.

WE PAY TOP PRICES
FOR

American Surplus Electronic Equipment
Any quantity or condition

LOOK at THESE EXAMPLES
For equipment in good condition

SCR291, complete ... £350
Receiver R54/APR4 with all tuning units ... £135
Receiver BC348, R model only ... ... £25
Frequency Meter TS 175 ...
TX/RX RT18/ARCI
Test Set TS I 3 ... £100
Valve 223A/13 ... £3

We pay similar Remarkable Prices for
Receivers APRI, APR4, APRS, R5/ARN7, BC348, BC342,

BC312, APN9.
Frequency Meters TS I74/U. BC22 I.
Test Sets TS3, TS! 3, TS14, TS34, TS45, TS59, TSI02, TSII8,

1E19, TS148.
Transmitters ARTI3, ARCS, TRCI, TCS6-12-I3, ET4336.
Synchronisers BC1148 Modulators BC I 142

Indicator BCI151
And almost every American made unit even if not mentioned

above.

Phone us immediately, transfer charge
* NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

ALTHAM RADIO CO.
JERSEY HOUSE, JERSEY STREET, MANCHESTER 4

TELEPHONE: CENtral 7834/5/6

BRAND NEW EX -GOVERNMENT VALVES
"A" means in Original makers cartons. "13" means plain cartons or unboxed.

A B A B I A B

2C26 4/9 4/3 6K7 7/9 6/9 7193 3/6
6AK5 10/6 6K7G 6/9 EA50 3/-
6AM6 10/6 6K7GT 6/6 5/9 EB34 2/6
6B8 5/- 6K8G 11 /9 ECC3I 9/6
6F6G 9/6 6Q7G 10/9 EC31 4/6
6H6 5/- 4/6 6Q7GT 12/6 7/6
6J5 6/9 6/6 65H7 6/3 KTW61 8/6
&MGT 5/9 651(7 7/3 KTZ63 7/-
616 11/6 6V6G 9/6 RK34 2/3 1/9
617 7/- 6V6GT 11/6 VPI33 6/6
6.17G 6/6 12H6 2/9 VR135 3/6
6K6GT 8/6 80 8/9 VUIII 3/6

954 2/3
Valve Holders. I.O. Amphenol 9d., B7G, I Id., B7G, with skirt -can 1/9,
Ceramic B9G 6d., large 7 pin UX (for 1625, RK34, etc.), 1 /3. Screening cans
for B7G and 1.0.. 1 /3 each.
Condensers 6µF 2,000 volt test, 1,000 volt working 4/9 each, post extra
(I /- on single condenser) 0.25 pf 500 volt metal tubular, single hole fixing
8d. each, 7 /- dot.
Meters. Ex -equipment, tested, 2.5A and 3.0A thermocouple 5/- each.
150 rna. moving coil. 7/-.
10%, discount continued during July on orders of non-proprietary goods
over CI.

2a, BURNLEY REED & FORD AINSDALE
ROAD SOUTHPORT

E111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

ri THE WORLDS GREATEST BOOKSHOP

9 POO- BOOKS* if
.A11 new Books available on day of publication.

Secondhand and rare Books on every subject.
Large Technical dept.

Subscriptions taken for British, American and
Continental radio magazines.

119-125 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
Gerrard 566o (x6 lines) V Open 9-6 (inc. Sate.)

Nearest Station: Tottenham Court Road =
Fil11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E:
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ELECTRAD RADIO
VALVE SPECIALS : 6AK5, 6J6, 807, EL91, EC9I, EF9I, 8/6 ;
EF92, EAC9I, 6C4, 6/-.
TX VALVES : TZ40, 35/- ; 100TH, 45/- ; 829B, 75/- ; 3A4,
ATP4, TTII, 4/-. RX VALVES : 6BR7, 12/6 ; 6F33, 6SN7,
3A8GT, 12AT7, 12AX7, 6K8, 9/6 ; 6SA7, 8/6 ; 6SF5, 7/6 ;
6AG5, 6L7M, 6N7M, HL23DD, 6/-; VP23, 5/-; 9001, 12SG7,
4/-. B7G Stabilisers ; CV286 (95v.); CV287 (150v.), 12/6.

TELEVISION COMPONENTS: All in stock for the
" Tele-King," " Viewmaster," "Argue," Etc.

Postage 9d. on orders under E2. NEW ADDRESS

77 NORTH STREET

BELFAST
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON S.W. I .

SLOane 3463

Works: 36 ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.I.
BRANCHES AT LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM

" No Quantity too Small "

CERAM. HOLDERS. 8298, UX5, UX7, 1.0., 1 /-ea., 10 /- doz.
B7G, 8d. ea., 6/- doz.
TRANSFORMERS. 230/50/1, 1500-0-1500, 1600-0-1600, 250
MA, weight 35 lbs., 50 /- ea.
WW 2% RESISTANCES. IW, 1/3 ; IOW, 1/6, most values
from 10E2 to 22Kg.
BLOCK COND. 16 -i- 16 + 16/450 surge proof, 32/450 surge
proof, I/3KV, all 2in. x 2in. x 4iin. size, 3/9 ea. 16/450, lin. x 2in.
x 2iin., 2/6. 4/450, 2/1000, 2in. x 2in. x 2in., 2/-. 32/450 Mica -
mold, 4in. x 2in. diam., 1 /6 ea., 15/- doz.
Tubular .1/2000, 1/6 ea. .1/1200 bak., I /- ea. .1/1000, 2/6 doz.
All above are brand new, except 829B holders. S.A.E. for list.
Packing free, postage/carr. extra.

THE RADIO SERVICES
LR. BULLINGHAM, HEREFORD

We Pay up to £30
for BC -312 receivers preferably

in original condition.

Box 1276: SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE,
55 VICTORIA STREET,

LONDON, S.W.I.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS. READERS-continued

VRL 1.4 mc, 28 mc, complete with rack, £20, or
exchange for BC348 ; BC455, £2 ; TV5 trans.

with circuit and rack, £5 ; Type 3 Power Unit,
£3 10s. Od.; Type 3 case with chassis, £1 ; G219
oscillator, 500m. 22 mc, £4 ; Test Set, 276x3, AC
mains, £4 10s. Od.; A.T.U. Marconi, £1 10s. Od.
All plus carriage. WANTED: HRO Tuning Con-
denser, urgently. please, someone.-Box 1270, Short
Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

Br1348 FOR SALE ; good condition and working
V.... order. Internal 230v. AC p/pack, £15.-

Young. 118 Church Road. Murston, Sittingbourne,
Kent.

HALLICRAFTERS Super Skyrider, 11 -valve, xtal:
545 kc to 38.10 mc ; £18 10s. Od. or offer.--

G2BFQ. 13 The Dell. Wembley.

1OR SALE: RCA, AR88D, mint condition, £55.
WANTED: SX28 in good condition. -80

Ellesmere Street, Moss Side. Manchester 16.

BCSPEECH AMPLIFIER -MODULATOR. as
new, on standard rack chassis ; 100-120

watts audio, complete valves: 6J5, p/p, 6J5, p/p, 6F6.
pair 811's. Heater supplies and Mod. Transformer
0-200 mA included ; beautiful equipment ; £15.-
Hudson, 35 Ewden Road. Wombwell, Nr. Barnsle}..

1131 TRANSMITTER. all valves and mar*
spares. £20 ; CR100/2, really FB, £20 ;

BC221/AK, as new, but no case, £15 ; TU5B VFO.
£2. Delivery reasonable distance.-Lambert. 3
Broadway East. Carlton. Nottingham.

WANTED: Valves, HK257B, 4E27. Class -D
Wavemeter.-Ben Jobson, Tofts Farm, Seaton

Carew. Co. Durham.

DDYSTONE 640 Communications Receiver with
Li matching speaker ; very little used ; £18.--
G6BS. 96 Hinton Way. Gt. Shelford, Cambridge.

TAYLORMETER 70B. 50 ranges, new, £8 :
cabinet. 19in. x 10in. x 10in., fitted chassis.

handles and HRO-type dial. unused. £5 ; 5CPI at
15/- ; RIO. UD41. 6SN7. 6SL7 at 7/6 : 6J7, 6SG7,
6N7, 2050, at 5/-; SP61. EA50 at 2/-; 6H6, EB34
at 1/6.-Whitby. 5 Menai View Terrace, Bangor.
Caerns.

SALE (surplus to requirements): Valves 829B,
QQV06-40, QQV07-40, EC91, EF91, 6C4, etc.

Receivers: S640, National 1-10, 7v. all -dry superhet,
2-21 mc, FB mobiles ; handbooks for HRO, CR100,
SCR522. AR88, CR300 ; Germanium rectifiers.
meters. 3.5/7.0 mc xtals.; s.a.e. complete lists.-Box
1271, Short Wave Magazine. 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

TELEFUNKEN. 7 -valve, short-wave portable, 24
volts DC and 110-250 AC ; outside rather

rough, inside OK ; good working order ; £6 (carriage
paid).-Box 1278, Short Wave Magazine. 55 Victoria
Street. London, S.W.1.

SALE: Cossor 'scope ; Class -D Wavemeter ;
Amplion Testmeter ; Radiogram all -wave

chassis ; 150 -watt transmitter ; Woden, Gardners
transformers and chokes ; UM3 mod. transformer ;
valves, crystals, coils, meters. etc. All at low prices.
--G3SN, 1 Station View. North Tawton. Devon.
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POST WAR COMMUNICATION RECEIVER MANUALS
Gives all the essential data on a wide range of American receiving equipment (including Aircraft and Marine Radio receivers)
placed on the general market since 1945. The treatment covers full circuit details, placement of all parts, chassis and panel
appearance photographs, parts list, alignment details and dial cord stringing procedure.

COMMINICATIONS RECEIVERS
COLLINS

75A1 CR1

GON-SET
10-11 Meter Converter CRI

HALLICRAFTERS
S-38 CR1
S-40 CR1
S -40A CR1
S -4I G CR1
S -41W CR1
S-47 CR1
S-51 CR1
S-52 CR1
S-53 CRI
SX-42 CR1
SX-43 CRI

HAMMARLUND
HQ -129X CR1
SP -400X CRI

NATIONAL
HRO-7 CR1
NC-2-40DR CR1

IN TWO VOLUMES:
VOLUME I

NC-2-40DT CR1
NC -33 CRI
NC -46 CR1
NC -57 CR1
NC -108 CRI
NC -173R CRI
NC -173T CR1
NC -183 CR1

RME
45 CR1
84 CR1

REM
DB-22A CR1
HF-I0-20 CR1
VHF -152A CR1

AIRCRAFT AND MARINE RADIOS
AIRADIO

SU-41D CRI
SU-4 l CR1
SU-52 CR1
SU-52A CR1
SU-52B CRI
SU-52C CR1
TRA-1 CR1
TRA-IA CR1

TRA-1B
TRA-1C

HALLICRAFTERS
CA -2
CA -2A
CA -4

HARVEY WELLS
AR -3B-6
AT -3B-12
ATR-3-6
ATR-3-12

HEATH
HBR-5

JEFFERSON TRAVIS
MR -2B

LEARADIO
RM-402C
Learavian

MOTOROLA
AR -96-23
Airboy

RANGER
118

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
COLLINS

75A2 CR2
GON-SET

3-30 Megacycle Converter CR2

HALLICRAFTERS
S -38B CR2
S -40B CR2
S -53A CR2
S-53AU CR2
S-72 CR2
S-76 CR2
S -76U CR2
S-77 CR2

VOLUME II
SX-62 CR2
SX-71 CR2

NATIONAL
HFS CR2
HRO-50 CR2
HRO-50R1, T1 CR2
NC -125 CR2
SW -54 CR2

REM
VHF -2-1 I CR2

SPECIAL PURPOSE RECEIVERS
HALLICRAFTERS

S-81 CR2

Sk-82

MONITORADIO
AR -1
AR -3
M -51A
M-101

POLICALARM
PR -8
PR -31

VOL. I 28/6 post free
VOL. II 28/6 post free

CR1
CRI

CR1
CR1
CR1

CR1
CR1
CR1
CR1

CRI

CR1

CR1

CR1

CRI

CR2

CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

CR2
CR2

OTHER PUBLICATIONS FOR
Post Free

RADIO HANDBOOK
12th Edition 26 /-
13th EDITION 49/6

ANTENNA HANDBOOK 11/7
HINTS AND KINKS 11 /5

HOW TO LISTEN TO THE
wont, 1 /11

HAM'S INTERPRETER 5 /-
WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK,

1953 Edition 9 /-
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK

Complete Edition 25 /-
Foreign Section 10/-

A COURSE IN RADIO
FUNDAMENTALS 4/10
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S
HANDBOOK

1953 Edition 31 /-

ANTENNAIMANUAL 28/ -
SURPLUS CONVERSION MANUAL

Vol. 1 21/5
Vol. 2 21/5

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Post Free

PUBLIC ADDRESS GUIDE 6/4
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S
LICENCE MANUAL 4/10
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO
AMATEUR 4/10
LEARNING THE RADIO
TELEGRAPH CODE 2/8
WORLD RADIO VALVE
HANDBOOK 11/10

PRACTICAL DISC RECORDING 6 /4

THE CATHODE RAY
OSCILLOSCOPE 6/5
HIGH FIDELITY TECHNIQUES 8 /5

MODEL CONTROL BY RADIO 8 /5

RADIO TUBE FUNDAMENTALS 8/4
RADIO QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS 4 /3

RADIO AND TV HINTS 8/5
BASIC RADIO COURSE 18/7

MAGAZINES BY
SUSBSCRIPTION

One Year

Radio Electronics 33/ -
Popular Mechanics 32 /-
Radio Electronic Engineering 56/ -
Service 24 /-
F.M. and Television 32/ -
Electronics 160 /-
Popular Science 32 /-

Proc. I.R.E 152/ -

RCA Review 20 /-
Tele-Tech 40 /-
Television 48 /-
Television Engineering 32 /-
CQ 29 /-
Audio Engineering 29 /-
Radio and Television News 36 /-
QST 36 /-

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
(PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT)

55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1. ABBEY 5341



FINE COMMUNICATION
MODEL '750'

 Double Superheterodyne  High sensitivity
Eleven valves  Freedom from images

 Variable selectivity  Long linear scales
 Separate gain controls  Robust construction
 Mechanical bandspread  Chrome handles

f68 : 0 : 0 (exempt from Purchase Tax)

RECEIVERS

MODEL '740'
 Sound design

Eight valves

 Wide coverage
 High performance

 B.F.O.
 Noise limiter
 Mechanical bandspread

 Geared drive

f42 : 15 : 0 (exempt from Purchase Tax)

For full specification, please apply to your local Eddystone Distributor or to the Manufacturers

STRATTON & CO. LTD., EDDYSTONE WORKS, BIRMINGHAM, 31

C HENRY'S
5 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Telephone : PADDINGTON 1008/9 & 0401

Shop Hours. Mon.-Sat., 6 p.m. Thur., I p.m.

TRANSMITTER, TYPE T1403. Brand New (less coils and valves,
removed by M.O.S.). In steel grey cabinet, I9in. x I lin. x I 3in. Complete
with Meters, etc., 83/10/0, carr. 101-.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 182A. This unit contains VCR5I7
Cathode Ray 6in. Tube, complete with Mu -metal screen, 3 EF50,
4 SP6I and 1 5U4G valves, 9 wire -wound volume controls and quantity
of Resistors and Condensers. Suitable either for basis of Television
(full picture guaranteed) or Oscilloscope. Offered BRAND NEW
(less relay) in original packing case at 79/6, plus 7/6 carr.

CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCR97. Guaranteed full picture, 40/-, carr.
VCR517. Guaranteed full picture, 40/-, carr. 2/-.
3BPI. Suitable for Oscillopes and Tel., 25/-, carr.
MU -METAL SCREEN for VCR97 or 517, 10/-.

VCRI39A (ACRIO) 21in. C/R TUBE
Suitable for T/V or 'scopes. Brand New in original cartons,
35/-, p.p., 1/6.

-A COMBINED SIGNAL TRACER AND AUDIO OSCILLATOR-
An easy -to -build unit that can be used for I.F. and Audio signal tracing, without any switching or tuning,
including variable output oscillator, for amplifier checking, Highly sensitive, responds to signalspicked up from an ordinary receiving aerial. The circuit is that of a high -gain 2 -stage, resistance -
coupled audio frequency amplifier, employing 3 miniature 1.4 valves, with a Sin. speaker in the output
of the Power Amplifier Stage. An added advantage being that as this Unit is " All -Dry " it can be
used with safety on A.C. or A.C./D.C. mains and Battery sets. The complete Kit with portable cabinet
(size 6in. x 7in. x 6in.) and battery weighs only 4 lbs. We shall be pleasedr.to supply a complete Kit
for the construction of the above, right down to the last nut and bolt, including 2-ITA and 1-/S4 Valves,
Sin. Speaker and Portable case and All -Dry Battery for £4/19/6. Concise instrffctions and circuits
supplied. If prefn"red, circuit and instructions only can be supplied for 1/6. If required this Unit
will be assembled and tested for an extra charge of 15/-. This is a highly efficient instrument and a
MUST for every radio man.

EXCEPTIONAL VALVE OFFER
Ten EF50 (Ex -Brand New Units), 6/- each ...
6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G, 5Z4G, 6V6G (or KT6I)
IRS, 155, 1T4, IS4 or (354 or 3V4)
TP25, HL23/DD, VP23, PEN25, (or QP25)
6K8G, 6K7G, 6Q7G, 25A6G, 25Z5 or 25Z6G
I2K8GT, I2K7GT, 12Q7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT or 50L6GT
I 2SA7GT, I2SK7GT, I 2SQ7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT or

6 WATT AMPLIFIER. Undistorted
output. Manufactured by Parrneko
and Sound Sales for Admiralty.
4 valves, PX25. 2-AC/HL, MU14.
Output Matching 313 and 1512,
100/250v., A.C. Complete in steel
grey amplifier case. E12/10/0. Call
for Demonstration.

SEND POSTAGE FOR NEW 1953
COMPREHENSIVE

23 PAGE CATALOGUE

BLUE AND WHITE VISION
VCR157C TUBES. Brand new. In original crates. Guaranteed
full T/V picture. These tubes replace VCR97 and VCRS17 without
alteration and reproduce a blue and white picture. 45/-, plus
2/- carr. 6 -in. Enlarging Lens, 18/6, p/p 2/-.

=
42/6 aComplete set of specified valves for " P.W." Personal , No. 38 " WALKIE-TALKIE" TRANS. RECEIVER, complete =Rec. 5-6AM6, 2-6AK5, 1-6.16, 1 -6C4, I-EA50 and 3BPI with throat mike. 'phones, Junction Box and aerial rods in canvas bag.... C/R Tube with base ... ... ... ... ... C5/12/6 Freq. range 7.4 to 9 Mc/s. All units are as new and tested before dispatch. =PX25, GU50, KT66 at 12/6. Matched PX25s ... ... 25 /- pair, As supplied to Overseas police forces. E4 /10/0 with Battery. ....

55/- Set
42/6
32/6
27/6
42/6
42/6

Printed by The Courier Printing Co., Ltd., Tunbridge Was, for the Proprietors and Publishers, The Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. The Short Wave Magazine is obtainable abroad through the
following : Continental Publishers & Distributors, Ltd., William Dawson & Son Ltd. ; A JSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND-
Gordon & Gotch Ltd. ; AMERICA-International News Company, 131 Varick Street, NEW YORK. Registered for

tran,mission to Canada and Newfoundland by Magazine Post. July 1953.


